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BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE ROLES 
AS PERCEIVED BY TEACHERS) ADMINISTRATORS, 
AND INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES 
Abstract of Dissertation 
E.\D:PO~-· The purpose of the study was to investigate the relationship 
among variables wtrich are integral to the \''ole of the b·ilingual-b·icultura1 
instructional aide and reflect the perceptions of teachers, instructional 
aides, and adnrinistrators working in b'il·ingual c'lassroom sc.;ttings" The 
study concerned itself with: (1) the role funct·ions of the instructional 
aide, (2) the frequency of occurrence of these functions, and (3) the 
effectiveness of the instruct·ional a·ide ·in performing these functions. 
The study also investigated two s·ignif·ica.nt Y'elationships: (1) assumed 
role functions and frequency of occurrence of these and (2) assumed role 
functions and effectiveness of role performance. From the results of the 
investigation, it was hoped that the following objectives would be accom-
plished: (l) the rlevelopment of a more precise consensus role definition 
fol" the bilingual-bicultural ·instruct·iona·l aide~ (2) the reduction of 
discrepancies between the ideal and actual role functions of these para-
pr·ofessionals~ and (3) the (~valuation of vieak area~; of job performance in 
order to recommend specific training. 
The need for the study vtas reviewed in the education a 1 'I Herature 
_which pointed out diversities in the legal status of aides, inconsist-
encies regarding the·ir role funct·ions~ and a scur'city of research that has. 
dealt with their perceived role functions and effectiveness of role 
performance . 
.t!t?J_t!gdoJ9.9X· In order to accompl-ish the purpose of the~ study, a self-
report questionnaire was developed. It delineated 80 functions of the 
bilingual-bicultural instructional aide. These functions represented five 
categories: (1) Bilingua·I--·Bicultun;.l, (2) Instructional, (3) Professiona·l 
Development, (4) School-Conmunity Liaison, and (5} Clerical and Monitorial. 
The quest-ionnaite 1t1as des·igned t;s·lng three Ukert··type scale:'s representing 
t.h(;; fo11ottring range of c.'ltern;;tive~;: ("I) liStrongly ~\gret-::" to 11 Strongly 
O·isagr~;e," (2) "Ah1ays" to 11 Nevet," and Ci) "lHqhly Competent 11 to "Not 
Competent, Needs Training.'' The respondents were asked to mark each item 
by checkin9 the scale neatest to tlieir percept".-ions of ftmct·ions~ frequency 
of occurrer1ce of these, and competence of th2 instructional aides in per-
forming the functions. 
Re1iabilit,y and va.'l'idity \~·ere estnb'Jished for the quest·ionnaire. 
l\ sample of 3?. part·icipants \'las included 1n a test:.-ret.cc:st re'liabi'JH.y 
study. A panel of seven experts in the field of bili~gual-bicultural edu-
cation and staff training helped validate the content of the items 




results of the study are bused on '124 (82 percent) returned question-· 
naires representing 69 instructional aides~ 43 teachers, and 12 
admi n ·is tra tors. 
Ten hypotheses were designed for the study. Hypotheses 1, 2, and 
3 tested for significant differences among the referent groups regarding 
their perceptions of desirable functions, frequency of occw·rence of these, 
and competence of the ·instructional aides in perform·ing the functions. 
Analysis of variance procedures were used to interpret the~e data. Hypoth-
eses 4 through 9 tested for within-group consensus regarding the relation-
ships of desirability to frequency~ and desirability to competence. 
Pearson correlation procedures were used to interpret these results. 
Hypothesis ·10 was includ(~d to determine ·if there \'Jere any biograp!dc;fl 
variab'les wiYich seemed to inf'luence the r-at·ings of perce·ived desirabh~ 
functions. These results were analyzed using Pearson correlation pro-
cedur-es a ·1 so, 
Results. The analysis of the data seemed to reveal the following results: 
TTT.'tl1ere 1vere s i gni He ant differences in the perceptions of teachers, 
bilingual-bicultural instructional aides, and administrators regarding the 
desirable functions, frequency of occurrence of these~ and competence of 
roh~ performance of the instructional aidc~s. (2) There were s·ignificant 
differences wi tri'i n the gr-oups bf~tween what they perceived to be the ide a 1 
and actual Tole functions of the ·instructional aides. (3) The lar·gest 
degree of discrepancies of perceptions were indicated by the teacher and 
instructional aide groups. ·· (4) The most significant differences recorded 
by the groups v1e1~e in the categol"iE~s of "Bilingual-B'icultuy·al'' and 
"Instructiona'l" funct·ions. (5) The ar·ea of petceived competence of tole 
performonct~ shovJed the largest number of functions for which the hypotheses 
were rejected. (6) The groups' perceptions of desirable functions only 
seemt~d to be ~dgnifica.nt1y affect~::d b.Y the age, sex,. and instructiona'i 
grade levels of the respondents in a small percentage (19) of the functions. 
However, for the majority of the functions (81 percent)~ b·iog~'aphica·l vr~·f'l­
ables were not a significant factor in the ratings of what the groups 
perceived to be desirable Yole functions for the bilingual-bicultural 
instructional aides. 
Conclusions. ~he conclusions derived from the study were as follows: (1) 
A·-r2\Cl·--o--r--;-::-NJsensus rega1·ding the role of the bilingua·l-bicultuti.ll 
instructional aides exists among those working directly with them because 
there seem~; to be a. lack of communica·t"ion among the groups ·involved h'ith 
'interview·ing, hir'ing, tra·inin9~ and p1acing nf tf1e aides, (?) The adnr1n·· 
istrators were closer in their perceptions regarding the instructional 
aides' ro'le funct-ions 21nd competence of perfortn!ng the functions. Th·is 
could have been attributed to the fact that administrators do not gener-
ally work directly with the instructional aides in the classrooms on a 
daily basis. They would not have the same opportunities to observe their 
perfc•l'mancc: and cornpetenci(~S. (3) Teachers ,;md ·instt~J.ct·Ional rddes did 
not feel that the bilingua1··b·icultura1 instruc.tionu·l a·jdes \vere petfol-·ming 
tl"l(~ pt-!rnar.Y functions for· \.vhi ch they vmre lri red (B'i'! h9~1a ., -r~-i cu1tura·l and 
Instr·uctiona1). The·ir main n~asons sE?cmed to be lack of cornpetence and 
·luck of tnrining. How(~ver·, only tht=~ instnlctiona·l a·id,;::s felt that they 
were not receiving the appropriate training. The researcher st1ggests that 
pc:rhaps theif~ competencies or 'lack of competencies \'li~r·c beinq takc~n for 
gr·a.nted. 
Recommendations of the Stud1,, In v·iew of the above conclusions, the ·----------··-·-·----·-·-·--.. -.. -·"-· fol'lowing recommenda.tions ore suggested for consideration: ('l) Detai'led 
job descriptions and selection criteria which outline the specific func-
tions the bilingual-bicultural instructional aides are to perform should 
be determined by teacher·s, administrators, and working bilingual aides 
prior to the interviewing and hiring of new aides. (2) Language training 
should be an essential and continuous part of the training of bilingual-
bicultural instructional aides who demonstrate the need for such training. 
(3) Train·ing types of activities such as preserv·ices, ·inserv·ices, workshops~ 
and college courses should be conducted for "teams 11 made up of teacher and 
aide or teacher-aide-administrator. (4) Teachers working with bilingual-
bicultural instructional aides need and should have specific training in 
order to learn hov1 best to uti'lize tile skills of the bi-ringual parapr·ofes-
sionals. (5) Administrators should be more actively involved ·in all 
phases of interviewing, hiring, training~ placement. and evaluation of the 
bilingual-bicultural instructional aide. 
The researcher recommends that further research be concerned with: 
(1) bilingual-bicultural instructional aide functions and competence of 
performance of these, us·ing similar referent groups but with larger equal 
size groups and districts; (2) the use of instructional aides in the 
bilfngual classroom and the students' academ·ic pr·ogress; and (3) the 
development of techniques and statistical instruments designed to evaluate 
the effectiveness of role performance of bilingual-bicultural instructional 
aides in bilingual programs. 
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NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
In the ear'ly lristor,v of this country, bil'ir;gual school-ing was a 
common practice among many Americans. .1\ccord·i ng to Andersson and Boyer, 
11 There Y.IC:!re German-En~{lish b'il·ingual schoo'Js in Cincinnati, Indianapolis, 
Baltinrore, and Minnesota. French was used in Louisiana as a medium of 
tE~aching, and from 1848, Span·ish \1/iJS used in New ~lexica. "1 HOVI'eVet'~ \'lith 
thE-~ industtial revolution came a nat:ionalist·ic mov1~ment producing a con--
certed effort on the part of the U. S. Government and private industry to 
deve:lop a uniform nat"lrma·l image. This 'irnagt:: came to be exemplified 
through a. 11me'Jt:ing pot" philosophy~ which carled for a common 'languaqe 
and cultw~e. The direction of American education vms influenced by this 
1novement. As the public schools continued to reflect this perspective 
through the middle of the 20th t:entuty, English became rccogt1'in;d as. thl-! 
nt.ltiona'l language w-ith litUe re9ar·d for language d-iver'sity. 2 
During the 1950 1 5, with federal and state legislation providing 
for the i1nplementation of bilingual programs. significant changes began 
1
Theodore Andc~rsson and Mildred Boyer~ !3JJ.~.LQ.9_':!~L~c-~_9..9J5n.9..-.:LtlJ:.h~~ 
United States, Vol. I (Austin, Texas: Southwest ~ducational Development ---·--------··--·--···---· .. -... -.,.----··-Labotatory, '1970;, p. 17. 
,, 
t..U.S. Commission en Civi"l R·iqhts, r~. Bett.et Ch~nce to Learn: 
Bi 1 i ngua 1 Educa cion (\·Ja sh i ngton: u.s: Gove.rrilli~;rif""fi-rTnTTng·--(J'fHc:e-:··---
... ,---~-· .. ·,- ....... _.T;·---·: ........ ,j----~ .. ·:•..... . ' r· · r::' ;· ? · 
CJ~~ar tn9,,0use I ubl1cat10:1 No. Jl, 197~!.1, pp. ,) .. ·,.1. 
to occur among educators, administrators, and politicians concerned with 
equal opportun'ity for the 1 imited or non-Eng·! ish speak·i ng student. In 
1968, Title VII 3 was added to the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965 
/ (ESEA) to provide funds fat' bi1ingua1 education programs~ inc"luding 
I 
'') ,_ 
provisions for hiring teacher aides. Many states began to pass and amend 
laws in order to support bilingual education. In 1967, California 
amended its Education Code to allow bilingual instruction in cases where 
such instruction would be advantageous to students. 4 California•s 
Bilingual Education Act of 1972 (AB 2284) provided funds for the initia-
·t'i on of vo 1 untary bil i ngua 1 programs. It a 1 so i nc1 uded funds for the 
hiring of bilingual teacher aides. 5 The importance of an equal oppor-
tunity to pub') ic education fol'' the language minority student was 
underscm~ed ·in the U. S. Supreme Court dec-is·ion of ~lnnuary, 1974. In 
the !:.9JL.Y..!.l!.i~:_ll~~L~6 decision3 the court affit'med that school d·istricts 
were compelled under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to provide 
children who spo~e little or no English with special language programs 
which would 9ive them an equal oprortun·ity to an education. r-1ore 
recently, the California Chacon-Moscone Bilingual Education Act of 1976 
(AB 1329)7 mandates bilingual education in schools with fifteen or more 
3oavid J. Alexander and Alfonso Nava, ~--J::~b.l.:I_g __ 8_fl5.~.JY..:~~L~ __ gj_ 
§jJ_i_Q_gua_l._Educ_i~t·ioD_i.Q_~_alJ.f.9JJ!JQ. (San Francisco, CalHornia: rt vnd E. v 
Research Associates~ '1976), p. 43. 
~-Alexandct a.nd Nava, 11 The FPderal Programs~ .. ·jb·ld., pp. 43-1 9. 
5A'1ex;.~.ndor and Nava, 11 LE:~gal Responsibi"IH·les: State Leg·is'lat.-ion 
and Pr·ogt'ams, 11 ibid., pp. 24-28. 
61·' N·· h" 1 '- 11 ~ lJ , .. r::"3· (1<: 7 4) .cd1 V" l C .l.J i ,) 9 L, ti. ..) , :.JO . .':}, , 
3 
limited English-speaking students of any one language group at the same 
g racle 1 eve ·1 • 
In spite of the progress that has been made to improve the 
education of 1 anguage m·i nori ty students~ much mote is needed. One of the 
primary problems is the lack of sufficient and adequately prepared 
bilingual teachers and aides. According to the California Commission for 
Teacher Preparation and Licens·ing, 11 Thet~e is now a definite and critical 
shortage of fully credentialed bilingual personnel in both local school 
districts and teacher train·ing institutions. 118 An article ·in the Phi 
_Del~!~~.IJ- recently quoted the follmving statement~ 11 In Jt{ly, 1976, the 
Califomia Adv·isory Committee of the U. S. C"ivil R·ights Comnrission t 
reported that 80% of those teachers participating in federal and state 
b·i1ingua·l pl~ogtarns wm·(~ not bilinguaL" 9 s·lrnilarly, othF.:r author-s huve 
comnented that the finding of qualified bilingual-bicultural, as well as 
bil1terate, personnel to staff bilingual programs has been identified as 
the most pressing pr-oblem facing prog~am administrators today. 10 
The Prob l t::m 
In response to the problem of limited bil"ingual-credent·ialed "' 
personnel, many school districts have applied for funds to hire and train 
8The Commiss·ion for· Ten.chet Prepara.t·ion and Licensing, ~~~-t~2. 
Bi~f:!_<?.t~ __ Q!~_§ .. t.Li..Q.9JJ:.~L-c I.Q~ _g_tD..1J:!!.:~ 1_.!~ a <J.~~~-_?(x..~Pit.r..<l:t!.2I!..._.iX! .. As:.<.:.o r9il~~.e_ .. 'l_'l.i t h_ 
Cal1fornia Education Code, Section 5768.2 Sacramento, California: 
Cii-T"fforn-:i a·-·.s·G!Ee-ti"ep0~r·:E11r~·rif""oT._Edti.c"aT1c)n~- '19/7)' p. 1 . 
9-n-I'Jm,:.s i\1. Liams, 11 Thc Gath(~Y'ing Storm Over Bilingual Education," 
C.b_t...Q~.Lt.0. .. M(.?-J?E~.!j_~ f)9 (December~ 19"77) ~ 226. 
1 0can!ptro II c~r Gt~net'a ·1 of the United States. J}_i_Li.!..!.9.'~!~_l.._~_sl.~~c~.!:LQi~.~­
'~J~.J.lr.~l~~-t.J~t~.?~!. ('lJ~shi n~rton: United States Gem~ra l F-1ccounti ng Off·i ce ~ 1916 ). 
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bilingual-bicultural teacher aides. The hiring and training of bilingual 
paraprofessiona·ls, however, has not been simple. Those involved with 
these tasks have realized that bi'!ingual parap}'Ofessionals generally ·lack 
proper training in all areas of teaching methodology, language instruc-
tion, and in their own cultural and historical backgrounds. 11 
Back..9_!:Q_~..QQ.J:Q. thf~·- Pr_2_t2_l_enl 
The problem of lack of trained bilingual paraprofessionals has 
been compl·icated by the demanding roles of these paraprofessionals. In 
most cases, the aides are asked to assume instructional duties before 
they are given proper training. This is partially due to the immediate 
need of utilizing their bilingual skills in bilingual situations with 
mono.lingua·! teachers. Godw·in12 states, "The involvement of bilingual 
paraprofessionals in such a setting is more than a question of titles and 
dut{e':>. Specia·l ·ro'les seem to emerqe." The bi1ingual-b·lcu1tural a·idr::~ is \ i, 
ask~ ..• to. p1ay thr~ role of tea.c:her~ tutor, playgl~ound supervisor, and 
community liaison because of special bilingua·l-bicultUJ'·a1 sk'i'l'ls. But, 
in most cases, this pat·aprofessional is not legally n:spons·ib'le to can·y 
'13 / 
out. these duties nor adequatt~ly tra·ined to perform thc:m effectively.' ../ 
Local variations in selection. training, placement, and assess-
ment practices of instructional aides have created variations as to the 
11 ptoper and lega.i" Y'ole of the b'ilingtw·l·-biculturn1 paraprofessional in 
• 1 
t 'r1a r-i l yn R. Seyn·,;:mn ~ }3~_::;_ei1:!!ll .. .£.l1E\_~~!__a_]_,y?J_~ ... Q:r~.J~g_l!lp_~J_~~~-t~~­
l~~.r:t~~-.cL_!)_:t. __ tr~~\ .. ~-iJ.i!~9-'~3~_l._:!~§gch£!.: .. .!}J_~~ {Mesa, Ad zona: ~1esa Community 
College) 1976 1 , p. 6 . 
. , •') 
c.Doug·la::; Go Godw·in, 11 Thc Bilinqual Tcv.cher i\ide: Classroom 
J~s sf':t) II IJ:!~ ___ Q.~.~?.ILt.9.n.'._~~:J.:02~U._~1.2i:!.~!:!.~l' 77 U·1wr"ch, 19n) , 265. 
DS'·"··.'.·'I'fl;_•y·,,,·\. ') '. t p··· '1 ., 'lp, \..1 ·~ p., 
\· 
bflingua·! classrooms., f\ccordir,g to i.l study done in 1973: 
Legal and pragmatic views show divergence as to what constitutes 
appropriate functions for aides. The law tends to restrict the 
aides• functions in the direction of comparatively little contact 
with students. Prac~itioners tend to prescribe quasi-instructional 
roles for the aides. 14 
A study conducted in 19?4 revealed that only twenty-three states had 
laws or state board of education policies defining the legal status of 
teacher aides. 15 
Studies have found speC'Ific problems of o~~~~-2,~-:~.:.~.:~ .. ~.?~r,,and 
UflQ.£r:Y-tiJ.J.z.g.~:ttan,_pf bilingual··bicultura1 instructiona·l aides due to lack 
of ~jJorm""-~oJ .. e . ._ggJJ!lLtign .. ,oL. :fu.t1cJ:J.,g.n.~. Both Barba 16 and Seymann 17 
found that bilingual paraprofessionals were given teaching responsibili-
ties for which they were unprepared or ill-trained to perform. The lack 
of bilingual teachers demanded that bilingual paraprofessionals be put 
into s·ituations \•!here they assumed tecching duti(:s immediate'ly. _ 
Morales
18 
recently found the other extreme to be true. His study 
revealed that the most frequently performed duties of bilingual aides 
were clerical duties of duplicating instructional materials and other 
nowinstruct·ional act-ivities. All thtee authors recommended furthet· 
14
A. M. A. Barba, ~~~lm"' ~lE~xico Pr·oject Aides: Pey·ceptions of The·h~ 
Functions 11 (Doctor·al d·issel~tation, New l~ex"ic;o State University~ '1973)$ 
p. 5. 
5 
15choxl<~s To'llett and Dan Toll£?.tt 9 11 TE~achel~ Aide·; Laws Invite , 
Lawsuits Aga·inst Schoo'ls~·· The i\merican School !3oard ,JouY'na·l, 161 Ju'!y~ 197 4)' 30. ______ , ______ ...... ____ _. ________________________________ _ ( ~/ 
16 . .. . A.M. A. Barba, op. cit .• p. 7. 
17~1ar"ilyn R. Seymann, op. cit .. , p. 23. 
lBFrank J. ~1o1·ales, 11 A Descr-iptive Study of Bil·ingual Teacher 
A-ides and The·ir Utilization ·in Elementary Spalri':;h·-Eng'lish 13flingual 
Classrooms'• (Doctoral dissertat-ion, Un-ivers'ity of New i"lexico~ 1976). 
6 
studies in order to help delineate the r·ole funr:tions of the IYilingua·J .. 
bicultural paraprofessionals, which could prevent further misuse of their 
skills. 
Differences in perceptions held among teachers, administrators, 
·and instructional aides of the a·ide's functions in the bil·Ingual class-
room also complicate the role of the parapr~fessional .. There seems to be 
a 1 a.ck of agreement among thes(:~ referent groups in regard to the types 
of functions and in regard to the frequency with which these functions 
should occur. Ollio19 and Zalk20 found tll'is to be true in their r·esearch. 
In their studies on teacher a·ides~ they concluded simnarly: 
... principals, teachers, and teacher aides taken in groups 
do exhibit a significant level of incongruence to the degree that 
some specificity needs to be r~lated to the role of the teacher 
aide . . . a greater degree of compati b"il H.Y wou·l d result if school 
districts would construct programs involving principals, teachers, 
and teacher aides. The major thrust of these prc.lgrams would be to 
'identify the job functions of the teachel' aide.2t 
The r·o 1 e of the 'lnstruct·i on a 1 aide needs to be specified to 
create the most effective disposition of his/her skills in the 
classroom .... The role of the instructional aide is not well-
denned. Training on the role of the ·instr·uctional aidt~ in the 
teaching-learning team should be given~ as well as lectures on 
the expectations and limitations of instructional a·ides. The 
trainees should be given sufficient orie2~ation to enable them 
to perform effectively in the classroom. 
Lack of consensus among those working directly with bilingual 
aides as to the role and effectiveness of teacher aides is a very serious 
"19P. A. O'l1io, 11 Perceptions of the Roles of Teacher Aid~e~s as 
Reported by Se 1 ected Pf'i nci pa 1 s, Teachers, and Tec\cher· f~·i des in Dade 
County, F'lor·ida 11 (Doctoral dissertation, Un·iversity of ~1iami, 19'71), 
p. 1£:1. 
20Linda Zalk and others, The Role of the Paraprofessional in 
Bfl i nqu•d Educa t'i on) U.S., EducrJ tTc1naT-·Res.oi:li;-ces····FiTo.rrna-:f.Ton-Tei1te·r~­
ERTC'-O-ocumerlf"lU--TT2 2'!8, 19i'5. 
21 . . ' 011·1o, loc. c·tt. 
,. ') 
~LZalk and others, loc. cit. 
v 
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prob I ern. Lack of research in th·i s area has contd buted to the pr-ob'JE;m 
since it is needed to help educators focus on training needs, role assign-
ments~ and eva 1 ua t ·j ons of role performance. There is, thl~refore, a need .::::,.y .. 
to conduct studies which specifically deal with the role and effectiveness 
of role performance of these pa.raprofcssiona1s, at least at the loca·l 
·levels, in order to determine rnean·ingfu1 bases for recruitment, h'iring, 
placement, and relevant training. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship 
among variables which are integral to the role of th~ bilingual-
bicu1tuta.T instructional aide, and reflect the perc.;::ptions of teacher's, 
teacher aides, and administrators. The study concern0d itself with: 
(1) the ~ole functions of-ihe teacher aide~ (2) the frequency with which 
these functions occur, and (3) the effectiveness of the teacher aide in 
performing these functions. 
In order to accomplish its purpose, the study investigated these 
areas based on the perceptions of three l'eferent groups; teachers~ 
administrators, and bilingual-bicultural instructional aides working in 
bilingual-bicultural classroom settings. The st~dy also investigated 
two siqnificunt n~1ationships: ('l) assumed rolf.:: funcv;,:1ns and frequency 
of occurrence of thes2, and (2) assumed role functiollS and effectiveness 
of rnle performance. From the results of the investigation, the 
1. the develop~~nt of a consensus tole definition for the 
bi ·1 i ngua ·1-·b·'i cu 1tu n-11 instructional a:i de~ 
2. the d ·1 ::;ctepanci es br!tw~c:n tht.~ ·ide a 1 and the actua·l funct·i on~; 
;/ ' 
of these paraprofessionals could be red~ced) and 
3. vJeak a.reas of job performa.nc1;; of the bilingual--bicultural 
instruction<.t'l <l'ide vmuld be evaluated ·in order to recommend spedf·ic 
trainin~1· 
Procedur'es 
The study gathered the necessary data to accomplish its purpose 
by aclrniniste.r-ing a questionnairf~ to a stl~atified23 sample of 50 teachers, 
80 aides, and 20 administrators of bilingual programs from three school 
districts in northern California. The questionnaire delineated five 
ma;lor are;:~s of functions. The funct'ions conta·ined in the questionnaire 
and the validity of the instrument. v1ere determ·ined by a panel of seven 
experts h1 bilin~1ual·-b'lcultural ·ins.tructiona·l aide tra:ining, and from a 
revle~w of n:ia.ted 1Hera.tlJ.('e. R.t=d·iab·i1ity of the ·instrument was estab-
llshed through a test-retest method. 24 
The d·irection and conclus·ions of this study v1ere guided by the 
following assumptions and limitations: 
1. Bi1in~Jual···b·icultu~<'a1 instructional aides JY'e a critica·l 
factor in the success of bilingual-bicultural education 
ptogl~ams. 
2. Perceptions held by administrators, teachers, and 
---- --oo--../o•ifi:....--o --··----... ····--~ .... - .. --.... AO 
8 
23Bruce W. Tuckman, Conducting Educational Research (San Francisco~ 
ca 1 Horn ·i a: Harcourt Brace tJo.i/ar~ovTch~~···-rii-c~~T!.f72T:-·!J-p:·-·;~·ai .. 2o4. 
2'~J.b.:! 1 ')'7 .H.,p. ~>. 
instructional aides of the instructional aide 1 s functions 
and roles in the bilingual classroom setting have an influ-
ence on the performance of the bilingual paraprofessional . 
. 3. The ideal functions VJh·ich can be pet'formed by the bil·ingual 
paraprofessional can be established with some degree of 
reliability and validity by means of a structured 
questi onna ·j re. 
4. Responses to specific questions on the questionnaire con-
stitute emph'ical evidence of teachers•, administr·ators', 
and ·instructional aides• percept-ions of the competence of 
the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide in performing 
their functions. 
5. The definitions of terms used for this study~ taken from 
authoritative soun.:es ~ pro vi de an acceptable basis for the 
study. 
6. The respondents of the school districts chosen are 
representative of the population under investigation. 
L imitation~, 
l, The study vl<l::; l'irnih~d to an investi9ation of the perceptions 
of tht(1c r·eferent gtoups o.s to the functions~ occutrence of 
functions, and functional competence levels of bilingual-
bicultural instructional aides. 
2. The study 1t1as limited by the sma'll sample size of each 
participating district. The sample sizes were small because 
only schools in these districts who had bilingual-bicultural 
instructional aides could participate. 
3. The sV..tdy was 'limited by the disproportionate representat-ion 
of samples from each district and of samples from each 
referent groUp. Differences in size of referent groups were 
due to the fact that there were more teachers and bilingual 
paraprofessjonals in bilingual programs than administrators. 
Hynotheses ... M~:_.r._~---·-·-----.. 
It has been stated that the purpose of this study was to deter-
__§ 
5 mine the relationship am0ng variAbles that are integral to the role of 
the bilingtwT··b·icultura·l instruct:ion.:ll aide. Hypotheses One, Two, and 
9 
Three focused upon intergroup consensus regarding each of these variables. 
Hypotheses Four through Nine were designed to investigate two 
significant relationships: (1) assumed role functions and frequency of 
10 
occurrence of these, and (2) assumed role functions and effectiveness of 
role performance. From these, the discrepancies between the ideal and 
actual role performance of the aides as perceived within each group could 
be identHied. Hypothesis Ten \·w.s included ·in order to d(:.~termine any 
s·ignHicant influences of biograph·ica'l variab1es on the hypotheses. 
No significant differences exist among teacher, administrator, 
and ·instructional aide groups in the"ir' p.erceptions of the desirable 
insti~uctional Ride fl~!J.s~ti.Qn~ that should be performed in the bilingual-
~icultural classroom. 
No significant differences exist among teacher, administrator, 
and ·instruct·ional aide: groups in their perct~ptions re~]arding the L~~fl~J2!l~ 
of desirable instructional aide functions. 
Hypothesis 3 .. ~-'!....--------·--.. ·-· 
No s ·j gnifi cant differences oxi st o.lt10n9 teacher, admi ni s tratot, 
and instructional aide groups in their perceptions of instructional aide 
Hvnoth~~s is 4 
.~L..t" ... ~--··-- ..... ·------
No sign·lficant differences exist between teachers• perceptions of 
desirable instructional aide functions and teachers! perceptions regard-
ing frequency of desirable instructinnal aide functions. 
'1'1 
No significant differences exist between administrators' percep-
tions of desirable instructional aide functions and administrators' 
perceptions regarding frequency of desirable instructional aide functions. 
No significant diffe(ences exist between instructional aides' 
perceptions of desirable instructional aide functions and instructional 
aides' perceptions regarding frequency of desirable instructional aide 
functions. 
No significant differences·exist bet\•Jeen teachers' perceptions of 
desirable instructional aide functions and teachers' perceptions regard-




No significant differences exist between administrators' percep-
tions of desirable instructional aide functions and administrators' 
perceptions regarding the competence of the instructional aide in 
performing these Functions. 
Hvpothesis 9 __ v_.., .... __________ , 
No significant differences exist between instructional aides' 
perceptions of desirable instructional aide functions and instructional 
J aides' perceptions ~~gJrd1ng the competence of the instructional aidR in 
petfonni 119 these funct·i ems. 
12 
No signif-icant relat-ionsll"lps exist between the per~cc~ptions of.· 
desirable instructional aide functions and the following variables: age, 
sex, education and/or training, language component, and instructional 
grade level. 
1\ tev·ievJ of the litetature ind·icated the need to determine some 
consensus of role definition for bilingual-bicultural instructional aides 
in ordet to improve their effectiveness. This need was evident from the 
review of the literature which pointed out diversities in the legal 
status of aides, inconsistencies about their role functions, and a 
scarcity of resea.rch that ha.s dea'lt with their percrdved role functions 
and effect i vc~nes!; crf :no l <~ performance. 
The ·impo;~tance of Y'ole consensus and role effectiveness 1~.:; ev·i-
dent in the theories of several researchers: 
1. Getze1s25 found that effective functioning of role behavior 
of position-holders is not 1·ikely to occur \'ihere role incumbents f·lnd 
themse·lves r~xposed to conf'l·icting expectations held by their superiors. 
He states that effectiveness of role b~?.havior in a soc:ial systr.:-:m such as 
a school depends on the degree of congruence between the perceptions and 
expectat·i ons of tr.e cornph~mr.;ntu.ry rc)l e incumbents. 
"lr: ' 
(.. . .)dacob ~L Gc~tze'ls, 11 Confl'ict a.nd Rol(;; Behavior in thr~ Educa.t·iona1 
Settinq~ 11 Rt~adin~)s in the Social Psychology of Educat·i~">I! .. • eds. i~. \>J. 
Charter·s a·ri.ifH:--(:· G·a-ge-(hosTor1:-)\1lyri~ .. at17f8a.'con·)·-·rii-E:·: 1964) ~ pp. 3 I ·1-- "16 .. 
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2. Sarbin26 contends that individuals appraise the position of 
others in order to perceive their own status more clearly. They then 
respond to situations in a manner which they perceive as being appropriate 
to their jobs among such positions. 
3. 27 Barnard's theory states that the effec!:"i veness of an o!~gani-
zation is rc~lated to the degr-ee of congruence betv1een tilt:~ actual behavior 
of the employees and the role expectations which their superiors hold 
for them. 
Authorities in the field of bilingual-bicultural instructional 
aide training have commented that, when the paraprofessiona·ls in bi1ingual 
education are used effectively, individual needs and individual differ-
ences of the students are ordinarfly met. However, they agree~ this 
cannot be done without relevant training which directs itself to the 
specific r·o1e funct·ions of the instructional aides and to their effec-· 
28 t:i veness of job p.~:r'·formc.nce. The results of this study can be used to 
clearly specify the r·ole functions of the bilingual paraprofessional so 
that they may perform more effect-ively. The discrepancies behveen the 
idea·! and the actual functions of these aides can be r·educed. Wt~ak areas 
of job perfoY"rnance of the aides can be identif·il.';d in or·d,~r to r'ecommend 
specific training. Statistical methods for future evaluations of the 
26Theodore R. Sarbin, ''Ro.le Theory, 11 Handbook of Social 
p_~.~fTh~L~?SJY-_, eel. Gardnr:~r L indzey (Reading, Massachti~:etfs:·-A(JdTson··Wesl ey s 
1954 ' p. 229. 
27chester I. Barnard, The Functions of the Executive (Cambridge, 
t~assachusetts: Harvatd Uni versTty-·Pt:·e-s.5-;-·nr66)·:--pp-~·-·44-,-92.--
28E. Roby Leighton~ E.t0£~-~-0_1!~9.~ .. -0..t.1 __ !he_.J~g.!:l!.~r-~n.~~-_t~-~-·-ysq_3J!i , 
Roles of Teacher Aides~ U.S., Educational Resources Information Center, 
n~rcoac:·\ji1~1r.:~irC1ri -tT3·r-;n6 ~ '1969. 
14 
aides 1 p<~rfot·m<:tnce can bf~ d·iscussed and ·implr-:mc:nted. TlK; ovel'etll f·ind·ings 
of th·is study can bE! used by the local school districts as a bo.se for 
preliminary needs assessments from \1hich to p'lan ·in-serv·ice and pre-
service training for bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. 
Definit·ion of Tt::rrns 
The objectives and procedures of this study required the use of 
certain technical terms. The following operational definitions are 
provided to facn Hate the usage of these tenns in the study: 
P~ tcepj; ion~-
Bovnnan and l<l opf
29 
defined this concept as the av~areness and 
judgments resulting from having observed certain actions . 
. ~il_i_!:!.9.~l a '(_:~j c u _l_t_L~J::. ~J_ 
Instructional Aide 
·-·~--·"'-r--- .. --.... --~-·-··"'-
The 1976 Bilingual-Bicultural Education Act of California defines 
this tr;rm as: 
an nide f'luent ·in both Eng1 ish and the primary language of the 
1 imi tecl-·Engl ish-speaking pupi 1 or pupils in a bi1 i ngua 1.-bi cultura 1 
program . . , who is fami 1 i ar vJi th the cu·l tura 1 heritage of the 
limited-English-speakigg pupils in the bilingual classes to which 
he or she is assigned.~o 
In the bfi ingua·I classes where this study was conducted, oth(~r terms were 
used for the same role. Those to be used in this study are: bilingual 
aide, bilingual-crosscultural teacher aide, bilingual paraprofessional~ 
29
Ga. rda W. Bovmmn and Gordon J. I<'J opf ~ Nc:w Careers nnd Ro 1 es in 
the Amer·ican Schoo·! (Ne\'' York: Bank Street conege-·c)f' ... lcri:icatian·-rc5r-lile ·trHTce-.. o-r Ec_o_nt1mfc-·--opportunity, '1968)) p. s. 
30Assembly Bill No. 1329, Chapter 5.76. Bi11ngual-Bicultural 
Education Act of 1976, pp. 4-5. 
" ~
and bilingual-bicultural instructional aide. Bilingual-bicultural 
instructional aide will be the main term. 
This scale contains a set of items, all of which are considered 
approximately equal in attitude or value loading. The subject responds 
with vurying "degrees of intensity" on a sc.:ale ranging betvteen extremes 
such as agree-disagree, always-never, etc. The scores of the responses 
for each of the separate sca·les are summed, or summed and averaged~ to 
yield an individual •s attitude score. 31 
~-~l.f'-R~_Qort_g_~-~~_!:_i onnAi r~ 
15 
This is a type of instrument designed to be self--administered by 
the participants. It is often used in educational research for descrip-
y.·. 
tive studies and in the measurement of attitude and opinion. The 
questionnaire~sed in thts study was composed of fixed-alternative (closed) 
items. This was done in order to get uniformity and reliability of 
responses. 32 
The term 11 language m·inority 11 is used ·in this study to refc~r to 
persons in the United States who speak a non-English native langtJage and 
who bt=!.long to an ident·ifiable minor'ity group. For the purpose of th·is 
study~ the ·language minor·ity groups included were: l~ex·ican Americans, 
-s -·--·-------·--·· .. -----~~~----~--
J 31 stephen Isaac and William B. Michael, Handbook in Research and 
Evnl uati on (San Di e9o, Ca 1 ifol"n·i a: Robert R. l<na.pp:-fru"EiTTsfier·;·~r~r/lr}·~-­
-P_ ..... TorT:·-···--·-
32 .. 
J.blCl. ~ pp. 98-99. 
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Asian Americans, and Fi ·1 i pi no AmeY"i cans. 33 
Teachet' and Snecia'list ------·---:.t'--·-----
The term "teacher" ·is used to refer to the professional creden··· 
tialed person in the classroom. nspecialist" refers to experienced 
teachers who have specific responsibilities for developing bilingual-
bicultural curricula in specific content areas such as language, ESL, 
math, etc. In this study~ the responses of the teachers and specialists 
. 34 
were p'laced under one categor.v···· 11 teacher." 
Bi .lifl9U~_Bi s_y_l_!ura 1.-fJ.?SS!:OQ_!I]~~ 
These are classrooms in which English and another language are 
used as instructional medium in the educational program. The student•s 
native language and cultural factors of that language are used as media 
of instnv:t·ion, Hhi1e introducing) maintaining, and developing all the 
. . 35 
necessar·y ski 11 s in r.he second 1 angua.ge and cu 1 tur·e. 
Roles and Functions -----... ----~---·-H-.. --~----0 
Si~rbin writes: 
All societies are organized around positions (statuses), and 
the persons v1ho occupy these pos ·i ti ons pet~form speci a 1 i zed func-
tions or roles .... Roles and functions c1re conjoined. Roles 
-·are defined in terms of the functions performed by the petson to 
validate his occupancy of the position.36 
Other terms such as "duties~" 11 responsibilities," and 11 ass·ignrnents 11 are 
used i ntt?.rchangeab'ly w'ith "funct·ions'' and 1'rol es } 1 In this study, the 
33u.s. Commission on C'iv'i'l R·ights, A Better Chance to Learn: 
J2~Ll ·i ngJ:!.9l. ... ~-~l!.~~.L~5?.n_, op. c ·it, , p. ·1 • --------------------------·----
34Assembly Bill No. 1329, op. cit., p. 4. 
35 · g 36s t • • t 2·') 1 <Joven, op. c1t., p. . · ar)1n, op. c1 . , p. _, .. t., 
term "ro·l e 11 ·i\s used to refu· to the overall concept of speci fi (~d 
behaviors, .while 11 functions" is used to refer· to those specified 
behaviors that make up the role. 
Administrator 
In this study, the term refers to those people who are either 
building principals or program directors. 
Summary 
17 
Chapter 1 has provided an overview of the nature and scope of the 
problem to be studied. As such, it is introductory to the rest of the 
study. An historical background bf bilingual education and the need for 
bfl·i ngun·l teachers we.re presented. The need for the study It/as revi ev.;ed 
through a background of literature which pointed out a lack of consensus 
of role definition for th~ position of bilingual paraprofessionals. 
Varieties in local and state statutes and differences in perceptions of 
what ought to be the role of the bi"lingual instr'uctional aide have con-
tributed to the need to study the effectiveness of role performance of 
these paraprofessionals. 
It t·Jas stated that the purpose of the study focusE-~d on the 
relationships among variables which tend to define the role of the bilin-
gual aide and which reflect the perceptions of teachers, teacher aides, 
and admin·i strators. Fm· this purpose! procedures, assumptions and 
limitations were outlined. Ten hypotheses were outlined for this study. 
The first three focused upon the inter-group consensus regarding the 
role, frequency of role, and effectiveness of role functions. The next 
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six hypotheses looked at the relationship hetween the ideal and actual 
ro 1 e p;:~rformance of the aides as pt~rce i ved \vi thin each r·eferent group. 
The last hypotiH~sis v1as inc·luded to look at any signHica.nt influences 
of biographical variables on the perceived role functions of the 
bilingual-bicultural instructional aide. 
In the significance of the study~ it was pointed out that 
effectiveness of role performance is based upon clearly-delineated role 
funct'i ons. The contributions of th·l s study would 1 i e in the ability to 
be able to delineate specific role functions for the bilingual para~ 
professional in order to establish better selection~ training, placement, 
and evcduation programs for the a·ide. A list of technical terms was 
included to help in the understanding of the study. 
~!n~tD.rt?L o 1.~_:t)_"!.~.--~t:_~~-
Four additional chapters complete the remainder of the study. A 
review of related literature concerning the present study is included in 
Chapter 2. It has been divided into three main sections: (1) an 
historical overview of the use of aides, (2) related studies of role 
definition and congruency~ and (3) studies dealing with effectiveness of 
ro 1 e performance.. Ch<:qJter 3 dea.·l s \l.rl th the research des ·i gn and method~· 
ology, n:search ·instntmt~nt, and null hypothes;es d(~s·igned for the study. 
The findings of the study are pr·esented and ana.lyz.ed 'in Chapte\' 4. The 
final ch::lptet· concludes the disse~-tat·ion with a qenr.ra.1 summary~ conch1-
for future study. 
Chapter 2 
HEVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This study was designed to investigate the relationship among 
variables which are integral to the role of the bilingual-bicultural 
instructional aide. The perceptions of teachers, teachers• aides, and 
adn1inistrators as to the desired role functions, frequency of occurrence 
of these tolc~s, and effectiveness of r'o.leperftmnance were studied in 
relationship to each other. This is a review of the literature which 
summarizes previous research done and scholarly opinions cited dealing 
with those areas of investigation. 
The chapter has been divided into three rna,jor St?:ctions 1n m~cJt::~l~ 
to give greater clarity to the research which has significance fot th·ls 
study. It begins with an historical overview of the paraprofessional. 
Role definition, consensus and studies of ro·le perception are then 
presented. The last section summarizes the few studies found which 
specifically deal with the effectiveness of role performance of 1llstruc-
tional aides in education~ Throughout the review, an effort was made to 
seek and present those sources which had high .relevancy to this study. 
Historical Overview 
There is no evidence that the use of paid paraprofessional help 
·in the classroom befon! the l940 1 s ex·isted. Thc.::'re a.re some early 
references to various kinds of volunteers: lay readers, tutors, and 
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unpaid housewives helping out in various capacities. Some authors also 
mention the use of homeroom mothers and unpaid fathers filling in as 
coaches. But there appeat· to be no references in the literature to 
teacher aide programs prior to 1953. Most authorities cite the early 
sixties as the time VJhen the paraprofessional movement f·irst became 
strong. Federal fundin9 to aid the poor \vith jobs and schooling, short-
age of minority employees in the helping professions, and a new awareness 
of the language minority child's needs appear to be the major influences 
behind the growing need of paid paraprofessionals in education. 
The Hired Teacher Aide ---------··M-·-·· . 
The first organized effort to employ teacher aides occurred in 
Bay City, Mich·igan, in 1953, as a result of a Ford Foundation Grant. 
Brighton, 1 Bo~J~rrnar. and Klopf2 idEmtif·ied th~:~ Bay City !~ichigan Project as 
the first fotma1 ·intt·oduction of the teacher aide concc~pt to public 
education in the Un'ited Sta~ces. During the postwar years of the fift·ies, 
the first wave of war babies was overcrowding the schools, causing a 
shortage of qua'lified teachers. So~ the Bay City !~ichigan Pro,ject was 
funded as an experiment to alleviate the existing conditions. The use 
of teacher aides would offer the use of less expensive staffs and an 
. immediate solution to the pl'OblE:m. 
In the early 1960 1 s! when federal funds first became available 
for education, teacher aides began to be hired for the purpose of 
1 
Howl rd Br·i ghton, J.i~.It2.9gp}( __ for.:___T~a.:!d!_~r_:_.J~ i dg~_ (fv1i d 1 and, fv] i ch ·i gan: 
Pendell Publish·ing Cornpany, 1972), p. 8. 
2Garclai~. Bovnnan and Gordon d. l<lopf9 Nm'i Careets and Ro'les ·in 
.tQ.~/:!~-~x.J(~~-rJ ... ~?~ .. t~2gJ.:> .. : ... 8. ~.!.'L~X __ <!.t~ . .A!:!:-JJ.l.~. !:X.!~~-t:~21!~~i:~I ~-1!:Cf:E."ii~~If§!i .. TN~~;vT 
York: Bank Street College of Education~ 1968 1 , pp. 5-7. 
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enriching education for children as opposed to a less expensive means of 
educating children. People began to see the paraprofessional movement 
as a viable means of producing jobs for the poor also. Arthur Pearl and 
Frank Ri essman3 published a book entHl ed New_l_~reer2.-f.sw the _Eg_or,. In 
their book, they pointed to the pos~~ ·J bil Hy of ere at i ng thousands of 
posit·ions for paraprofessiona·ls. By doinu so~ they wrote, the shortage 
of paraprofessional and professional personnel in the areas of education, 
social \AJelfare, and mental health would be taken care of. Also, the poor 
would be helped through the creation of new jobs. 
Many authorities in the field recognize that the paraprofessional 
movement in the sixties was generally welcomed due to five major reasons. 
Gartner' and Riessrnan4 have summarized these as: {1) the need for jobs, 
(2) the shortage of hurnan services for the poor, (3) the concern of can-
sumers, particularly the poor and minorities, regarding inadequacies of 
tradit·iona·J serv·ice delivery and by the reluctance of professionals to 
understand their needs, both physical and psychological, (4) recognition 
that the poor were locked out of achieving professional status and kept 
"from getting into profess·ional jobs by the traditional credentialing 
paths, and (5) the shortage of human power that paraprofessionals could 
fill, particularly in poor neighborhoods. 
IlJ.JJ n 9.9.~L:~.~t<;:.YJ1~~r..c~J_!liQ~-~ 
The bilingual-bicultural paraprofessional movement was 
31~. Pearl and F. Riessman, -~~_i':..~l.::.eer:_~ __ _f_o._r:_t.b_~_J?o~_c (New York: 
Free Press. 1965)) p. 6. 
4Alan Gartnet' and Frank R·iessman, "The Paraprofess·ional ~1ovement 
in Perspect·ive," I.b_~-?.~::_rsonneJ__~~!..~~Q<u·idali_¢_?_J_~~~rnal, LIII (December, 
19'74)~ 253. 
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specifi~ally influenced by two major studies which brought attention to 
the poor school-ing of language minority dri"ldren, The U.S. Commiss·ion 
r· 
on Civil Rights 8 conducted a five year study on the status of the educa-
t·ion of rn·inority ch'ildren ·in thr~ Southwr~~;t. The basic find·ings of the 
report were thnt minority children in the Southv1e~;t (t~ex·ican Amer·icans, 
Blacks, and American Indians) did not obtai11 ~1e benefits of public 
education at the same rate as their Anglo classmates. The commission 
summarized its findings this way: 
Without exception, minority students achieve at a lower rate 
than Anglos: their school holding power is lower; their reading 
acll'ievement is poorer; theil' repetition of grades is more frequent; 
their averageness is more prevalent; and they participate in 
extracurriculftr activities to a lesser degree than their Anglo 
counterparts. 
Simi ·1 ar'ly, the 1966 co·l eman7 report found that 1 anguage minority groups 
lagged s·ignificantly beh·ind majm~ity group P.mericans. It pointed out 
that these groups vJere as much as four academic years behind in the areas 
of reading, math~ c:lnd ver·bal ability. This study indicated that the 
longer language minority students stayed in school, the further they fell 
behind their classmates in grade level achievements. 
During the sixties, there was a growing recognition that language 
minority ch·ildren neE!dc~d some manner of special assistance "if they WC.;I"e 
to have an equal opportunity to succeed i.n school. Government studies 
5united States Corrmission on Civil Rights, The Unfinished 
Education) Outcomes for· Hhtotities in the FivE~ SoutTiv.lestmstB:tes, 
Me·x ·i ;:~·a-r!/\rnerl .. c a n-···raucatTc)·~:)-~\T-Set:~:rE:s··;··Re r,1()¥;·r··rr-T\~·a~s fiTng ton : "TT:-s·:~-· Govern·· 
ment Printing Office~ October, 1971), pp. 7-9. 
6Tb· • l Ill .:. 1(., p. •t. 
7 . 
'James S. Col~man and others, Equality of Educational Opportunity) 
Office of Educn t·i on} U.s. Department a·r·1TeaTt.h-;·Tdu-c21"fl on ;-aricc·vr~5·fr21·r·f;·--·-.. ·· 
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 20. 
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had shown that problems of segregation, it·relevant tEacher preparation,. 
1 ack of minority teachers, and 1 anguage difficulty wen~ the rn0.jor reasons 
for the poor education of these children. The middle-class oriented 
teachers were having great difficulty mak·ing inner city education rele-
vant to minority and lower class students from culturally, educationally, 
and linguistically different backgrounds. Gattmann and Henricks8 
referred to this problem: 
... good intentions and professional training did not make 
up for the teachers' lack of experience with minority cultures 
in this society. It was important ... not only to deepen the 
insights and the understanding of all teachers, but also increas-
ingly necessary specifically to recruit minority teachers and 
aides. Only in this way could education become relevant to the 
children. 
Major funding sources for the utilization of teacher aides had 
its major impact in the mid sixties. Bennett and Falk, 9 Alexander and 
Nava10 discussed and argued that three major pieces of federal legisla-
tion were most responsible for the impact. The first was Title I of the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA). It was the first 
general source of federal funds for the public schools, and it was the 
first to provide 75 million dollars for teacher aides. A second major 
8Eric Gattman and William Henricks, The Other Teacher: Aides to 
Learninq (Belmont, California: l~adsworth PubT1shing-co·., Inc., "1973)-:-·-
.lj·~--.. ~·Er:·---~-
9William S. Bennett, Jr. and R. Frank Falk, New Careers and Urban 
~_s:hor~·l s····A.2.9.~:.i5!.l9.9.i c<!.l Stud,t_Qf..I§.~~~~r....ilnc!. Teach~ .. ~~-=~-~ Roie~lNew·-­
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1970), pp. 17-19. 
10David J. Alexander and Alfonso Nava, ~_Pu.~_Ji_~ __ An~l)'2.i?._~_rE. 
J~.!JJ.D9,Y.~~.:! ... I9.':!.~~·~i9.0_ . .J»---~E--+J-f.9n~~ (San Francisco, Cal iform a: ft E. 
Research Assoc1ates. 1976;, pp. 43-50. 
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fund·ing source for teacher' a·ides came fr-om the Scheuner Amendment to the 
Economic Opportunity Act. This u.rnendrw.mt allocated about 40 min ion 
donars in 1966···68 for the deve·lopment of demonstrat·ion programs ·in new 
careers for the poor. Thirty cities received money under this program. 
In 1968. the third major piece of legislation affecting new careers was 
funded. The Education Professions Development Act (EPDA) authorized some 
240 million dollars for colleges, and state and local education agencies. 
It also cal'led for the utilization of local communHy people ·in part-time 
or tel!lpora ry teaching. It provided tt'a 'irli ng for teachers, teacher aides~ 
and administrators. 
'11 D1Ambrose in his research of the literature identified the 
following sources of additional federal funds to support teacher aide 
1. Higher Education Act (Title II B), Library Research and 
Demonstration; 
2. Public Library Services and Construction Act (Titles r~ 
II I, and IV); 
3. 1963 Vocational Education Act, George Barden Act, Smith 
Hughes Act in Vocational Educat·ion; . 
4. Manpower Development and Training Act (Title II A, B, C); 
5. Adult Education Act {Title II); 
6. Nat·iona·l Defense Education Act (T"itle I); and 
7. Elementary and Secondary Educat·ion Act (Tit'les II, IV, V). 
The Career Opportunities Program (COP) was the most recent piece of legis-
lation pertaining to paraprofessiona'ls. It appropr·iated '135 mi'llion 
dollars for programs to enable the poor to pursue careers in education, 
in order to help improve the educational achievement of low income pupils 
11 Robert J. D'/-\mbrose, 11 Role Expectations for Paraprofessionals 
Functioning in Instructional Settings in Connecticut's Public Elementary 
Schools on the Part of the School Principals, Classroom Teachers. and 
Paraprofessionals'' (Doctoral dissertation, St. John 1 s University, 1975), 
pp. 29--:w. 
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in poverty-area schools. 12 
The bilingual-bicultural instructional aide was alsu first funded 
by the federal government. In 1968, a new provision, Title VII, was 
added to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of '1965 (ESEA). 
Title VII provided the largest amount of funds for bilingual education of 
all federal programs. lhese grants also provided the school districts with 
Title VII funds to hire and train bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. 13 
Today, there are two other federal programs that offer funding sources 
for bilingual education programs and aides. The Emergency School Aid Act 
(ESAA) 14 is designed primarily to facilitate desegregation in elementary 
and secondar.v schools. However, four percent of the funds ( 1 . 5 m·i 11 ion 
dol"lar·s) !Ilil..L be used for bi'lingual education if it ·is a part of the 
dese~)Y·ega tion procr.~ss. The other- federally-funded pr·ogram is the English 
as a Second language Program (ESL). 15 This is not a separately funded 
program~ but draws its funds from the federal Title I (ESEA) program and 
the state funded Educationally Disadvantaged Youth program. From these 
federal programs, loca·l school d·istr-icts are allowed to use funds to hire 
certified teacher aides under certain provisions. 
Funding at the state and local levels also helped the para-
professional movement. California was among the first few states to 
pass its own legislation and provide additional funding for bilingual 
education and teacher aides. One of the more important California state 
12~~. Thomas Carter, Th~-.-~~.reer:__Qp_!2.Q!J:.un i_ti ~.s Pro_gralfl : _ _1\_ Summ·i ~9.. 
U~, New York: New York Queens College, New Careers Training Lab, 1976 
1tRIC ED 127 282), p. 6. 
13Alexander and Nava, op. cit., pp. 43-44. 
14 15 . "Ibid., p. 45. Ib1d., pp. 43·-44. 
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laws to date is the Bilingual Education Act of 19/2 (AB 2284). 16 This 
act provides funds for school districts to voluntarily set up bilingual 
education projects. One of its stated goals is to develop intergroup and 
intercultural awareness among pupils~ parents and staff. AB 2284 does 
not provide funds to hire teachers, but 'it: does allov-: distr·lcts to use 
funds for teacher aides. The State Bilingual Teacher Corps Program of 
1974 (AB 2817) 17 also provides a limited funding source for bilingual-
bicultural instrucJC'ional a·ides. Individuals who qualify for AB 28'17 
funding are awarded $1~500 stipends to help them pursue educational 
programs that will ultimately lead to bilingual teaching credentials. 
Th ~ e ~.UQr.J?.:LU_~_9i!9_l.: .. 
Bicultural Instructional 
Aides----·--·--------~-
It is generally recognized that there is a lack of personnel 
which is adequately proficient in two languages and knowledgeable enough 
i·n t\110 cu1tun~s, for staffing bi'l'ingual programs. Opinions like Dr. 
r~offat • s are common: 
Bilingual education is one of the few areas in education 
experiencing a shortage, while we have a surplus of certificated 
teachers in most other areas. In March, 1976~ the U.S. Office of 
Education ... estimated that 60,000 to n3;000 teacher·s would be 
needed in bilingual education. The number is probably in excess 
of ·1 00,000. And they are needed now. 18 
111 order to review the shor·tage of bilingmd-·l)'icultural teachers 
16 Ibid., p. 29. 
17Ramona L. Godoy, S'ti.ite Adm·in·istration of Bilingual Education--
s; o No? A report prepared-·~y-Tfi"f~··c-;:~·1 ffornfa .. ·r~)-mmfHee To-Tl1e·-rr:-s--:·-·---
Comn1Tssfon on Civ'i'l Rights (Wash·lngton: U.S, Commission on Civil R·ights, 
1976)' pp. 14-15. 
'lf\J. G. r'loffat, 11 Bflingua·l Teacher Tra·in·ing: ~!hat is Rea1ly 
N >dn~?ll '~d ' t-' ·1 Ll -"· · 55 (S · lOTj' 20r.: 2()9 ee ce,. :.:_ uc_?-_!..2.1J.9 ___ ,.~:_Qr 1 z~_ns_, ~ ummer, •. :11 1 9 _ ,)-- • • 
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for the state of Californ·ia, the Bilinqud·l .. ·BicuHura·l Task Force of the 
State Department of Education made an infonnal survey in 1972. It showed 
that out of approximately six hundrsd E.S.E.A. Title VII certificated 
classroom teachers, on·Jy t\venty--five percent (150) \!>Jere bi"lingual and that 
only half of the bilingual teachers (12~ percent or 75) were also consid-
ered biliterate. These bilingual classrooms employed the same number of 
teacher aides. All of them were judged bilingual and fifty percent were 
judged bi'litet·ate by the·ir program directors. These results were reviewed 
~Ji.;Ai1t.l~ony. Salarnancn in 1974. 19 
20 Anthony Salamanca reported similar results in his study of 1974. 
His report found that the state bilingual programs used approximately 790 
teachers~ v'lith on·ly sixty to sixty;_fiw~ percent (5.14) being judged bilin-
gual t)Y their ptO~Jr-am d ·j rectors. Half of these ( 257) were said to be 
bi1 iterate. This wmdd mean that approx·imate.ly one--third (257) b~acher-s 
were bilingual and biliterate. These programs used 580 teacher aides. 
All of them were judged bilingual, and a large percentage (72) were said 
to be bilingual and biliterate by the same program directors. The report 
had to conclude~ "Cal'ifornia is currently faced with a shortage of 
qualified bilingual-bicultural classroom teachers for currently funded 
federal and state bil·ingual programs. 1121 
Due to the extensive and rapid development of bilingual-bicultural 
programs ·in Califotnia to inc'lude mor·e m·inority groups in the programs 
(Filipino, Portuguese, Vietname~e, etc.), most teacher training 
.191\nthony Sa 1 arnanca, Bi lj_~1_9J:13.J.J~toss-~l!J t~_9l.]~ac:_her _ _:Shor._ta_g~_ 
j_0 __ ~~l:Lif_QI.Qj~_. __ J:~)~J.!.152r:!.Yl!P_~_r-~ Sacramento, California: California State 
Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing, 1974 (ERIC ED 134 003), 
pp. 1-8. 
20 1·b·'j IJ 21 Tb'd 8 .. 1<., p. +. ..1 ., p ... 
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i nst·i tuti ons hew:~ not been ab'l c:'.! to tr;.:. ·in the nen~ssar·y numbers of 
bilingual-bicultural personnel that would keep up with current demands. 
The Commissi.on for Tea.cher Preparation and Lice.nsinl2 is concerned with 
. the serious shortage of credenti a·l ed personnel rwcessary to serve the 
language and culture twinoY'ity chi'ldren of the stat£~. The commission is 
concerned that even the bilingual-bicultural personnel that are currently 
being prepared to enter the teaching profession are not enough to alleviate 
the shortage. In answer to this need, Assemblyman Peter Chacon sponsored 
a new bill (AB 1084), which would appropriate $56,000 during 1978-8b to 
fund a teacher-training program in both Mexicali and La Paz, Baja 
California. The program is specifically designed to train qualified 
bilingual-bicultural teachers for California's bilingual programs. The 
State Department of Education has estimated that the state needs at least 
4,000 such teachers and this program would provide a significant 
contr·i buti on. 23 
Since the need for qualified bilingual-bicultural personnel has 
been an immediate one, the most common solution has been to hire bilingual-
bicultural instructional aides. The latest study conducted for the 
purpose of reviewing the conditions of bilingual education in the country 
is the Impact Study. 24 The results of this study stressed the same need 
22comm·ission for Teacher Prepanrt·ion and Licensing~ _t\___R~Q.grt_gf. 
~.iLi!l9~.~-lL~.:.r~.~-?.:.~-~.Lt.!~D~l_l~~l CC} t i..Q!l a 1 ·-~E~s\.Q n t i~l_i.1].9_!i~~-g_~J!-~.l~~l!.t.~~ 
Sacramento, California: California State Commission for Teacher Prepara-
tion and Licensing, 1975 (ERIC ED 134 007), pp. ll-13. 
23 EY'ic Bn1zi1, 11 Teachers ~lay Train in ~iexico," S~oc~JQ.Q __ .Recor~~ 
February 9~ '!978, p. 16, col. 4. 
24u.s. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, .I!)~ 
Condition of Bilinqual Education in the Nation, Washington, D.C.: Govern-
menT Pr'fiiTTng--O{{fce~-r9n-=T9TTTE'frft-ro·-·r3-8--6·9o) ' pp. 308-11 . 
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for qua·!·ifir~d bilin9ua.·l··biculturcd and bllitenrte jJ(~rsonne·l. But they 
also conclude that the problem of teacher shortage will have to continue 
to be alleviated by the use of bilingual paraprofessionals. Authorities 
working with bil lngual programs and staffs have previously indicated the 
same concerns. - . . 2!5 . . . • . . La~on~a1ne d1scussed th1s 1ssue 1n 1971: 
The major obstacle to the initiation of bilingual programs is 
usually a critical shortage of qualified bilingual teachers. So 
there still exists the need to continue to train bilingual per-
sonnel. However~ wh'i'le this is being done, community persons who 
are already proficient· ·in two languages and who, with 11 proper 
training 11 can be great assistance to the few bilingual teachers who 
are available, will continue to be recruited to fill the need. 
26 Marilyn Seymann of Mesa Community College makes the same observation 
for the state of Arizona, in 1976: 
, .. the teacher, frustrated by the inabil·ity to communicate, 
limited by cultural knowledge and understanding of bilingual-
bicultural students, pressured by state and federal legislation, 
and motivated by a desire to educate all of the children, turns 
to the most viable alternative: the bilingual-bicultural 
instructional aide. 
This author also discusses additional benefits in using bilingual-
bicultural paraprofessionals. She states that bilingual-bicultural 
instructional aides bring knowledge of a second language and culture, 
pr·ovide for more opportun'ity for better individualized instruction, and 
increase the number of minorities in the school staffs thus bringing 
school and community close\~ together. 
However, most authorities in the field of instructional aide 
hiring and training suggest that there is also a shortage of 
2~-
.. ~Hernan La Fonta·ine, 11 Para-Professiona·ls: Th<~'ir Ro"le in ESOL 
and Bi'Jingual Educa.t'ion, 11 ~u:sQJ~-~~I.j~_r_l_z_, V (December, ·19'11), 309. 
26
Mari lyn R. Seymann ., g~.?~:.~Q:_t,_ .. ?.n.cL~~,_c~lX~.i.~_!2.L~.2.mpe_t~_!l-~1_es 
t!~$-~~-~l_b.t, .. )Jl_~)-~_i,]_j!:l_g}~cD_ .. l~~i=.l~:!.:.._.!.~.l_t:1.§. (Mesa, Ar-izona: Mesa Commun ·j ty 
College, U76 , pp. 3-4. 
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bilingual-bicultural paraprofessionals. 2'7 Findley and Henson· discussed. 
some genera·! trends \llh·i ch caused the sl1o"r'ti:1ge of bfl·i ngua ·1 pata·-
professionals, in 1971. These same trPnds apply tod~y: 
1. Many of the aides go on to become teachers~ so they create 
nev.J vacancies. 
2. The constant funding of new programs, and expanding of old 
ones necessitates hiring and training new staff members. 
3. There is the ever-present shortage of district funds to hire 
bilingual teachers. Districts must then compete to hire less expensive 
staffs or hire qualified aides. 
4. There is no pool of trained bilingual-bicultural teacher 
aides to draw from in order to fill the vacancies arising from these 
sources. 
There is, then, a constant need to train bil"ingual-bicu·ltt..n·al para-
professionals because there is a shortage and a need for both. 
This study concerned itself with the degree of congruency among 
three refm~ent groups as .to the·i r perceived competence of ro 1 e, frequency 
of role occurrence, and role functions of the bilingual-bicultural 
·instr·uctional a·ide. For this pt.n-pose~ studies in the areas of role 
definition~ consensus and conflict were examined. This background was 
necessary in order to investigate the relationship among variables that 
affect the effectiveness of the bilingual paraprofessional. 
''7 {.. Dole r·indlt'.Y and Kenneth T. Henson, 11 Teacher A·ides: Should They 
Be Certified3 11 .~lJ.t§_r}iJ!QX'.~.!.'..Y._E~l_~!.~.?J:."iot~_, 42 (February3 19TI), 177-78. 
·, 
Most studios examineJ dealing with role definition, consensus, 
and perception were based on earlier premises established by Getzels~ 28 
Barnard., 29 and Grosset RL 30 Th1~se c.uthors hc)Ve conc1ud~:d that cl~~::ir 
role def·initions and ass·ignrnf:nts for· job ·inclAinbents are essent·ia·! for 
effectiveness of role performance. Roh~ congruency is also es:;ent"ial; 
when congruency is high, it contributes to the satisfaction of the role 
incumbents as well as to that of others in the hierarchy. This satisfac-
tion norma"lly n~suHs in organiza.tiomd efTiciency. The·ir findings a"lso 
indicate that an orgar1ization's effectiveness is related to the degree 
of congruency between the actual behavior of the incumbents and the role 
relati·onship which their superiors hold for them. 
Need for Role Definition 
Desp-ite the~ rise ·in the number of ·i:f~nch(!~· .:rides and ptofessiona!s• 
knowledge for the use of aidest there is still ~o theoretical basis for 
deternrininq tht~ kind~; of tasks they should perform. vJhile the or-iginal 
intent for the use of paraprofessiondls was to rElieve the teacher from 
nonteaching duties, tiJ(~ Hteratur·e indicates that ·Uri:::has not been so in 
many cases. Overall~ the literature indicated that most prof2ssionals 
dealing with teacher aides are still confused as to (a) their legal 
statu? ·in the cl~'lss·room~ and (b) what constitutes ~~.n act ri'f ''teachinSJ 11 
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Setting~ II . !~~G.~<}_l.,Q.~_in ..... 0~~--~.9-~ .. t~.L?5.Y.S~tl2_lQg] ___ g.f~.--s~J~!.~:~lJ:..1~Ll2..:~ (c;d s) ' w. w. 
Charters and N. C. Gage \Boston: Allyn and Bacon. Inc., 1964 , pp. 311-18. 
29chester I. Barnard 3 The Functions nf the Executive (Cambridge, 
Mass ac hu set ts : Ha i''V n rd Un ·i v ~~ r s1t.Y-·r;~~~s·s~··· "T966T;··p-r·:··-4.1f~-~0i :-·· 
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or 11 insttuction 11 as compared to a 11 nonteachir.g 11 or 11 C.ler-ica·l 11 one. 
Leg..::"!.L ro l~_defi n i_t_i_<?_ll__gf_l~:LL!.Xl9.i~9 . .L~-~-:~ cu_]j:_l~.!il LJJ].~-~r.-~ct ·i OIJ~ __ .Q._1!l~-~-· 
The credentia"J-ing of school personnel is a state responsib·ility. There-
fore~ the legal status of paraprofessionals is left up to the individual 
states to stipulate. Because states have different credentialing 
reqtrirements for school personnel, one finds a histor~y of wide dispadt"ies 
in the status and trends concerning the hiring, placement and role func-
tions of teacher aides in bilingual classroom settings. 
One of the first important studies with the purpose of looking 
at the legal status of aides throughout the nation was conducted in 1969. 
Tinner and Tanner31 sought to detennine the status and trends concerning 
the role functions of teacher aides. They also sought to analyze the 
legally~stated functions of aides, in contrast to the functions generally 
tegarded a.s be·ing in the doma,in of the teacher. The national study askt~d 
ee,ch of the fifty states• chief school officers to respond to a survey in 
the fo"llowing areas: 
1. the legal status of teacher aides in terms of state status 
and regulations governing their duties; 
2. the deve·lopment of po"licy statements or· guidelines by state 
education department d0fining and delimiting the duties of teacher aides; 
3. the role functions of teacher aides as perceived by state 
departments of education, whether or not laws or guidelines were in 
ex·i stence. 
/\11 f'i fty states responded. The rescal'chers found that~ although teacher 
33 
i1.idcs \!Jete ernployed ·in all fifty states, lr.t~:Js pertt:rin·ing to their employ-
ment and functions were in effect in only ten states. Eleven states had 
developed policies or guidelines. Twenty··nine states reported having no 
statutory prov·isions and no policies or quidel·ines for paraprofess·ionals. 
The findings of the study also revea·led no direction or trend ·in 
policies, regulations~ or legislation regarding the role and functions 
of teacher aides in the fifty states. These authors had to conclude 
that widely diverse legislation and guidelines had not led to the clari-
fication of educational roles and their interrelationships for teacher 
aides. 32 As an example, the study points out that even California, whose 
legislation had made some provisions for the employment of the non-
certificated, the provisions were seldom specific. They quoted the 
California Instructional Aide Act of 1968 which authorized the employment 
of aides for instruction in regular education programs. The Act read: 
II .. aides may perform instructional tasks which in the judgment of 
the certified personnel to whom the instructional aide is assigned, may 
be performed by a person not 'l'icensed as a classroom teacher. 1133 
t\ s irni l ar case was 1 ater reported by A 1 exander34 in J:l..~_:tLQ!!.-2_ 
Schools on the school aide statutes of the state of Nevada. -It had bf.:!en 
stated that Nevada had perhaps the most comprehensive statutes dealing 
with the legal status of aides. Nevada's statutes granted the school 
boards of education the power to employ teacher a·ides and other auxiliary 
nonprofessional personnel. It had passed a teacher-aide bill (LB 655) 
'''1 
~'Ibid., p. 768. 'J3 ,) -·b. d 1 1 • 
34s. Kern 1\lc~xander, "~·Jhat Teacher.Aidc~s Can--·and Cannot Do," 
~-~t.igD~2..-~~~J~S?.~D~-' f32 (Apri 1 , '1968), 23·-26. 
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in 1969, 1·:!rich anowed the:: hiring of noncr~rtified pt'~rsons by school 
systems. The bin stated l:r11d: teacher aides could!.~~?! assume any teadring 
responsibilities, but could b~ assigned duties which were ''nonteaching in 
nature. 11 This was to be the C(lSt:: H the employin9 schoo'l had assured 
itself that the aide had been specifically prepared for such duties, 
includJng the handling of emergen~y situations which might arise in the 
course of work. 
Barstad and Deward~5 looked again at the national picture of the 
states in regard to the legal status of paraprofessionals in 1970. A 
letter of inquiry was sent to the state superintendents of public 
instruction in a"ll fifty states. The·ir survey indicated that 20 of the 
50 states had no official position on parapmfessionals, althou9h a large 
number of these states did reveal that th·is matter was either under study 
or bills were presently pending in their legislatures. In this study, 
fot~ exa.mp·le, California Tt:plied) "The State DEpartment of Education ..• v 
encourages the use of paraprofessionals but has no official position in 
regard to the·ir- employrnent." 36 [3oth the American Ft::deration of Teachers 
and the National r::ducation Jl.ssociat·ion were also polled in th·is survey . 
. They also responded that they had not yet adopted any definite policies 
regarding the emp'loyrnent standv.r·ds of paraprofessiona·ls in the pub'lic 
schoo·l s. 37 
35Rodney I'll, Bors tad and ,'John !-\. DevJarcl, "Paraprofess ion a 1 s and 
the States," I!~----~-a.:f::i or!!~J. .. ~.Lq!IJ.~rJ~t.~?:.~~--t~r::.io:;:J_p_:1_l, 41 (Apri 1, 1970), 63--67. 
36 1·1 'd 6r:). 37 I 1· •. l· 6'!. )l ., p. lJ .01(., p. 
The·ir stat-istics showed that, four years LJ.ter, ordy twenty~three states 
had laws· or state board of education policies defining the legal status 
of teacher a ·j des. Hwy cone l uded: 11 The pm\ler to hi l~e and pay tr~acher 
a·ides is \IJithin the province of the ·local school bom·ds. u 39 
.As these studies have been conducted~ author-ities in the~ field 
have begun to push for state cc~rtificat·ion of auxiliary school personnel. 
Hayen, 4° Findley and Henson41 are of the opinion that statutes be pro-
vided by the individual states to define specifically the relationship 
between teacher aide, teacher, and student. They see a need for a 
certification system to clarify r~oles and responsibi'l"ities) hiring stan-
dards, and training needs. Career·ladder programs and differentiated 
staffing pattel~ns have been suggested by Riessman and Popper, 42 Ol-ivero 
d [.) f ,. . 43 an JU ne, These authors see the career ladder concept as a means 
of helping to differentiate staff according to years of schooling, 
training, and field experience. They fee·l this type of approach 
38charles Tonet and Dan Tollett, 11 Teacher A-ide Laws Inv·ite 
Lawsuits A9ainst Schools, 11 Ib.~ _ _6rne_r:ls~~~c_b.2..<?l .. §9..?..ni ~Jo.\!.rD~]_, 161 (dune, 
1 97 4 ) ' 2 9 .. 3 3 . 
C!Q 
.)_,.rt · d '33 . )1 • ~ p. ; . 
40t.:-r·ederick V. Hayen, 11 A p·!an for State C\::ttificat·Jon of 
P.ux'il i ~ry ~;cho(· o ~ f~t!Y'Sonn:-1 )' 11 ~o~f,~:!.~L.s>~L~~?2!:'.Q.X'S:.i:!._.~~--··Q~Y-~J OJ2!JJ.~J._i!:!. 
~_duc~t·~-~n .. ' V I·Jlm.er~ 1972, 76··82. 
41 Dole Find.lf:v and Kenneth T. Henson~ 11 Teu.chel" l\ides: Shou'lcl 
They Be Certif-ied, 11 ~S~~!.~~P..SJ.!.al'.LJQ~~~_!-_1_~~~~-, 42 ( Ft~bnw ry ~ ·1971), ·177·-80. 
42 r. Riessman and H. I. Popp(~r, _l}L£!.i1!.0_.£g.!~!~~):; __ New~Gw_~r 
L~cJsJ.~~-r.._:[QX'_]~~!!.I?.I~i~?~ii.t:?.!.~<}~L~. (New York: Hatpr~r (~ Ro~·t:, 1968), pp. 37-·174. 
43 .James L. 01 ivero and EdvJnrd G. Buf'fie: Educational Ma!J.P.OWer: 
From Aide~; to Differentiated Staff Patt<:~~·ns. Bofa··-y~"Qi::;·v~~~~1:ure-(lH()oi:rlfny-­
Lori ~- ··-it11Jfaria ·:··rr:ld r~:ri ;;·-uri-lv·e r sTty- Pi~Es·~,--~--·'ET7 (j T:-·~)-~)·~·-·3cf.:3 ~';-.-····----
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naturally would help in the certification process. 
Cal-ifornia is among those few states wh·ich ·is try·ing to ansvwr 
th·is need through 'legislation such as the B·1"1·in9ual Act of '1972 and 
of 1976. These bills direct the State Department of Education to develop 
and recommend to the Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing, 
. standards for certification of teaching personnel in bilingual educa-
tion.44 The certification of bilingual paraprofessionals would also 
fall under this jurisdiction. 
Research studies of role definition. The need for clearer 
definition of role functions for instructional aides has been pointed 
out and researched since their introduction to the classroom. As men-
tioned earlier, Tanner and Tanner45 were among the first to conduct a 
study for the purpose of looking at the legal role of the para-
professionals across the nation. They found that multiple use of labels 
attached to the position of the teacher aide and lack of state regulations 
concet'ning the status of a·ides did little to clarify the role of the 
paraprofessiona·l. The·ir study revealed that some state regulations 
concm·'ning aides did 'little to clarify the differences between 
"instructional 11 and 11 non·instruct"ional 11 tasks which they sa.w as essential 
for defining the role of aides. Problems in connection with the 
functions of aides were reported by twenty-three states. These problems 
were prin1arily concerned with the differentiation between teaching and 
nonteaching functions. Differences in interpretations of teacher aide 
roles were found within states and within school districts. 
In 1967, the NEA Research Division46 conducted a study asking 
teachers to describe the type of ass ·j stance they received from tht:ri r 
aides. More than seventy-thr-ee percent of the teachers sa 'icl that they 
~eceived hel~ with clerical duties such as reco~ding grades, typing, 
filing, and duplicating. An even higher percentage of secondary school 
teachers reported that the assistance they received from teacher aides 
37 
was clerica'l in natur·e. Teachers were also asked about the types of 
duties they would like to have assistance \vith as compared to those that 
they would rather do themselves. More than half (fifty-six percent) of 
the teachers questioned reported that they would rather perform all duties 
relatt~d to classroom ·insi;Tuct'ion themselves. The percentages of elemen-
tary and s1~condar·y teacher·s not wishing aides to ass·ist with 
instruct'lonal duties were almost identical~ 
During the early seventies, two major studies were conducted to 
v 
look at the role and status of teacher aides. These studies revealed 
opposing trends in the role of the teacher aide between clerical and more 
professional matters, and the need to train professionals in the use of 
teacher aidc~s. Hixon47 conducted his study ·in fiftf-s·ix New York school 
districts. He adrninistered a list of seventy-eight possible teacher aide 
activities~ ranging from clerical to highly professional. The 
46 - .. . . . 
Nr~.A Research DlVls'IOn, 11 How the Professions Feel About Teacher 
/\ides and How Teacher Aides Fee·! About Their Jobs, 11 !if:~ do.ur~nal, 65 
(November~ 1967), 15-18. 
47L. B. Hixon, Role and Status of Teacher Aides in S~lctted New 
York Schoo·! Di stti cts (Tff1a'ca;·-New-Yo-rk:·-Nel~--y(l-r:Cstate.-tofl ege--oT-·-·--
----.-·······-:·:--:::-·;--·----<-.c-.··y·---··· -
Agncult.Lne~ 1971 1 ; pp. 4-t. 
participants were asked to indicate which activities were actually being 
performed by teacher aides and \llh0.t.her, ·j de a 'lly, they shou·l d be cons ·j de red 
as appropriate aide functions. Responses were returned from 133 building 
principals, 650 teachers and 407 teacher aides. The findings indicated 
that the majority of the paraprofessionals were heavily engaged in 
professiona) activities. ·rhe aides were not relieving teachers of non-
professional tasks. The teachers reported doing the same types of 
clerical tasks as they had prior to having teacher u:ides in the classroom. 
48 Conant found a role reversal in his study. Teacher aides were 
more involved with instructional tasks than teachers. Teachers were 
spending more time in clerical duties than their aides. The total mean 
instruction service of the paraprofessionals was 128 minutes per school 
day, while the teachers with whom they worked produced a mean of 109 
minutes. Additionally, teachers without paraprofessional assistance had 
a mean serv·ice of 92 minutes per school day. The role reversal was 
· further displayed by analysis of the amount of time committed to detailed 
and routine tasks. The paraprofessiona·l performed such tasks at a mean 
of 118 minutes; teachers with and without the paraprofessional help pro-
duced m~ans of 127 and 143 minutes respectively. 
The following points are to be noted from these studies. First, 
the paraprofessional was becoming more involved in instructional matters. 
Secondly, even with paraprofessional assistance, teachers were still 
more invo·lvc~d with detail and routine tasks. In one case~ teachers were 
doing more clerical tasks than the aides. This latter point suggests 
that the original intent of utilizing teacher aides only to relieve 
'/. 
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teachers from nonprofess·i ona·J duties was changi nq. Tfri rd, the conn i ct-
ing results of these studies suggested confusion regarding the roles of 
the instructional aide and of the teacher who has the assistance of an 
instructional aide in the classroom. 
Role Consensus 
Many explanations have been offered for the lack of consensus 
regarding the role of the teacher aide. Some have attributed the lack of 
more precise·role definitions to the fear of being too restrictive. 49 
Schoo·! distr·icts seem to prefer the flexib·il'ity of being able to use the 
aides as clerical personnel first. As school districts gain experience 
and financial support, they then like to expand their programs to employ 
aides in different capacities~ with increasing emphasis on the aides 
working with children. Those working with bilingual-bicultural instruc-
tional aides would like to use the aides with instructional tasks dealing 
with c.lri 1 dren as soon as the,y can because of the immedii:1te need to w:.e 
the aide•s unique language ability and cultural knowledge. Perez50 
. . 
suggests, for exampl~, that functions of instructional aides should not 
be assigned on the basis of rigid job descriptions. Rather, fun~tions 
should be assigned primarily on the basis of the pupils• needs in each 
learning situation with an emphasis on what must b~ done, and not on the 
;__.~---·-~....:-.-· -~ ... ·-----
49Hubet't S. Field and Robert Gatewood) 11 The Paraprofession::ll 
and the Organization: Some Problems of Mutual Mjustmi:;nt, 11 Per·sonnel 
and Guidance ~Journal, 5!) (December, 191'6), "18'1··83; see also-··Pauf-(:~-­
·srl·anr· ·aiid-W a_v-n·e·--McTTro y , .J h e__~_fl!::~J2J:q_f~~.?.i2r~.~..Q..~~-I~~~ h e_r_[~i_9_e s_:_ 
~~.l~~c:t i OJlLJ~.~!?..P.c:!!.·~tLO.J)1_~.!1-1.1X.~~~i.c;:~_ (t1·i dl and, t1i chi gan: Penda 11 Pub-· 
'l'ishing Company, '1970 , pp. 4;..8, 79-80. 
50
car·l os V. Perez~ 6_uxiJi~Y ... ~~~tS<?nn_r:;l j~---~il_i ng':l_;~_LJ.S~-~-~·-~~-if2I~, 
New Orleans, Louisiana: Fifth Annual Tesol Convention~ 1971 (~RIC ED 
052 648) ' p. '10. 
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status and rank of those who do it. He Y'ecomrnended the use of job 
descr-iptions that wou'ld offer a ''balu.nced utilization 11 of the auxil·ia.ties. 
He saw the need for the paraprofessional to perform both clerical and 
leaining-teaching tasks. 
The bil'ingua·l teacher aide was brought ·in from tbe beginning for 
the purpose of help·ing with instruct·ion in a second language. This aide 
was to serve the unique and pressing needs of the bilingual-bicultural 
student. The area of instiuction was to be part of the role. However, 
studies done of bilingual paraprofessionals have also shown that 
delineating the role of this teacher aide has been a problem area. 
Authorities in the field of bilingual education have ~lways 
looked at the role of the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide differ-
ently. The need to utilize the bilingual paraprofessional immediately 
in a teaching capacity, due to the shortage of bi'l"ingual professiona.·ls 
and paraprofess·i ona·l s, has made this necessary. Consequently, the ro 1 e 
delineation for bilingual teacher aides has been left completely up to 
the local hiring agencies. 51 Thesl~ have tended to ident'ify the role of 
the aide according to local needs. Differences in local needs have 
·resulted in wfde disparities of role functions that instructional aides 
at·e askc~d to perform. Employing agencit:s are bt~ing faced w'itll problems 
because of differ'ential expectations of dut·ies, autonomy, ro1es ·in 
decis·ion making regard·ing the students, and so forth. 52 
A problem often mentioned ·in del'ineating specific role funct·ions 
for the brlingua·l a·ldes, ha!; been that the bilingua·l paraproft~ssionals 
are seldom adequate'ly trained to p<~Y"form in the very areas (language, 
culture, history, bilingual teachin~J methodology) fo'r" which they.are 
employed. The ~dde is often put ·into s"ltuations that need immediate 
attention, so that there is seldom enough time for proper training. 
Consequently, the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide must always 
53 learn the trade Dn the job. In order to alleviate this problem, 
Seymann54 has recommended the development of.a gradua·l scale of aides• 
functions so that the aides would add their expertise in a gradual ~nd 
orderly fashion. Their supervision and training could be more clearly 
defined. ·Preferred competencies for aides could be identified and 
ordered in ascending degrees of responsibilities according to the aides• 
increasing levels of in-service training, education, and field experience. 
Difficulties in defining the role of the bilingual instructional 
aide have also been due to differences in role perceptions regarding 
55 their role by those working in different 9rade levels. Stewart and the-~ 
. 56 . . . California Agency for Research in Educat1on tound 1n their studies 
differences in role functions for the bilingual aide according to teach-
·ing levt:!ls. In most cases, the elementary school paraprofess·ional was 
more ·involved with ·instructional tc..sks, Vlhereas the secondary school 
paraprofessional \1Jas being used more for secretarial--type chores. 
53s· ·t 23 54 Ib'd . eyrnann, op. c1·., p. . 1. 
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Eugene, Oregon: Oregon School Study Council~ 1971 1ERIC ED 081 073), 
pp. 30~-32. 
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Call'tonna /\gency for Reseatch ·in Education, par~JJ.I.9l.~~~-~-'!_on_~,L~. 
in California S~hool Districts, 1975 (Burlingame~ California: California 
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Stud·ies of !~ol2 Peret:!i)tion 
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A prob.lern ~vHh the role ·identity of the ·instructiorvt1 aides .,)\. . ,. 
involves determining the functions· a paraprofessional is expected to 
perform. Since there have always existed differences among educators us 
to the role of the instructional aide, many studies have been conducted 
to determine the degree of consensus for the perceived role functions of 
the teacher aide. Most of the studies done, however, have not been con-
ducted to study the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide. The studies 
reviewed here are those which were most applicable to the bilingual· 
instructional aide. 
Most studies of role consensus and conflict conf-irm the f-i-ndings 
of earlier researchers .. Sarbin57 states that the behavior of an incumbent 
in any position is organized against a cognitive background of role 
expectations. The individual appraises the position of others in order 
to perceive his own status more clearly. In his role behavior he 
responds in a manner which he perceives as being appropriate to his loca-
tion among such positions. Thus, the role behavior of a role incumbent~ 
at least in part~ is a response to the perceptions of the expectations 
whtch others hold for him. 58 Getzels speaks of the conflict that results 
from within the same organization due to disagr~ements within the 
reference group(s) defining the given role. 
There is a range and variety of conflicts that occur when a 
role incumbent is required to conform s·irnultaneously to a number· 
of expectations \vhich are rnutuany exclusive, contradictory, or 
57Theodore R. Sarbin, 11 Role Theor·y, 11 Handbook of Socia·l 
-~c;JlqJgJi{.J., e<L Gurdner L:indsey (CambridqeTA.f:f(Jfson~=t~esT't~~T'l'rublishing 
Co., 1954 1 ~ p. 229. 
t•g 0 Getzels, op. cit., pp. 311-13. 
i ncons ·j sten t so that per·formance of one set of rt~qu'ir'elnents makes 
perfonilance of t}Je other set of requi rr:>ments irnpossi ble) or at 
least difficult. 0 9 
Getzels makes references to at least three types of ·instances of this 
type of confl·ict in the school setting: (a) <l'is.:lgreement within the 
reference group defining a given role; (b) disagreement among several 
reference groups, each defining expectations for the sarne role; and 
(c) contradictions betvJeen the expectations of two or more roles wh·ich 
an individual is occupying.at the same time. 60 The premises of these 
researchers suggest that role conflict must be kept to a minimum and 
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role consensus to a maximum, because proper functioning of a certain role 
depends on the .degree of overlap in the perception of expectations held 
by the reference groups. 
Ke'lly. O'llio, ~lardss, L8-e~ and D1 Ambrose61 have been among those 
who have conducted related studies of role perceptions held for teacher 
aide roles. These studies were all done basically for the same purpose:· 
to study the congruency of perceptions held by teachers, admi n·i strators, 
60 . Ib1d., pp. 314-16. · 
' 
61 a. J. Kelly~ 11 Role Expectat·ions ·~!eld by Teacher~A·ides, Teach(~rs) v 
and Principals for the E'!ementary School Teacher-.. Aide Position•• (Doctoral 
dissertati'on, Un·iversity of Rochester, 1971)~ P. /\.onto~ 11 Perceptions 
of"the Roles of Teacher Aides as Reported by Selected Principals, . 
Teachers, and Teacher Aides in Dade County, F"lorida 11 (Doctoral disserta-
tion, University of ~1iarni, 1972); R. E. ~1an·iss, 11 Ro1c Performance of 
Teacher Aides as Perceived by Teacher Aides, Teachers, Administrators and 
College Professors•• (Doctoral dissertation, Un·ive~·sity of Texas at Austin, 
1973); C. E. Lee; ~JL, ••A Study to Deternrine the Congruency of Ro'le 
Perceptions of Classroom Teacher Aides as Viewed ~Y Teachers, and Teacher 
AidE~s at Different Point~; in a Prc~paration Sequence 11 (DoctOl~al tlisserta-
tion, Boston un·iversity, 1914); Robert Joseph D1 Ambrose, 11 Role 
Expectatibns for Paraprofessionals Functioning in Instructional Settings 
in Connecticut's Public Elementary Schools on the Part of the School 
Principals, Classroom Teachers, and Paraprofessionals•• (Doctoral 
<.1-isser·tation, St. dohn•s Univr~r·sity, 1975). 
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and teacher aides for the teacher aide's role. ThE:iY· conclusions vJete 
similar: 
1. Th(~re are statist·ica·l di-fferences between the perceived role 
and the actual role performance of teacher aides among teachers, teacher 
aides, and administrators. 
2. There are statistical differences between perceptions held 
by administrators, teachers) and teacher aides concerning the role of the 
teacher aide in the classroom. 
3. There are major incongruencies among the three referent 
groups in the area of instructional tasks that should be performed by the 
teacher aide, but there is more consensus in the areas of clerical and 
monitorial tasks. Both teachers and administrators tend to agY'ee more 
on the latter. But teacher aides tend to report having a larger instruc-
tional role than is perceived by teachers and administrators. The 
recommendutions of these r·esearchers were also s·imilar: There is a 
need to determine the role of the teacher aide in order to develop 
ct'iteda for emp'loyment, role functions for the aides, 1·elevant types 
of training programs, and so1ne criteria for ongoing evaluations of their 
performance. 
In 1975, Edward Ryan62 did a s·imilar study in Special Education 
classes. The purpose of his study was to compare the role of the special 
education teach(::r aide as perceived by special education admin·istrators, 
teachers and teacher aides in classes for trainable and severely/ 
J 62 Edv1ard F. J. Ryan, 11 A Comparison of the Penept·ions of the Role 
of Teacher Aides in Special Education Classes for the Trainable and . 
Severely/Profoundly Mentally Retarded Children'' (Doctoral dissertation, 
Ball State Urri vers "it:y, 19"75). 
··.\. 
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profound'ly menta'lly n~tarded. The study ·involved 61 specia·l education 
teachers, 103 teacher aides, and 64 administrators. Data were gathered 
by use of a questionnaire containing one hundred items representative of 
behavioral tasks usually performed by special education teachers or their 
aides. Participants were asked to respond to each of the items by mark-
ing om~ of the .f·ive response categories r'ang·ing from 11 exclusively or 
primarily the teacher·-aicte•s respons·ibi'lity to exclusively or primarily 
the teacher•s respons·ibi.l'ity. 11 Some of h·is conclus·ions from the f·indings 
are as follows: 
1. Perceptions held by special education administrators~ special 
education teachers, and special educati~n teacher aides differed signifi-
cantly concerning the role of the special education teacher aide. 
2. Based upon statistical significant two~way comparisons~ 
special education teachers perceived the role of the special education 
· t~:~acher·· a·lde more clearly than specia·l education admin·i·strators ·and 
special education teacher aides. 
3. Pre-service and in-service training programs do not provide 
the necessary congruent role adaptation and role_integration for clear 
definition of role and role relationship. 
4. Role responsibilities have not been identified for the 
special education teacher aide. 
13a rba 63 vms one of the first to conduct a study designed to 1 ook 
~ at the role of bilingual aides who \'Jere ass·igned to vwrk with agricu·l-
tural migrant students in New Mexico schools. Her study focused on the 
63Alma ~1a.ria Acevedo 13ar·bn~ 11 Ne\>.~ ~1exico t~igrant Project A·ides: 
Perceptions of Their Functions•~ (Doctoral dissertation, New Mexico State 
University, 1973)" 
\' 
< .. :;· 
J 
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perceptions of school administrators, teachers~ and aides concerning six 
functions of aides. She found congruency among the reference groups in 
their perceptions regarding appropY'ii.l.teni?Ss of roh~ functions and ft'e-· I{ 
quency of role performance in the areas of bilingual and professional 
<~ >;.',~· 
development functions. However, the reference groups disagreed 
significantly on their perceptions of the appropriateness and frequency 
of cl.erical and monitorial functions. She recommended, then, that 
administrators meet with rSpresentatives of the State Department of 
Education and teacher training institutions to jointly develop job 
descriptions with frameworks of differentiated staff competencies, in 
order to reach consensus regarding the role functions for the areas of 
nonprofessional status. 
The latest research study for the purpose of looking at the role 
of the bi1ingunl teachet aide in bilin9ual classl·ooms was conducted by 
' 64 · ~1r. Franl< Morales. He sought to estab.lish base··lir1e data on bilingual 
instructional aides working in bilingual classrooms, and to review how 
these aides assisted classroom teachers in elementary Spanish-English 
bilingual-bicultural programs. One of the questions addressed by his 
··study \"/as, "~·Jhat duties or roles do bilingual teacher· aides perform in 
bil·ingual classrooms?'' The study sample consisted of one hundred salaried 
Spanish-Fngnsh bil·ingual aides of t\venty schoo·l districts ·in northern 
California v1ho had bilingual programs. The data collected in the study 
rt~vealed the fo1lovJinq informat·ion: the most frequent'ly performed duty of 
the b·ilingu<'d aide vvas the c'lerica1 duty of dupl·icating instruct·ional 
64 1=·rank .J. Morales, 11 /~ Descriptive Study of B'ilingua1 Teacher 
Aides and Their Utilization in Elementary Spanish-English Bilingual 
Classrooms" (Doctcwal d·issertation, The University of New fv1exico, 1976). 
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materials. Most duties performed by this paraprofessional were non-
instructional in nature. The researcher concluded that the skills of the 
bil i ngua 1 paraprofess ·jon a 1 V:Jere not being ful"ly ut'il ·i zed by the teachers 
·in the classrooms. Personal intervieV·JS ':Jere il.lso conducted by r~orales. 
From these, he found that most aides were dissatisfied with the low 
salaries paid by their school districts, the teacher attitudes toward 
their inability to carry out more ·instructional tasks, and the types of 
trainin9 they were receiv·ing. The aides vmnted regularly schedu'led, 
constructive and relevant training sessions that would emphasize the 
improvement of skills, methods, and techniques needed in their work with 
children in bilingual classrooms. They all agreed that pre-service and 
in-service training were not provided to all bilingual teacher aides. 
1he aides prefen'ed v.tor·king with dut.tes re'latecl to children, but the 
teachers prGfened the aides to do cler·ical types of duties. Here again, 
there was a discl'epancy between referent gtoups as to \'that the role ·of 
the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide should be. 
Effectiveness of Role Perfonnance 
The literature reveals that few studies have been conducted to 
deal specifical'ly with th.e evaluation and effectiveness of the para- ·. 
profess·iorials in the classmoms. Those fevJ studies that are available 
do not deal with the effectiveness of.the bilingual-bicultural 
instructional aide in bilingual classroom settings either. This area has 
not been documented by sound statistical research methods. Most earliet· 
studies done, for example, were usua1ly subjective accounts or personal 
points of view wt1ich have been largely influenced by the degree of per-
sonal exposur~ to programs with aides. For these reasons, studies done 
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in this area tend to emphasize the indirect benefits of the use of 
bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. 
This study assumes that a certain degree of consensus of role 
functions and frequency of role functions for the positi~n of the 
bilingwl·l-b"ic:ultura·l ·instructional aide may be relatr~d to the effective·· 
ness of ro 1 e performance of this par-apr·ofess ion a 1. For th·i s purpose, 
those studies dealing with the relationship of role consensus and 
effectiveness of role performance have been reviewed. Studies that have 
been done to evaluate the instructional aide•s effectiveness of role 
performance were also reviewed in this section. 
of teacher effecti VC?ness to consensus of ro 1 e definition and ro·J e per-
formance. They also sought to determine if these variables were related 
to job satisfaction of the teacher. The sample was composed of thirty 
vocational agriculture teachers and their high school administrators. 
These authors found that vocational agriculture teachers that rated 
11high 11 in effect·iveness had a·lso a higher· dr~gr'ee of consensus of role 
expectations than did tt~achers that rated 11 lOW 11 'irl effectiveness. L-ike-.. 
vrise, school adm·inistY'ators of the tc~achers rated 11 high 11 had a greater 
degree of consensus of role ~xpectations than did the school administra-
tors of the tc~achers rated 11 1ow. ,. There \'Jas greater agreement on 
perceptions of role expectations than on actual role performance. Job 
65 . 13. B1ble, L, Bond, and tL D. t~cComas, 11 Role Consensus and 
Teacher Effect-iveness," -~.QS_i.~_LE::>l~C.~:..?_• 42 (December, 1963), 225-32. 
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satisfaction was related to teacher effectiveness and to consensus of 
role definition among teachers. 
66 Getzels and Guba reported that a positive relationship extsted· 
between the degree of involvement in a job and conflict within a role 
performance. Their study involved a group of officers who were instruc-
tor·s at an American Air· Force base. Subjects who ex peri enc~C!d conn i cti ng 
expectations for their roles as instructors and as mil"itary off'icers wer·e 
found to be relatively ineffective in the performance of their duties at 
the school. 
Savage67 similarly found that the rating of a consultant's job 
effectiveness was related to the administrator's perceptions of what the 
job of the state consu'ltant should be. This study was conducted by the 
Midwest Administration Center concerning the effects of conflicting role 
expectations between the school administr·ators anct the state consultants. 
The :··esuHs of Uris ~;tudy ·indicated- that if an administrator perceived 
the role of the state consultant as that of an 11 expert 11 (one who was 
supposed to help with direct and quick answers), but the consultant. 
merely acted vJith a 11 process 11 (one who helps people. arrive at their own 
answers) approach, then he was rated 11 1 OW 11 on h·i s effectiveness as a 
con.sultant. The same ~vas true if the· consultant acted -a.s an 11 expert 11 but 
was expectt:d to act with a ~'process 11 approach. · The findings reveal eel 
that cotrf"l ict"ing expectations for the. ro·les of the state consultants 
66J. vL Getzcds and E. G. Guba, 11 Role, Role Conflict~ and 
Effectiveness: An Emph·ical Study, 11 .8J~.§_rjca~~Q.~iolQ_g_i_cal ~yi..§~.' 19 
("1954), "164-75. 
67w;n1am \~. Savage, 11 State Consultative Services in Educatioti, 11 
_plri_ . ..Q~l~~-~~PJ~~-~ 3"7 (Apr·i l , 1956). 29.1-94. . 
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affected the perceived ~alue of consultative services. 
Continuous funding of special programs and the increase of aides, 
have encouraged some researchers to conduct studies in the area of 
teachet aide cffectiv'eness of role performance. Dav·is68 conducted one of 
the earlier studies. The presence of teacher aides was used as an 
independent variable in an·experimental-control design. Student marks, 
absentees, test scores, and percentages of request for more advanced 
courses were used as dependent variables. Dav·is found that the 11 better 11 
students, a.s identified by the California Test of t~ent;;d Maturity, seemed 
to have benefited the most from having paraprofessionals assisting in 
their c·lasses: They had higher milrks and test scores, fewt~r absences, 
cmd greater percenta9es of entry into the advance courses~ than the 
match(~d group. The authot a 1 so added, 11 • . teachers with aides spend 
more time on professional duties; the child in the room with the aide 
received more individual attention than did the child in the room with 
a teacher alone. 1169 
70 G. Klopf and G. W. Bowman sought to evaluate the use of poor, 
indigenous paraprofessionals across the United States. They covered 
fifteen p0ograms. Using a variety of techniques, including a pre-post 
68oon Davh~s, I-I HI News (Washington~ D, C.: Deoartment of HeaHh 
Educat-ion and Welfare,-cfFFfc.r:--of Educat·ion~ '1970L pp. l58-·59. 
69 Ib·id. 
70Gordon fCiopf and Garda W. Bowman, New Careers and Roles ·in the 
American Schools: A study of Auxiliary PersorlneT in-rdu-catTO'n--(iiie~~--yorY:· · ·sa rik.Stt~e{ ··co1Te-ge--i)l-·r:-a·i.TcaTf()n-~·-1·~i6i3T:--P p-:-5-::r:-----------
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aclnrin·istraljon of role perception instnHTIE!nt, process observat·ions, and 
interviews~ the study reinforced many of the earlier researchers' claims. 
They saw the value of the a·ides as a bridqe betvJeen the community and the 
school. Also, the aides served as role models to the students which 
helped their self-image and motivated them to succeed in school. 
The same authors, in a second study designed to look at the 
effects of low income paraprofessionals in a reading program, found 
inconclusive results of th~ relationship of the use of teacher aides to 
read·ing improvement. They could only conclude wHh s·inrilar· observat·ions 
to the previous studies: the aides had positive effects on the social 
and emotional aspects of the minor·ity children. 71 
Gartner72 conducted another study using reading scores. He 
indicated that properly selected and sufficiently trained paraprofession-
als were a positive asset to the educational process of children in 
public schools. He found that, 
... pupil learning, as measured by pretest pairs using the 
Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test) given at five months inter-
vals to 234 children, was 50% greater in kjgdergarten classes 
with an aide than where there was no aide.7J 
Studies conducted for the purpose of finding out how and how much 
instructional aides improve students' academic achievement have been few. 
There are ~3w studies that have used conventional achievement measures to 
prove this point conclusively. Most studies done can only point to the 
71 T' • ~ Yl (j 1 .tOH.t., f·!·· >- 0. 
72A. Gartner. Do ParRorofessionals Improve Human Services: A 
£.Lr.~J~.J _!j _t.:L~.~:.L~E~?.tf.~:i.:?.i.{LsT.C:tJif~Q~.~~- THel.~-y 0 rk:-1few-Ca-re e-r-s-- De v e f() pn]e n t 
C::::nter, NevJ York University, ·19G9 1 • p. 24. 




ind'ir·e.ct v!ays 1t1hereby the: use of paraproff:ss·iona'Js has helped children's 
achievement levels. In the late sixties, Gartner, Riessman, Klopf and 
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Bowman made some observat·i ons in re~Jard to this area. Their f'i ndh1gs 
are still applicable today because of lack of statistical research done 
in this area. Most authorities in the field of paraprofessional train-
ing and eva·luat·ion agree that the presence of teacher a·ides in the 
class room helps ·improve the academic a chi evernent of students because: 
1. They give the teachers more time to teach and to devote to 
new technology and innovative approaches to education. 
2. They provide for more individualized instruction and 
learning and some sequent decentralization of the classroom. 
3. They provide another adult model in the classroom for the 
children to rt=date to and to work vJith. 
4. ThC:'.Y provide a "bridge" between the midd1e···c1as's teacher 
~.\'~~·; ·. 
;Jnd the cuHura l 1 anguage minority chi ·1 d and pel rents. 
They provide instruction in a second language which most 
teachers are unable to do. 
David H. Goldstein75 reported similar ideas about an Indian Head 
Start Program. He wr·ote that lovJ income paraprofessh:mals had pos-itive 
psycho.loCJica.l effects when they acted as ·interprr::ters of the behavior of 
children and parents fr·om thei t' soci a'l c·l ass. The cone lud'ir1g n~ma rks of 
th·i s researche\~ surnrnari ze the fin(lin9s of many others: 
74Gar·tner, op. cit., pp. 20-24; F. R·ie.ssman, .~Y~.---~ar~~I~.:~.E~.: ... l!!.~ 
Poor (New York: Ftec Pr·ess, "196!5L p. 68; K"lopf and Bowman, op, C"it., 
pp ~-2--4. 
75oavicl H, C~o'ldstein, ~~"reacher A·ides: TIH:: Ind·ianapolis Plan May 
Send Itself to Your School, 11 The Instr·uctot, 76 (OctobE!t~ 'l96GL 3'1, 
122--24. . ·-----~--·-.. ·-···-.. ···~-···-
... the background \vhich o.Hles brin9 to their job, the·ir 
knovJ ledge of the community ;md ·its peop 1 e, the ~va rm persona 1 
relationships with the parents, a new dedication and determirla-
tion to succeed, and the abi"lity to serve as a community bt·idqe 
for the mi ddl ~-class teacher· ilY'e strengths that must be 
acknov/1 edged. 76 
The literature and research \"(,;lated to the history, rolE~, and 
effectiveness of role perf9rmance of bilingual-bicultural instructional 
aides were reviewed and reported in this chapter. A review of relevant 
literature indicated that the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide 
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was first hired during the middle sixties with the help of federal funds, 
in particular Title VII. The need for this paraprofessional was empha-
sized as a result of important studies which pointed out that language 
and ct.dtura·! nrinor·Hy students were not being helped with their unique 
problems due to a shortage of bilingual-bicultural teachers. Since there 
was a shortage of qualified bilingual-bicultural personnel, and since 
public teacher-training institutions could not prepare them immediately, 
the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide was the immediate solution. 
As bilingual-bicultural instructional a~des became more prevalent 
in the classroom, authorities in the field recognized that there were 
wide disparities in the use of the bilingual-bicultural instructional 
a·ides in the bilingual classrooms. Studies have pointed out that incon-
sistencies in legal status of aides, as well as differences in perceptions 
among those working with these aides as to their role functions~ resulted 
in dHfercnt kinds of services being prov·ided by the instructional a·ides 
76 Ibid. ~ p. 124. 
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in the classrooms. 
The importance of studying the relationship among role definition, 
consensus, and percept·ion has been based on r;;at·J·ier stuclies conducted by 
Getzels and Barnard. These researchers and others have pointed out that 
all three concepts are related and ultimately affect the effectiveness 
of the role incumbents and of the organizations. Related studies to the 
effectiveness of bilingual-bicultural instructional aides were then 
reviewed. Studies in this area reveal three points: (l) There are few 
studies done which have attempted to correlate the students' academic 
progress with bilingual aides' effectiveness of role performanc~. (2) 
There are few studies which have used conventional ~chievement mea~ures 
in this area. (3) Most studies do~e can only point to indirect benefits 
of the usf:: of b·ilingua1··bicuHural instructional aides. The scarcity of 
research in this area reinforces the need for studies such as the present 
one. Tller·e is a net~C: to conduct studies that will look at the effects 
of the bilingual-bicultural instructional aides upon the teaching and 
learning process, and a need to look at the manner by which their 
effectiveness of role performance can be assessed in the bilingual-
bicultural classroom setting. 
The research design and methodology used in thi~ study are 
detailed in .. the next chapter. The analyses of the data are reported in 
Chapter 4. Recommendations and conclusions are given ·in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 3 
R[SE/.\RCH DESIGN l\ND ~IETHODOLOGY 
This chapter presents a general description of the sample, the 
instrument, and the research methodology used to collect the data for 
th·i s study. The chapter a.l so inch1des the hypotheses tested to ·j nterpY'et 
the data for the study. 
A review bf related literature revealed a current need ta conduct 
studies that would investigate the current role of bilingual-bicultural 
instruct·iona·! o.lides, Thesr~ st.ud·ies ar·e necessary in order to help 
improve the effectiveness of role performance of the bilingual para-
professional. The purpose of this study, then,was to investigate 
variables which are integral to the role of the bilingua·l-bicultural 
instructional aide and which reflect the perceptions of teach~rs, bilin-
gual aides, and adminiitrators currently working in bilingual classroom 
settings. 
The study concerned itself with ten hypotheses. The f'l rst thr·e2 
hypotheses focu:s.c::d upon ·intergroup consensus regard 1 ng ( 1) the des ird) I e 
role functions of teacher aides, (2) the frequency of occurrence of these 
functions, and (3) the teacher aide competence in performing these 
functions. f~pctheses Four through Nine were designed to investigate 
consensus within ~ach group regarding two significant relationships: 
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(1) a.ssumed roh~ functions und fre.quency of occurn~nu~ of these~ and (2) 
assumed t·o·Je functions and effectivr:;mess of role performance. A tenth 
hypothE~s·is \'~as included to deterri1ine s·iqnif·icant ·influences of f·ive 
biographicr:d varia.bl~s upon the hypothesf-~S. From the results of the 
inve~,;t·iqat.ion, three ma:in objectives \'Jetr:; to be ,:;:cc:omplished: 
l. the development of a consensus of role definition for the 
bilingual-bicultural instructional aide, 
2. The reduction of discrepancies between the ideal and the 
actual role functions of the bilingual paraprofessional, and 
3. the evaluat'ion of \'leak areas of job pl0rformance of the~ 
instructiona·l a·ide in ordet' to recommend specific tra·ih·ing. 
In order to fulfill the purpose of this study. 150 questionna1res 
were distributed to the following three referent groups identified for 
this study: 80 bilingual-bicultural instructional aides, 50 teachers) and 
l 
20 administrators. The questionnaires were sent to a stratified sample' 
of three school districts in northern California. District A received 
100 questionnaires and returned 79 (seventy-nine percent). District B 
received :::[5 quest·ionnair·es and Y'etunwd 22 (r;i ghty··ei9ht percent). D'is-" 
ttict C n~ceived 25 qw::stionnaires ;;md returned 23 (nim:!ty··t\,/0 percent). 
A toted of '124 questiomHdtes (~~ighty·-two percent) l,,il::re rettrrneds 69 by 
teacher aides, 43 by tea.chets, a.nd 12 by iidrnirl'istrators. The ·interpreta·-
tions of the study were based on 124 questionnaires (see Table 1). 
1 Btuce \~. Tuckrna n, y)n~J.~~-c:!:Jng __ ~_cl.~J..~.~!)_Q_Q_aJ .E?:~g-~.r.:~.b_ (San Fnl.nci sco ~ 
Califotnia: Hatcourt Br-ace Sovanovich, Inc., '!972), pp. 20?.·"'204. 
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Di str·i ct A was chost:::n because it represented an urban type 
community, It ~1as also chosen bf~cause it has been ·involved wHh 
b"il·ingual-bicultural educ~1t;lrir1 for ten years. Tht:! biHngua·l programs in 
this d·istrict are fund(~d by s1~vera·1 sot.wces: T·itle VII (E5EA) 3 distr'ict 
funds~ SB 90, and ESAA (desegregation funds). It is designated a multi-
lingual~·multicuHural schoo·J district because 'it includes six major 
ethnic groups: Spanish, Chinese, Filipino, Vietnamese, East Indian, and 
Native American Indian. Within the last five ethnic groups~ the district 
provides instruction in nine languages. One hundred questionnaires were 
distributed in district A through its office of multilingual-
muHicultura·l education. Seventy-nine quest·ionnaires were returned. 
District B represented a tural community that is quickly becoming 
an urban center. It has a total school enrollment of 3,211 students of 
which approximately half are limited-Engltsh7speaking. ·rhis district is 
part of a bilingual consortium which repre£ents ten separate school dis-
tricts. Th·is disttict was chosen because it is an all-elementary school 
. district (K-6). TvJenty-five questionnair·es were distributed in this. 
d·istrict dur·ing an in-s<~rv·ice vmrkshop. on·ly hventy--two questionnaires 
were used, however, because three were not filled out correctly or were 
not completed. 
D1strict C is one of the first high school districts to include 
bi l i ngual-lYi cr.1l tura l progtams. 
distributed in this district. 
Twenty--F-ive questionnaires were also 
The office of their bilingual-bicultural 
coordinator helped distribute the questionnaires in the high schools. 
Twenty-·th~·ee questhmna ·ires were returned. This di str·i ct represents an 
urban community i ncl udi ng approx·ima t<~ ·ly sc~ven hundred ~lex i can ... Ameri can 
limited-English-speaking students. Its bilingual-bicultural program 
!:)8 
includes Spanish as a second 1~nguage. 
In order to facilitate immediate feedback, this study was con-
due ted w·i th the coord·i nati ng effotts of thE~ research and eva 1 uat'i on 
off·ices of each school d·istrict. The i"(-2Spective offio~s of the school 
di stti cts • bi l"lngua 1·-bi cultura·l program coordi na tots W(:re the irnrned·i a. te 
contacts. To further assure aclequa te responses, some quest·i onno. ires VJ(~\~e 
distr··ibuted dur·ing staff meetings and during ·in·~service train·ing sE:ss·ions. 
Each questionnaire contained a cover letter explaining the p1Jrpose of the 
study as well as an example item showing the respondents how to fill out 
the quest·ionnaire. It a·lso contained a 11 B·iogra.phical Information 11 sheet 
which included thirteen personal infonnation items (see Appendix A). 
Tfri s ·i nforrnat·i on vHJ.S needed in order to bettet· define the samp 1 e. The 
Research In5trument 
In~!r~!S:..tJgn_aJ. ... L\.:i.d~ ___ f.!:!.rJs_tio_!!~-' tvas developed delineat·ing the functions in 
five major areas. These major areas included: Instructional, Bilingual~ 
Bict!ltural. Cler1cal and Monitorial, Professional Development, and School-
ComrnunHy Liaison functions. In the construct-ion of the instrument~ the 
following procedures were considered and perfonned . 
.Q~J.i!J.~~!.tll:~g__.th.~.-x~~~~~-tJ.s~n.!_ 
The first step was to delineate all the possible functions of the 
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setting. This information was obtained from the following sources: 
l. literature dealing with the functions and roles of bilingual~ 
bicultural instructional aides; 
2. review of California's legislation affecting instructional 
aides; 
·3. ·actual discussions with ptact'ic:ing instructiona'l aides~ 
teachers, 0.nd adnl'i ni st1Aators; and 
4. a panel of experts in bi"lingual-bicu·ltural education and 
bilingual-bicultural staff development. 
V~j~ 
To determine how effectively the content of each item in the 
questionnaire samples the subject matter about which conclusions were to 
? 
be drawn,~ a group of seven authorities in the field of bilingual-
1::.-kuHunl:l educ<1tion and staff training was asked to judge every 
statement befote it was ·ir.c'luded in the f'inal questionnaire. The follow·· 
ing criteria were used to select the panel of seven experts: 
1. is currently involved in working in and supervising staff in 
bilingual-bicultural classtoom settings; 
2. ·is currently recogn·izecl, both at the univetsity 'level and in 
the commw)·ity, as ha.v-ing an expert background as an educator ·in the theory 
and practice of bilingual-bicultural education; and 
3. is ctwrent'ly recognized as .h·ighly adequate in the theory and. 
practice of bilingual-bicultural instructional aide training and 
educat·ion. 
2stephen Isaac and William B. Michael, Handbook in Ras~atth and 
LY_~_h15\_t.J}2!!. (San Di r:~go, Ud i fond a: Rob~rt ~t Kn.app-;..,nYr4·J:-p-p-:-s2·:s7f: ___ _ 
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A letter explaining the purpose of the study (see Appendix D), a 
form with rating questions of the questionnaire, and a copy of the 
questionnaire containing 120 functions were sent to each judge. The 
judges ~'/ere also encouraged to rate th17. clarity, lenqth
9 
appropr·iateness, 
and item categorization of the instrument. The following are the rating 
3 questions asked of each judge: 
1. How well do you think the content of the quest·ionmi'ire 
samples the kinds of functions about which conclusions are to be drawn? 
2. Does the questionnaire content comprise an adequate 
11 definit·ion 11 of what it claims to measure'? 
3. What are your overall reactions to the instrument? 
As a result of the panel's input, some items .and the length of the 
·instrument v!EH'e mod:i fi ed, The tevi sed ·instrument used for the study 
contained e·ighty functions. 
Rel·iabf! itv 
--·---~· ............ , .. ---~>!.-
§_~!D_pl_~. A representative sample of the popt(la.tion to be stud·ied 
was chosen to test the instrument for consistency. 4 Four schools from 
two school districts participated in this phase of the study. The 
ma:jorHy of the participants v.;ere employed by Title VII bilingual programs. 
The rest tcpo·('tt'!d being funded by THle I, Compensatory Education, and 
SB 90, 
Fifteen bilingual-bicultural instructional aides~ fifteen 
teachers and/or teaching specialists, and two administrators made up the 
sample. The majority of the teachev·s reported having worked with 
3 r 1 · .• 0') o 4-r • · · 137 .. Yl r..~ • , p p " or_-- o 6 • u c Kma n , o p • c 11: • , p . • 
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bflingual··b·icu'ltund instnJctionaLaides tv1o years or ~r.ore. 8oth adndn·· 
isti~a.tors had worked vrlth aides more than five years. rwenty-tv1o 
respondents \'Jere \l.fOr'k·in\) in elementary schools, four· ·in a m·idffle ~;choo·l, 
and six ·in a h·igh schoo'l. The tota'l sarnph; size included 32 part·icipants: 
27 females and 5 !lla·les. The m;~jority 1:/(~n., thirty ,ye;~rs of age and o·lder. 
In terms of educa.t·ional lew~ls~ most of the ;)·ides only had high school 
educations. Teachers and adminisl:rator$ ha·.-:1 the typic-al five years of 
college or more. 
Test-Retest. Using the Test .. · Retest re·! ·i abn ity5 procedure, the 
instr·ument was admin·istered twice to the samp1e group of thirty·-ti.-·Jo 
participants. The two administrations of the instrument took place 
approximately one month apart in order to minimize practice and/or 
memor-·ization of th1~ qur;;stionnaite t•esponses. Pearson correla.tion 
coefficients were then used to compare the scores of the two measures. 
Three d.ifft.~rent tc~liabi'lit.Y coeffic-ients~ representing the three major 
areas of study, were then sumned and averaged. These were the coeffi-
dents: reliabil'ity for the area of desirability of rrde functions was 
.90, for the area of perceived role frequency was .89, and for the area 
of perceived competence was .80. In each area, a few items yielded 
perfect correlations. There were also some corre]ations that were low. 
The lowest cor-rt.dation \vas .52 for function number bwnty-tl'ine in the 
area Of 11 C0mpetf!l1C(; • 11. 
5Ibid.s pp. 246-47, 
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The respondents were asked to mark each item in reference to 
three distinct quest·ions (see page 63 for questionna·ire format). The 
first question asked about the desirability of each instructional aide 
function. It stated, 11 0o you believe th·is (instruct·ional aide function) 
should occur'?" Each respondent v1as asked to check th(~ rt.'spons<:.~ cat<~goty 
best representing his/her perception of the instructional aide function 
that should occur. The second question solicited a response concerning 
the perceptions of the frequency of occurrence of each function. This 
question read, "HovJ often do you believe this (function) occurs? 11 The 
final question dealt with the perceived competence of the instructiona-l 
aide • s performance. It read, 11 In genera ·1 , how competent do you be 1 i eve 
Scm·· i n(l l'11ethod -~-A __ ., ___ ;:z__:, __ . ____ . .__. 
As previously indicated, the subjects were asked to respond to 
each item by checking the sca·le nearest to their perceptions of (1) 
functions J ( 2) fr·equency of occurrence of these, and ( 3) competency ·in 
petforming the funct·ions for the bilingual-IYicultura·l instruct-ional a·ide 
in the bilingual-bicultural classroom setting. Scores were given on a 
weighted basis according to the method of summated ratings in Likert-
type attitude scales. 6 For the f·irst question, the "Strongly Agree 11 
response was given a \'Jeight of 5; the 'iJI.gree 11 response~ a •.-veight of 4; 
the "Und('~cided 11 n~sponse, a weight of 3; the 11 Disagree" response, a 
~vt:ight of 2; and the 11 Strongly Disagree 11 r·esponse, a \'<'eight of 1. 
6rsaac and Michael, op. cit., pp. 100-101. 
An example of the questionnaire format. 
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reculations to non-Enalish sceakina oarents. 
2. Instructs sma11 groups of students in 
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Sirni"larly, for the second quE~stion, ".1\hmys" r·e::sponsc2s vJere given 
a ~v<:dght of 5; the "Often" responses, a weight of 4; the 11 Se.ldom'' 
responses a weight of 3; and the "Nevet" responses~ a VJei ght of 2. For 
the--third question~ the responses were done in the same manner, with the 
"1-l'igh.ly Competent" responses given a weight of 5; and ''Not Competent-
Needs Tra i wing" t'esponses, a we·i ght of 2. Items having more than 0111~ 
response marked or no response marked were given the code of 9. This was 
done in order to separate the items having no responses or multiple 
responses from the interpretations of the study. 
Stat·i stica·l Data Org_ani zation 
-·-iiliC~ An~}_ysT_~ ------- -----------·----
The responses were coded according to the scoring method pre-
viously stated. Cards were key-punched onto IBM cards. The data were 
thr:!n run i.1t the Computet~ Services Depar-tment!, University of the. Pacific, 
Stockton~ Califor-nia. 
It was hypothesized that no significant differences existed among 
the perceptions and expectations for the functions, frequency of occut'-
renee of these, and competence of role performance of the bilingual-
bicultural ·instructional aide held by three referent groups. For ease of 
analys·is, ten statistical hypotheses were del·ineated in Cha,pter 1, and 
the data were treated In the following ways: 
F·irst, the basic stat·istics of the total scores obtained by all 
subjects and 'by !'::acll g'toup, i.e., means, standar·d deviations, etc., \'/ere 
found to sllow how the subjects responded to the questionnaire item-for-
item~ and as a 1vho 1 e. 
Second, analysis of variance7 procedurrs were employed to deter-
rnine whether between and within differences existed in the perceptions 
and expectations for the role, frequency of role~ and effectiveness of 
role performance of the instruct·ional aide held among the three referent 
groups. This procedure was used for the first three hypotheses. 
Third, Pearson Product·-mornent8 corre ·1 ati on procedures v1ere us(.~d 
to test for corre·lat·ions of p.airs of variables for Hypotheses Four 
through Nine. This procedure was to test for consensus within each of 
the referent groups. Hypothesis Ten was tested using the same procedures. 
But it was designed to test for influences of biographical data on the 
groups• perceptions of desirable role functions. In all cases, the .05 
level of s·ignHicance \1/as adopted as being most appropriate to offset the 
_,.:. 
probabilities for both Type I and Type II errors. 9 
Administration Dates of the ··- -Ins·t.;:-u·nienT···-·--·-- -··---···-----
Sent to an referent 9l'OUPS --· January 3, 1978. 
Fo l'l ow-up -.., ~1arch 1, 1978. 
Termination of data gathering -- March 17, 1978. 
The study was based on ten hypotheses. The first three were 
7Norman H. Nie and others~ Statistical Package for -the Social 
~-~L~~!J.~;;:::_~ ... J~E~:~.t ( 2d ed., ; Neiv York: t·fCi~}~~~-~j~-TFfrr·sa·okTc)nipai1y-:--T.97lYY:-·· 
.PP· 249-~9, 280-85. 
8 .. , . ' 
JJJ'! a. 
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designed to focus upon intergroup consensus regarding each of the func-
tions. Hypotheses Four thtough Nine were designed to ·investigate the 
discrepanties between the ideal and actual role perfonnance of the aides 
as perceived within each group. Hypotl1esis T<-:m was ·included in order to 
determine any significant influences of biographical variables on 
Hypotheses One through Nine. 
Hvnothesis 1 _u_;:._ _____ •• _ 
No significant diffetences exist among teacher, administrator, 
and instructional aide groups in their perceptions of the desirable 
instructional aide func_!ions that should lx: performed ·in the b·ilingua·l-
bicultural classroom; 
Hvnothf:sis 2 
~ ... ..):.~--·~----~--·-.. ~-~ 
No significnnt differences exist among teacher, administrator, 
B.nd instructional aide groups ·in their perceptions r-egarding the 
fr~uency of desirable instructional a·ide functions. 
No significant differences exist among teacher9 administrator, 
and instructional aide groups in their perceptions of instructional aide 
.compeJ.!:~J-~~~- in perform·! ng these functions. 
No signific<:tnt diffl~rences ex·ist; between teachers' perceptions 
of desirable instructional aide functions and teachers' perceptions 
regarding frequency of desirable instructional aide functions. 
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· .lt'iP_~t.0~§_1_~~.J?. 
No significant differences exist between administrators' percep-
tions of desirable instructional aide functions and administrators' 
perceptions regarding frequency of desir-able ·instruct-ional aide functions. 
liYP.Q.!.~~.?_:L~Ji 
No significant differences exist between instructional aides' 
perceptions of desirable instructional aide functions and instructional 
aides' perceptions regarding frequency of desirable instructional aide 
functions. 
!Jlpg_!.h~ s; s _]_ 
No significant differences· exist between teachers' perceptions of 
desirable instructional aide functions and teachers' perceptions regard-
ing the competence of the instructional aide in performing these 
functions . 
.!iYJ?.O th ~.?.i~?.. 
No significant differences exist between administrators' per-
ceptions of desirable instructional aide functions and administrators' 
perceptions regarding the competence of the instructional aide in 
performing these functions. 
ll.YP. 0 t ~~ s i ?-·-·~-
No significant differences exist between instructional aides' 
perceptions~of desirable instructional aide functions and instructional 
aides' perceptions regarding the competence of the instructional aide in 
p~rforming these functions. 
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l:!YE9.:~l!_~:U.~ -.. 19_ 
No sign·if"icant relationships exist betw>:cen the percept-ions of 
desirable instructional aide funct-ions and the follm·ring var·iab.les: age, 
sex, education and/or training~ language comp0nent, and instructional 
grade level. 
An ovetvi ev1 of the~ study and procedures \vas presented ·in this 
chapter. The study focused on a comparison of instntct"ional aides• 
perceived role functions, occurrence of role functions, and competence 
of role functions as v·iewed by three referent ~)roups. Administrators, 
teachers, and bilingual-bicultural instructional aides were selected 
from a stratified sample of three school districts in northern Califor-
nia. The three referent groups wete chosen because of their present 
involvement with bilingual-bicultural instructional aides working in 
bilingual classroom settings. A total of 150 questionnaites was dis-
tributed. One hundred and hventy·-four were used as the bas ·ic data for· 
statist ·j ca ·1 ana 1 ys is of the study. SpecH·J c methods and procedures used 
to develop and validate the instrument were also explained. The statis-
tical treatment of the da.ta involvt:~d the use of ana1ys·is of variance 
procedtH'es wlrich ~tmre ·interpreted by 1neans of the Sf>SS computer system. 
This was done in order to test the ten null hypotheses stated in the 
study. 
The presentation and analysis of the data will appear in Chapter 
4. The findings will be interpreted and stated also in that chapter. 
Conclusions and recommendations from the study will be presented in 
Chapter 5. 
ChaiJter 4 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The purpose of tfris study was to investigate the role of the 
bilingual-bicultural instructional aide. Variables which are integral 
to the effectiveness of the bilingual parapr·ofessional and which re·-
flect the pe}'Ceptions of teachers, bi"l'ingual aides, and administrators 
currently working in bilingual classroom settings were studied. From 
the results of the investigation~ a more precise consensus role defini-
t·ion and an evaluation of weak areas of job performance of the bflingual-
bicu1tural in::;truct'ional aide ~vould be recomrnended. 
Ten hypotheses were tested, which are to be presented in this 
chapter. The first three hypotheses tested for inter-group consensus 
regarding the perceived desirable instructi~nal aide functions~ the 
. perceived frequency of occurrence of these functions, ~md the perce·i ved 
cbmpetence of the instructional aide in performing the desirable func-
tions. Hypothe.SE)S Four to Ten tested for ·intra·"group consensus regarding 
the ideal and actual performance of functions. They tested for two 
rela·Uonships: (l) assumed role functions and frequency of these) and 
(2) assun~d role functions and effectiveness of role performance. A 
tenth hypothes·is v1as ·included to test for any sign-ificant influences 
of biographical data on the perceived role functions . 
• EJ.. se 1 f .. report ques ti anna ·ire, Sur_y~y__g_f_ Pe_rc~p_:~}_Q!~S .Qf __ Ft.U_i ng~a 1_-
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\1/as used ·in this study. The functions were randomly listed and then 
chrono1 og·i r.a r!y numbered (see 1-\ppendi x A). Responses to functions 
listed for the question, "Do you believe this should occur?" were labe.led 
"Desirability". Responses to functions ·listed for the question, "How 
often do you believe this occurs'?" were labeled 11 Frequenc/'. Hesponses 
to funct·ions listed for the question, "In gen,~ral, hm'V competent do you 
believe a·ides are?" wer-e labe'led "Competence 11 • 
Responses to the "Des h·abil ity" question were scored as fol1 ows: 
"5" Strong'ly agree, 11 4" Agree, "3" Undec·ided, "2 11 Disagree, and ~~'1 11 
Strongly disagree. Using the method of summated ratings in Likert-type 
attitude sca·les, 1 the means report~d in the tables cou'ld be interpreted 
in the following manner. Since 11 511 connotes 11 Strongly agree 11 and ~~")" 
"Strongly cUsagree"~ a 11 4.5 11 could be interpreted as 11 Strongly agree,u 
"3.5 11 as "Agt·ee~u bet:v!een "2.6" and "3.4" as 11 Undecided," 11 2.5" as 11 0is-
agree~·" and "1. 511 as 11 Strongly di sagree 11 • 
The responses for the areas of 11 Frequency11 and "Competence" 
1'1ere both rated in the same manner. ·The 11 Always 11 responses were given 
the weight of "5", the 11 0ften!l responses, a vJeight of 11 411 , the 11 Seldorn" 
responses a weight of 11 311 , and the 11 Never" response~ a weight of 11 211 • 
In the third category, the 11 Highly compctent 11 responses \'Jel~e g·iven a 
weight of "5 11 , and the 11 Not competent--Needs Training 11 responses a weight 
of "2". Tlris meant that tht~ reported means had to be interpreted on a 
1stephen Isaac and William B. Michael, Handbook in Research 
and Eva'luation (San Diego~ Cc.1 ifornia: Robert -~~~--Kn-app~---i)ul)fisher; 
--7/fT·--··-------·-
1974" p. '100. 
slightly different scale for the last two areas. For example~ a mean of 
"2.5 11 would be inteqJreted as "Nevc~Y' 11 or as "Not competent-·Needs tr-aining". 
The items having more than one response marked or no response 
marked \tJE~re given the code "9". These were not included in the inter·-
pretations of the study. The .05 level of significance ~'lils i.ldopted as 
being the most appropr-iate to ba·lance the probabilit·ies of Type I and 
Type II errors. 2 
To facilitate analyzing the results of the data derived from the 
three sets of respon~;es given. the results for the ten hypotheses tested 
are presented under each separate hypothesis. Within each hypothesis, 
the results are then presented under the following five categories of 
functions used in the study: (1) Bi1ingual-Bicultural, (2) Instructional, 
(3) Pro"fess·ional Development, (4) Schoo·i··Cornmunity Liaison, and (5) 
C1edccll o.nd fvlonHot·ia.1. Tt1e resuHs of the hypotheses reflect the func-
tions for which the null hypotheses were rejected or for which there 
were significant statistical differences. This was done in order to 
make more meaningful interpretations of the results. Total group means 
and F-d·istributions for each of the eighty "items of the questionnaire 
are a ·1 so shown ·in /\ppendi x B. 
The first part of the chapter describes the population sample 
used for the study. This was done using a frequency distribut·ion of 
the results of thirteen biographical variables asked of each participant 
(see Appendix A). The results for the ten hypotheses tested follm'l 
and complete the chapter. 
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There ~rere 150 questionnaires distributed in three northern 
California school districts. Three groups participated in the study: 
80 bilingual-bicultural instructional aides, 50 teachers, and 20 admin-
istrators. A total of 124 questionnaires (82-l/3 perce11t) were returned: 
69 by ·instructional aides, 43 by teachers, and ·12 by administrators. 
The ·int.er-ph;ta.tions of the study were~ basf:~d on the number of r·eturne>d 
questionnaires. Table 1 shows the numbers and percentages of question-
naires sent and returned by each district and each group. 
Frequency and cumulative frequency distributions were rutl in 
Ol"der to surnmar·ize the 11 Biographica'l Infotmat"ion 11 data. The tota'l 
sample inc·luded 98 fema'les (79 percent) and 26 males (21 percent). 
Eighty--s·ix part·lcipa.nts {69.4 percent) v1erc~ thirty .Yt~ars of age and 
over. Twenty-seven (21.8 percent) were between the ages of 23 and 29~ 
and the rest were between the ages of 19 and 24. The educational 
level of the sample showed that 39 percent of the respondents had ~ive 
years of co 11 ~~ge or more, twenty-two percent had A. i\. degtees, and 
sixteen percent had B.A. or B.S. degr·ees. 
Almost half of the participants (44 percent) worked and were 
funded by Title VII bilingual education programs. The rest wrre evenly 
distributr:d amonq Title I (13 percent), Comp;,~r1Sdtot'Y Ec!uci!t·lon (Hi per-
cent, ESAA (desegregation funds) 13 percent)~ SB 90 (7.3 percent), 
and AB c:284 ( 7 ., 3 pt::tcent} fund·i nq and ptC9\"''i'i.fr.S. nwer:; illiJ.jor 'languages 
Group 
Table 1 
Summary of the Numbe~~ and Percentage of Self-Report 
Questionnaires Sent to and Returned by the 






Di st!'i ct lD.. 60 48 80% 
Distrist B 10 1l 110% 
District C 10 10 100% 
Teachers 
District l~ 30 22 Q':<_ 1 j?.% ....,._; I vC 
District B 10 10 100% 
Distr~ct C 10 1 ~ I I 11 O~b 
Admi ni stY'c..tors 
District 1; 10 9 90% 
5 ~ 20% l District B 
District C 5 2 40% 
Totals Sent and Returned 
Totals 
Sent Returned 
80 69 (86-1/4%) 
50 43 (86%) 
-.....! 
20 12 1.-r.cl) \ 0\J/o w 
150 124 (82-1/3%) 
Spanish (74 percent). Four respondents also spoke Portuguese and 
v·i etnamese. 
Of the instructiona·l a·ides~ 40 of them !lad worked at least two 
years in the classroom. Tvventy·-four· of them had thtee or more years 
of teaching experience. Five aides had worked one year or less in such 
a pos-ition, The major'ity of the aides (5!5 percent) had r·r::ceived their 
training and education through a combination of inservices) seminars~ 
workshops~ institutes~ and.~ollege courses. 
ThY·ee-·fourths of the teachers showed that they had been \'/Ol"k i ng 
in bilingual classrooms for two or more years. The rest indicated that 
it was their first year of working in bilingual programs. More than 
14 
half (28) of the teacher sample had less than two years of team work 
teaching experience with bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. One-
third (15) of the teachers had been working with bilingual aides for more 
than four years. 
The administrators showed varied years of administrative exper-
ience with bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. Four of the admin-
istrators ~·verc on their first year assignments, two had two years of 
experience~ thr-ee:: had four yea t'S of (1Xperi ence, and f·i ve admi n i s.:,ra tors 
had five years or" more of \'lor·k·ing expei'ience with bil'ingual parapr'Ofes~ 
siona'ls ·in bi'J·ingual classrooms. 
The sample ·included a1l three gr-ade 1evels. Sixty petcent ('75) 
of the respondents wotkt~d in eh~mentary schools. s·1xteen percent (19) 
of the respondents worked in middle schools. High School respondents 
nurnb<.~J~od twent,y .. ·fout perc<~nt (30). 
In sum, the majority of the participants were female and over 30 
[ __ 
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year·s old. The aides had less than t\'Jo years of conege, and most of 
them received their training from inservices, preservices, institutes~ 
and college courses. The majorHy of the teachers and adrni n·i strators 
had five years of college. Administrators had more years of experience 
working vrith aides than the teachers. The majority of the participants 
were working in programs funded by Title VII bilingual funds. 
Results 
An SPSS computer program was used for the analysis of the data. 
Hypotheses One, Two and Three were tested using the Subprogram Breakdown3 
with calculated sums, means, standard deviations, and variances of the 
dependent variables among subgroups of the cases in the file; it also 
printed one-way analysis of var·i a nee results. Hypotheses Four through 
Nine were tested using a Select If4 procedure with the Pearson Product-
r 
momene correlation i:trli;l_lysis \tJh"ich allowed the selection of processing 
only those cases for 'r\lhich criter·ia selected were met. In trris study, 
it was used to test for within group consensus which called for isolating 
each group. Hypothesis Ten ~'las tested using the same procedutes. For 
Hypothesis Ten, it was used to test the relationship between biographical 
variables an& perceived desirable instructional aide functions. As 
stated earlier, the results of the data were outlined under each hypothesis. 
vJ"itrl'in each hypothesi~~\ the di:1ta\.,ere interpreted for each of f"ive dif-· 
ferent cluster of functions. 
3
Nor-ma n H. Ni e and other'S, -~_!:_0_t i s_"f:!.~a l __ _E_a.c k_Q~ __ f~~~-!_b_~---~~_La 1 
_?_s:_L~l2g_es_J?£.2.~l (2iid ed.; New York:. ~kGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970); p. 249, 
~-Ibid.~ pp, 1:?8-129. 
5Ibid., pp. 279-283. 
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H12 reader is caution~C:~ri to keep in nr!nd that corre-lation cot~f-· 
fic-ients are indices of concomitant var·iations of tvvo vatiables~ but 
they do riot state the magnitude of the variables. Also, significant 
correlations are not proof of cause-and-effect relationships. The cor-
;r\/ 
relations only point to the degree of relationship between two variables. 6 
This is po·inted out ·in order to explain t!'w.t the results of the study 
are only descriptiw~ accounts of what 11 appears 11 to exist, but they do 
not necessarily ind-icate vJhat cat1ses the resu'l't:s. 
No significant diffet(:nces ex-ist a.mong teacher, adm·inist~'ator, 
and instructional aide groups in their perceptions of the desirable 
instructiona·l aide _f.uncttQ!l_~ that shoLt"ld be perfor·rned in the bilingual·· 
bicultura·l classroom. 
QjJ..J.0.SVElJ.:b.i::_~~.:L~~:!I:~.U~nctL9!1~~· This ca.tegory included a tota 1 
of twenty-one functions that ·invo·lved the:~ use of a second language other 
than English. In the questionnaire~ the second language was referred 
to as 11 l1orne 1anguage 11 or "native language.'' These functions are listed 
in Appendix C. 
Table 2 shows four functions ·in this category where the bypath-
esis was rejected. The results of analysis of variance, means and 
standard devi~tions among teacher, administrator, and instructional aide 
groups' percept1ons of desirable instructional aide functions are pre-
sentecL The. result~; ·in tht.~ tab'le show that there were signif"icant 
differences among the referent groups in the functions that called for 
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Tabl2 2. Continued. 
--
Item Aide Teacher 
No. Mean so Mean so -
39 4~07 .6490 3. 72 1.0763 
56 3.88 .9932 3. 40 1. 2177 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
Critical F-ratio: > 3.07 
These values were used for Tables 2 to 16. 
Administrator 
f.1ean SO 









translations. Bilingual aides disagreed with both teacher and ac~inis-
tra tor groups. The teacher group rated l ov;er the des i rabi 1 Hy of these 
functions in every case. Teachers and administrators seemed to agree 
that the aides should perform translations for stud~nt activities but 
not for parent activities. Overall, the groups showed a higher degree 
of consensus for both the items they saw as desirable and for the items 
they saw as undesirable. Of the twenty-one items in this category, 
there were no significant statistical differences for seventeen (81 
percent) functions. 
Instructiot1al Functions, There were twenty-one functions in 
this category (see Appendix C). Ttri s category inc ·1 uded the areas of 
teaching~ tutoring~ and support. Teaching and tutoring referred to direct 
inst.ruct·Jon give:1 to ·individua·ls and small or 'large groups. Support 
functions involved administering, assigning, arranging, or evaluating 
activities as related to instruction. 
The results in Table 3 revealed that there were five functions 
that yielded a statistical significance at the .05 level. It appears 
that there was strong disagreement among the three groups in the area of 
direct instruction. Administrators tended to be closer in their percep-
:· tions to the teacher group. This was reflected by the teacher and 
.. 
·~ 
administrator group nwans. Only function number 69 v1as dHferent. The 
teacher group seemed to disagree with the aides and administrators that 
-
bilingual-bicultural instructional aides should provide instruction~·~n 
the area of :1heaHh care." Thert: vw.s no statistical sigrYificance among 













t .. uncti ons'• 
Results of Ana1ysis of Variance for 11 Instructional 
(Desirabi!ity)s fvlear,s and Standard Deviations 
Functions 
Instructs child~en in learning 
to read and related skills of 
comprehension and interpretation. 
Provides instruction to 
students on the conventions 
of writing, i.e.~ capitaliza-
tion, punctuation~ etc. 
Pro vi des health care 
instruction for students 
\ 
Evaluutes pupils' work 
and assigns marks. 
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Table 3. Continued. 
Means and Standard Deviations 
.,.. 
1·ce8 Ai.de Teacher Administrator Total 
No. ~lean SD ivJean SD ~1ean so fv1ean so - - -
30 4,38 .5966 3.98 1- 034~8 ~.82 ~ "6'7 ! • t : 4-. 19 .8239 
58 LL ,..., •• I I . 6173 3.79 .9144 4.27 . 4671 4.05 . 7198 
69 3.61 .9427 3.00 "1.2344 3.55 .9342 3.39 1. 044 7 
~? 4.00 .8810 3.09 1. 3240 3. i8 l. 2505 .... r, 1. 0805 /._ J.O! 
75 3~81 .9279 3.16 1 .2897 3.36 1. 2060 3.54 1 .0825 
co 
82 
Pr:9L~-~-~_i_Q~:tA1J?.r:"-_:~~e.lQf!!!l~_LL~Xl_!::J:jg_t!_?_· This thi rcl ca teqor'y used ·i r. 
the study ·inc·lucled tvie.lve functions (see Appendix C). These ~'-len~ con--
cerned with the aides clcvelopinq themselves as professional teacher aides 
or work·ing toward eventual·ly becoming certified teachers. From the 
"B-iographical Data, 11 ·it v-ms po'irrted out thr1t most teachet aides r·eceived 
their training from inservices) preservices, institutes~ and workshops. 
Fev-1 reported getting their train·ing from university or co"llege courses. 
Hypothes·is One v'Jas· reta·ined for f:~vc:;r·y function in this area. 
No table of data \.<Jas presented in this category becduse no signif-icant 
differences were found for these functions. All three groups seemed to 
be in consensus as to v1hat funct·ions were appt·opriate for the ·instruc--
tional aide to perform in order to develop professionally. 
Schooi-CommunHy Liaison Funct-ions. Twe·lve functions were ·in·-
---------------··---~--~~---------··-----·----·-
eluded that involved communication and/or activities with parents and 
the home as related to school (see Appendix C). Investigation of the 
results of analysis of variance in Table 4 indicated that only two func-
tions showed statistical significant difference among the three groups• 
perceptions of desirable functions. Both of these functions dealt with 
the aide•s role as a liaison in trying to get parents invo·lved in school 
act-ivities and in trying to get t<~achers --involved ~tdth community groups. 
For function number 35, the administrator group did not seem to agree 
that instrucl:'ional ahles shou'ld be responsible for informing the teachers 
about community act'ivit·ies. In function number 51, the teacher group 
was in di sagreemen i: \.<Ji th both a·i de and administrator groups. Teachers 
did not feel that the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide should be 
respons·ib'le fol"" eilcom·a~ring parents to attend school boar·d meetings. 
~!ICWIU:J! •• -11-1-i h •••• -···· -·- '-··-··-










Hypothesis 1. Results of Analys·ls of Variance for 11 School 
Community-Liaison Functions'' (Desirability), Means 
and Standard Deviations 
Functions Scw~ce ss ·.;: a. - -
Informs the teacher of Between 6.9087 2 
relevant school oriented ifJ~i thin 106.2783 120 
activities in the com- Total 113.1870 122 
mun i _t.)l ~ 
Encourages parents to '" u 14.0575 II 
attend school board . ~~ 116.2375 II 
meeHrr~ \..I I :;1;:, • T 130.2951 
Means and Standard Deviations 
Aide Teacher Admi ni strato1· 
r-l!e·a.n SD Mean so Mean SD - -
3.61 . 7906 3.79 .9394 4.45 .5222 
3.32 .7906 3.09 1.2113 3.55 1 .1282 
M::: 


























"T" .• "'l! -lcWie o 
Hypothesis 1. Results of Ana1ysis of Variance for 11 Clerica1 
ar.d Monitorial Functions" (Desirability), Means 
and Standard Deviations 
Functions Source ss df -
Provides fir·st-aid for Between 17.0707 2 
minor injuries. ~iithin 153.8562 120 
Total · 170.9268 122 
Prepares report cards B 16.0686 II 
under teacher supervision. H 50.5953 II 
T 66.6639 II 
Means and Standard Deviations 
Pdde 
Mean so -
3.29 1. 0860 
3 ,~ 
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5. 65 71 
6.3487 
Total , .... 
vU 
1. "!230 




Clerical and Monitorial Functions. This clustrr of functions 
included fourteen functions (see Appendix C). In general, those 
activities that involved the preparing or maintenance of records and. 
·inventories, or any secretadal-·typ~! of office work v;ere considered 
clet··ical functions. ~1onitorial functions invo'lved supervisory activities 
not related to direct instruction. General· overseeing activities were 
also included in Uris at'ea. 
Two functions in this area yielded a lack of consensus among 
the three referent groups. Table 5 reflects these results. For item 
46~ both the teacher and administrator groups agreed that the instruc-
tional aides should not provide first-aid instruction to students. 
The aide group, however 3 disagreed. The same results were recorded 
for item !?2., Both the teacher and administrator groups agreed that 
aides should not help in the preparation of students' report cards . 
.?Jl~~~~i!Y'X:. __ Jjy_poth~sis-,-l. The analysis presented indicated that 
there was consensus among the three referent groups for sixty-seven 
functions (84 percent). The three groups disagreed in their perceptions 
of desirable instructional aide functions on thirteen functions (16 per-
cent). Four of these functions, were in the category of 11 Bilingual-
BicultL.wal, 11 five in the area of 11 Instructional, 11 tvw ·in the areas of 
11 School-Comrnunity l.·iaison, 11 and 11 Clerical and Monitoricd.'' The area 
of 11 Professional Deve1opment, 11 had total consensus. Here, Hypothesis One 
was retained for twelve functions and no table of data was presented. 
No significant differences exist among teacher, administrator, 
86 
and instructional aide groups in their perceptions regarding the frequency 
of desirable instructional aide functions. 
items were rated significantly different among the three referent groups. 
Hem number 1 shot<Jed that the aides d·i sagr·eed with both teach,c;r and adm in·-
istrator groups ·in their perceptions of how often they were he'lp·ing ·in 
the interpretation of scho?l laws and regulations to non-English speaking 
parents. The aides seemed to feel that they did it often. For items 
numbers 16 and 569 both aide and administrator groups were in closer 
agreement in their perceptions of how often they felt the aides developed 
English and second language vocabularies in the classroom. It was 
interesting to note that there were the same items dealing with functions 
of translijtion that showed lack of consensus among the groups. Eighteen 
functions (86 percent) showed no significant differences. 
Instructional Functions. This area showed that there were 
---------------~----~~-----
statistical differences for one-third of the cluster. The aide and admin-
istrator groups showed more consensus as to their perceptions of how . 
often function numbers 2, 44, 54, 65, and 66 occurred. These func-
tions called for small group reinforcement activities. Teachers 
disagreed as to how often the bilingual-bicultural instructional aides 
were performing functions that.dealt with related skills of listening~ 
reading. comprehension, and interpretation. They seemed to disagree 
strongly that aides should not evaluate pupils' work or assign marks. 
There \'Jere no sta.ti sti cal si 9nifi.cance among the groups fQr fourteen 











Hypot~esis 2. Results of Ana ysis of Variance for "Bilingua1-Bicu1tura1 
Functions" (Frequency , r~eans and Standard Deviations 
Functions Source ss df MS - - -
Interprets attendance laws and Set'.'Jeen 5.1966 2 2.5983 
school regulations to non- ::Jith:n 70.9497 120 .5912 
English speaking parents. Total 76.1463 122 
Develops English and second B 6.9695 II 3.4847 
language vocabularies. 1' ;"J 83.7297 II, .6977 
Provides wr tten second lan- B 7.3830 II 3.6915 
guage trans ations for schoo1 w 90.4706 II .7539 
messages to students 1 homes .,. 97.8537 II l 
Means and Standard Deviations 
Aide Teacher Admi ni s tiAator 
~iear. sn ~'-' Mean- SD r~iea n SD r~ean - --
3.91 • 8178 3.51 . 702,8 3.45 .6876 3.73 
3.99 .8659 3.49 .7980 4.00 .7746 3.81 
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Hyoothesis 2. Results of J\nalysis of Variance for ''Instructional 
Functions~~ (FrequencyL ~leans a(id Standard Deviations 
Functions Source ss df MS 
Instructs small groups of Between 5.1454 2 2. 5727 
students iri various ~~Ji thin 48.3180 20 ,4026 
language arts areas. Total 53.4634 22 
Instructs children in learning 8 6.0273 H· 3.0137 
to read and related skills of w 57.4523 !I .4788 
comprehension and interpretation. T 63.4797 II I 
Performs activities for listen- B 4-.9971 ~! 2.4985 
ing and related skills of com- w 76.1737 i: .6348 
prehension and int~rpretation. .,.. 81.1707 a I 
Performs activities for oral B 4.6461 H 2.3230 
language development and 1an- w 71.2238 !I .5935 
guage experience in reading. T 75.8699 n 
Administers teacher-made B 3.5657 if , 7Q')t~ ! ~ i v.._J 
tests to students. ~! ,.~ r?-:') 01. O~ i v !I . 5635 
T 71.1870 II 
Alerts teacher to special needs 8 4.0663 il 2.0332 
of individua1 students. ~~ 68.6166. II .5718 .,.. 72.6829 l 
Evaluates pupils 1 work and B l"! . 9201 ll 5.9600 
assigns mal~ks, l~ 98~ 1295 II ~8316 
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Tabl~ 7. Continued. 
Means and Standard D~viations 
Item Aide Teacher Admi nis tratot Tota1 
No. r~ean S'"' u !¥lean SD t·1ean SD rl;ean so - -
2 4.46 .6083 4.02 . 7067 4.27 . 4671 4.29 .6293 
30 4.26 .. 7025 3. 81 .6988 3.82 .4045 4.07 .6862 
44 4.01 . 7764 3.60 .9043 4.09 . 3015- 3.88 .7902 
54 4.17 . 7467 3. 77 .8684 4.18 .4045 4.03 .7641 
65 4.17 . 7661 3.86 .7740 4.36 .5045 4.08 .7445 
. r,. 
00 4.39 . 7518 4.00 • 7868 . 4 ··p .• <-I .6467 4.24 .7500 
72 4.03 . 9138 . 3.36 .9324 3.64 .8090 3.76 .9043 




consensus among the three groups in this area. Item number 9 was the 
only one where there was a significant statistical difference. Teachers 
seemed to disagree with both administrator and aide groups as to how 
often the paraprofessional helped with the preparation of daily lesson 
plans. Teachers did not agree that it happened as often as the other two 
groups thought. Eleven functions showed no significant differences. 
Table 8 gives the results of function number 9 in this area. 
School-Cornt~!:{_!:!_H,Y._Li~i~_D__ftm~ti_Q!}~_, Table 9 shows that only one 
function in this area was statistically significant. All three groups 
seemed to disagree as to how often the instructional aide encouraged 
parents to attend school board meetings. The administrator group.had 
the Jov.Je.st mean (2.82) suggesting perhaps that the.Y \>Jere 11 t.lndecided 11 .· 
as to how often th;;~y f•~H the funct·ion occurred. In this area, there 
was consensus among the thrt?e gr·oups for e 1 evtm functions. 
Clerical and Monitorial Functions. This last area tested for 
Hypothes ·j s Two cd so showed a high degree of consensus among the three 
referent groups. Tvm functions showed eli sa~Jreement among the groups. 
Both teacher and administrator groups seemed to agree on their percep-
tions as to how often the bilingual paraprofessional prepared report 
cards under teacher supervision. The aide group showed that they per-
ceived this function as occurring more often than the other two groups 
did (item no. 52). Administrator and aide groups were closer in their 
j perceptions of how often the instructional aide helped collect monies in 
the classroom. The teacher group disagreed (item no. 63). Table 10 
shows the results for this area of functions. 








Hypothesis 2, Results of Analysis of Variance for 11 Professiona1 
Deve1opment Functi::ms 1' (F1·equency), ~leans and 
· Standard Deviations 
Functions Source ss df - r"~s * F - -
Prepares individual lesson Between 11.6176 2 5.8088 5.9520 
plans under teacher super- Within 117.1141 120 ,9760 
vis i or.. Total 128.7317 
Means and Standard Deviations 
Aide TeachelA . Administrator Total 
Mean SD Mear~ so Mean. SD r·J1ean so - -
3.74 1.0383 •. 3.09 .9210 3.73 .9045 3.51 .9798 
'-0 
~ 








Hypothesis 2. Results of Ana1ys s of Variance for 11 Schoo1-
Comnunity Liaison Functions" Frequency), Means and 
Standard Dev ations 
Functions Source ss df -
Encourages parents to Betv~Jeen 9.9479 2 
attend school board t~ithin il 0. 8538 12D 
meetings Total 120.6016 122 
Mean and Standard Deviations 
Aide Teacher Administrator 
r~ear"i so Mean so Mean SD -
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Hypothesis 2~ Resu1ts and Analysis of Variance for 11 Clerica1 
and Monitorial Functions" (Fn~quency), Means and 
Standard Deviations 
Functions S6crrce ss '-" 01 
Prepares report cards under Betweeri 8.2867 2 
teacher supervision. Within 114.7865 120 
Total 123.0732 122 
Co1lects monies from the B 12.3822 il 
students for class projects w 124.5113 II 
lunch tickets, milk, etc. -,- 136.8934 II . I 
Means and Standard Deviations 
Aide 
Mean SD -
3.00 1. 0981 









MS * F 
4.1434 4.3315 
.9566 









-~~~~~-?:.ry_:__Jjy_pg~~-he~~i-~1-· Hypothesis Two was retained for s ·i xty-· 
six function~ (83 percent). Fourteen items (17 percent) showed statis-
ti ca 1 differences or areas of di sagreernent. Half of these rejected 'items 
were in th£~ category of 11 Instructional Functions. 11 Teachers seemed 
to shm<~ more vatio.bility as a group. Aides and administrators were 
closer to each other in their perceptions of how often the aides were 
performing the e·ighty functions. 
Hypothesis 3 
No si gnHi cant differences exist among teacher, administrator, 
and instructional aide groups in their perceptions of instructional aide 
s_.:om~ete!.l~~ in performing these functions. 
·Bilingual-Bicultural Functions. For this area, there were statis-____ ,.._ __ ...,_·---~-------·-
tical differences in seven functions~ Five of these functions dealt 
with the area of translation. The bilingual instructional aides seemed 
to perceive that they were more competent in providing translations in 
these areas mentioned. Both teacher and administrator group means re-
corded for function numbers l, 23, 26, 69, and 67 were all lowe~,ej>than 
/ 
the menns of the aide group. This would tend to indicate that the teacher 
and admin'istri'ltor gr·oups felt that the aides were somevJhat competent in 
their abilities to perform these functions. There were no statistical 
differences r\mong the groups for fourteen functions ( 67 percent). Table · 
11 shows the results of the functions for which the hypothesis was rejected. 
Instruct·iona·l Funct'i ons. Table 12 shows the results of eight 
functions for this category where there were s i gni fi cant differences 











l-Iypothesis 3. Resu ts of Analysis of Va~~ianc8 for "Bilingual-Bicu1tural 
- Functions~~ Competence), f··1ee.ns and Standard Deviations 
Functions 
Interprets attendance laws 
ar.d school regulations to non-
English speaking parents. 
TrGnsl ates for· ncn-Eng1 ish 
speaking families during 
school registration 
Helps assess non-English 
Snr-•aK1 liC <:+Hnpn· +s: iiCh,~!.<:~ 1:te-!'"'--. '· .... · ._)\.;:--· ..... : .. - • -
ment n baS1C SK11 IS. 
Translates into native 
, ?.no•!::>np ·:-e:...+ r.c,r·,, +s -Fe~ 
!V.~I~v....,.~- ~ .::>~ ··-,:)L:! \..o ! •! 
non-English speaking parents. 
Provides written second lan-
guage translations ~for school 
messages to students' homes. 
Produces b1l ngua1 instruc-
t~onal mater a1s for students' 
use .. 
P~ovides written translations 
of textbcoks or other materials 
from Eng11sh to the students• 


























































































Table 1lc Continued 
T+ . 
i ... em Aide 
No. r~ean so 
4.20 .7589 
10 4.37 .8086 
23 4.00 .7333 
26 3.83 .9845 
56 3.99 .7951 
60 3.96 .8123 
67 3.90 .8935 
-------
-
Mean and Standard Deviations 
Teacher· Administrator 
Mean SD ~iean so 
3.53 n:ilo • 6;) . J 3.64 . 924t1 
4.00 .8452 4.45 .5222 
3.63 .8172 3.64 .5045 
3.51 1. 0088 3.00 .6235 
3.49 l. 0088 4.00 .6235 
3.52 • 9936 3.64 .9244 
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Table 12 











r C t ' M ' -.,_ d ' D · t · \ ompe enceJ, 11eans ano ~.:..an ara ·ev1a 1ons 
Functions Som'ce 
Instructs sma11 groups of Between 
students in various lan- Within 
guage arts areas. Tota1 
Instructs ch~ldren in learning B 
to read and related skills of W 
comprehension and interpretation. T 
Performs activities for fine B 
a ~~ts units. t~ 
T 
Petform$ act·lvities for listen- B 
ing and related skills of com- VJ 
prehension and interpretation. T 
Provides instruction to students B 
or the conventions of writing; W 
i.e., capitalization, punctue-
~-..!: ~n ·:l~r 
•., iV11' ~ ~"-' .. 
Disciplines students in a 
positive manner. 
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Mean and Standard Deviations -
Item Aide Teacher Admi ni stratot~ 
No. Mean SD f'<iea~, SD fvlean so -
2 4.38 .6440 3.88 .9564 4.00 .6325 
30 4.26 .6565 3.74 .8754 3.36 1. 0269 
40 3.78 .9297 3.91 .9210 3~09 1.0445 
44 Li. 1 ... , • • I . 7661 3.67 .;J442 4.09 .5394 
58 4.19 .7128 3.56 .9587 3.73 .7862 
58 4.23 .5977 3. 70 . .8s73 3.82 .8739 
72 4.15 . 7018 3.48 .9687 3.55 .9342 
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groups bothd·isagreedwith thE~ perceptions of the ·instructional aide 
group. Functions numbers 30, 58, 68, and 72 showed tf1at the teacher 
and admin·istrator group means were numerically closer to each other. 
The instructional aides seemed to perceived themselves to be more com-
petent in performing seven functions. Tht~ir means 1vere consistently 
higher for function numbers 2, 30, 44, 58, 68, 72, and 75 than the 
means recorded by teacher and administrator groups. The functions 
in Table 12 dealt with direct instruction and evaluation of students' 
work. 
l:rQfe~_?_j_Qnal Jl_f:..velopment_lunctio_Q§_ .. Tv;o functions in this 
area showed lack of consensus among the three referent groups. Table 
13 shows that items 9 and 13 were both statistically significantly dif-
ferent. Both teacher and adnrinistrator groups perceived the competence 
of the instructional aides to be at a lower level than the aides. In 
both cases~ teachers and adnrlnistrators were in closer agreement to 
each other. There was consensus ~mong the three groups· for ten items 
in this category. 
99 
~c.0pol:_Commu.0_H . tJ:1a·i.?_Q~.[~nctiQ_12_~. In th·is category, there 
were two functions where there were statistical differences of the means 
among the qroups. A 1"1 three groups showed differences in thei t' means 
for item number 51. This seemed to indicate that all three groups dis-
agreed as to how competent the ·instruct-ional a·ides were in encourag·lng 
parents to come to school board meetings. Item number 55 also showed 
that the three means were different~ but in this case, the administra-
tors were closer to the aides in their perceptions regarding the competence 
of the aides in performing the funct·icn. 











Hypothesis 3. Results of Analysi~ of Variance for 1'Professional 
Development Function~: (Competence) 5 Means and 
Standard Deviations 
Functions SOUY"'C2 ss df MS - -
Prepares individual lesson Set·vJeen '!5.6534 2 7.8313 
plans under teacher L~~ thin 89.7218 120 .7540 
supervision. Tota1 105.3852 122 
Helps in daily class planning. B 4.4347 ll 2.2174 
i'J 74.5572 :1 .6213 
T 78.9919 I! 
Means and Standard Deviations 
Aide Teacher Administrator 
f"leans so Mean .SD Mean so - -
4-.15 .8333 3.42 .9059 3.45 .9342 
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Hypothesis 3. Results of Analysi 
Community Liaison Functionsn 
and Standard Deviat 
of Variance for 0 School-
Competence), Means 
ons 
Functions Source ss df -
Encourages par~nts to aet\'l'een 6.6541 ? '-
attend school boa~d \!Jithi n 83.8699 120 
meetings. Total 89.8699 1 ?? j ""'~ 
Informs the school nurse B 6.9023 n 
about outbreaks of diseases. ~j 90.5774 !I 
T 97.4794 li 
Means and Standard Deviations 
. Aide Teacher Administrator 
fv1ean SD Mean so Mean so -
3.90 .7886 3.49 .8273 3.27 i. 1037 



























Hypothesis 3. Results of Analysis of Variance for ·~clerical 
and Monitorial Functions': (Competence), Means and 
Standard Deviations 
Functions Source ss df - -
Provides first-aide for BetvJeen 7.1043 2 
minor injuries. ~1i th·i n 101.0585 120 
Total 108.1626 T22 
Prepares report cards under B 7.7409 i! 
teacher supervision. w 112.4217 II 
T 120.1626 II 
Means and Standard Deviations 
~ .. HlOe T , .eacner Administrator 
r"1ean c:n ...d.J Mean so fv1ean SD -
3.63 .8570 3.21 . 9651 . 3.00 1 0 0954· 




















Clerical and Monitor-ia'! Functions, The ·last area of functions 
showed that two functions were perceived significantly different by 
the groups. Hypothesis Three was rejected for function numbers 46 and 
103 
52. All three groups perceived the competence of the aides in providing 
first-aid for children and in preparing report cards significantly 
different. 
Surrn:!)_ary :_.~l'J?..~tl.l~2j_~}_. The results of Analysis of Var·i a nee, 
Means and Standard Deviations for the area of competence showed that 
there were tv/enty· .. one funct-ions (25 percent) for v;hich Hy·pothesis Thr·ee 
was rejected. The cluster "Instructional Functions" showed eight 
functions where all three groups disagreed. Seven functions showed dis-
agreement ·in the category of "Bilingual-Bicultural Functions." The last 
three categories showed two functions each where the hypothesis was 
rejected, 
l:!Y-pothesis 4 
No significant differences exist between teachers• perGepti?ns 1 
of desirable instructional aide functions and teachers• perceptions 
~ . . 
regarding fre8uency of desirable instructional aide functions. 
B:i]_~D_9~J:~L:.Bi c:~~J.JlL!.'_~]_f~m .. ~~.:t·i ~· Hypothes ·j s Four vJas rejected 
.for 1~ (62 percent) functions. The teacher group showed a significant 
difference between what they rated as desirable and what they rated 
as frequently occurring. Eight functions showed no statistical differ-
ence. An inter~retation of Table 16 indicated that for the functions 
listed the teachers tended to see little relationship bet0een what they 
saw as desirable functions and how often they believed the aides 














Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
1 it_y_ a.nd FY~equ~ncy: for the Teache:- Gr·cup 
·~· 1-·- l- .. '. B1 11ngua -Hlcuitura ~unct1cns; 
Function 
Interprets attendance laws and school 
"'l" . • • . ...... -r.... • -- ; regu;at1ons to non-tng11sh speaK1ng 
students. · 
Arr·anges fo;,.. oresentatl.ons· of cu1tura1 
dances, arts ~nd ~rafts, food~ music, et:. 
Translates for non-Engl sh speaking families 
during school registrat en. 
Reads to students ·ln their home 1ans;uage. 
He1ps assess studentsi achievement 1n 
J .. ' ~ .... "'I oa.s 1 c s K 1 ; is. 
Translates for pars~t-teacher interviews. 
Helps in the identification of home or 
prima~~y lo.nguage of the child (AB 1329). 
l~eans 
Des~-:~ab·i.l it}' 
Cv-~. """\' fi~l,V,./ 
3,6·3 
3.51 
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Makes cultural visual aides; i.e., pos-
ters, drawings, paintings. · 
Tutors non-English speaking students. 
Produces bilingual instructional materials 
for students: use. 
Provides written translations of textbooks 
or other materials from English to the 
students' home language. 
· Talks with parents in their native 
.language. 
. Helps test students for language 
dominance {AB 1329). 
*Significant at the _.0~ lev~l. 







































Instructional Functions. There were statistical differences 
for 19 (95 percent) functions ·in this categoty. The high percentage 
of tejected functions ind·lcated that for· the arf~a of instruction, the 
teacher group tended to show a high level of discrepancy between how 
they perceived the desirability of a function and its frequency of 
occurrence. Only two functions showed that the teacher group saw 
106 
desirabil-ity of functions and frequency of occurrence simi'Jarly. Table 
17 t'ef'lects the results of the functions for which Hypothesis Fout was 
rejected. 
}._c;_ho_Ql.::.~O!D_~unj.t,y_Li2.1~on Functi9ns. Hypothesis four t\las rejected 
for eight (66 percent) of the functions in this area. There were no 
statistical differences fn the way the teacher group perceived four of 
the functions. Anain, because moY'\~ functions vJere rejected than were 
retained, the analysis was that there was little relationship between 
what the teachers perceived as desirable functions for the bilingual 
paraprofessionals and what they believed actually occurred. Table 18 
has the re~ults of these data. 
-~~~.9X~·;s_~~Lor!_cii__~~~]QQ,!J]_~nt_l~~nc1j_ol]_~. The results of Hypothesis 
Four indicated that five functions were rated significantly different 
by the teachers in this area. The results of the functions where this 
hypothesis was rejected are shown in Table 19. The functions in the 
table reflected those functions for which there was little consistency 
between the teachers 1 perceptions of des i ratd e functions and teachers • 












Hvoothesis 4. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
~ Desirability and Frequency of Functions for the 
Teacher Group (Ir.structiona1 Functions} 
Function 
Instructs small groups of students in 
various language arts areas. 
Presents and reads children•s litera-
ture to students. 
Reviews and reinforces lessons. 
Tutors students without teacher•s 
immediate supervision. 
Instructs children in learning to read 
and related skills of comprehension and 
i nte·rpre ta ti on. 
Performs act vities for listenina. and 
related ski1 s of comprehension ~nd 
i nterpretat·l en. 
Performs activities for oral 1a~guage 
development and language experiences in 
reading. 





























































Provides instruction to 
conventions of writina; 
tion, punctuation~ etc. 
students en the 
• •,;~... "1 .. 1.e.) cap1 ~,..ailZa-
ArTanges displays for interest centers. 
Administers teacher-made tests to students. 
Alerts teacher to special needs of 
individual students. 
Disciplines students in a positive manner. 
PrQvides health care instruction for 
students. 
Eva·luates pupils 1 work and assigns.marks. 
Uses a variety of audiovisual equipment 






















• 8 17 
.8836 
.8811 























Table 17. Continued 
Item 
No. Function 
75 Assigns homework or extended work. 
76 Assists vJith physical education activities 
unde·r direct supervision. 
78 Instructs small groups of students in 
content areas; i.e., science, math, etc. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 



























Hypothesis 4. Results of Pearson Carre at on Coefficients of 
Desirability and Frequency of Fu ct ons of the 




7 Develops a close relationship between 
school and neighborhood attendance area. 
12 Serves on community-school advi sor·y groups. 
18 Assists teacher prepare for parent-teacher 
conferences. 
24 Makes visits to home to encourage attend-
ance at regular school functions. 
27 fvlakes appointments for home visits for 
teache1~s. 
47 Infor·r:-1s families about free im-nunizations. 






















































Contacts community agencies as directed 
by teacher and other staff members. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
Critical r~ ratio: ~ .344, df = 41. 
~1eans 







* V' ' 
~4196 
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Table 19 
Hvoothesis 4. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and F:"equency of Functions for the 
Teacher Group (Professional Development 
Item Function No. 
F' n _..,.,.,. ,~' U11C<. vrl.;, 1 
9 Prepares indiv dual lesson plans under 
teacher superv sion. 
13 Helps in daily class planning. 
15 Shares with teachers in-service training 
ideas, methods, techniques, materials, etc. 
25 Participates in long-range class planning. 
49 Is in a career-ladder program taking 
co11ege courses. 
*Sign ficant at the .05 level. 








4.23 . 8117 
3.79 7.110 Oil I l J 
3.58 1.1177 
3.14- .8886 





















Hypothesis 4. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Frequency of Functions for the 




Function Frequency SD -
Performs errands outside school grounds 2.30 1. 2824 
during working hours.: 2.74 .6580 
Takes roll call and maintains other 3.35 1.2322 
official school records for studer.ts. 3.53 .9347 
AsSists teacher in supervision of 4.26 • 7268 
students during field trips. 4.16 .8432 
Performs playground duties. 3.05 l. ~.l3L]. 
3.19 1. 0300 
Checks and scores students • vwrk,sheets. 2.44 1 .1402 
3.05 .8438 
Maintains inventories of instructional 3.12 1.0737 
materials and supplies. 3.23 .9216 
Produces audiovisual materials and/or 3.86 . 7740 
duplicates teacher~prepared materials. 3.88 .6252 
Provides first-aid for minor injuries. 2.45 1. 2416 
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SJpervises pupil projects, chores, 
' ~ h ana JOuS. 
Prepares report cards under teacher 
supervision. 
Collects monies from students for class 
projects, lunch tickets, milk, etc. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
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Cl~~tical and !Vlonitor·ial Functions. E"i qhty percent of the func·-
tions in this area yielded significant differences. Table 20 outlines 
the eleven functions which were rated differently by the teacher group. 
Only three functions in this area showed consist~ncy in the relationship 
that the teacher group saw be tv-teen des i rabil Hy and frequency. The h ·j gh 
number of funct-ions where the hypothesis t.lfas rej<~cted ·j ndi cated that ·j n 
the area of 11 C'Ierical and Monitodal 11 duties, the teacher group saw little 
relationship between what was desirable for the instructional aides to 
do and how often they did it. Also, the recorded means were usually 
higher for frequency than for des it·abi 1 ity. It could be deduced that 
the teacher gfoup did not agree that the aides should be doing the furic-
ti ons that they were actua l'Jy do·i ng in this a rea. 
_?J!~~!..Y.:_ .... JiYJ?.:?_~_b-~_sis;._1· Stat·istical differences were found for 
fifty-six (70 percent) functions for Hypothes·is Four. For these func-
tions$ it could be said that the teacher group showed little relation-
ship between what they rated as desirable instructional aidt~ functions 'if-·· 
and what they rated as actually occurring. Twenty-four (30 percent) 
' 
functions showed consensus of the teachers' ratings. The tables for 
the results of Hypothesis Four reflected those functions for which the 
hypothesis vJa_:j ·rejected. The functions were ll sted under the usual 5 
categories. All five areas showed large discrepancies of perceptions. 
The areas of "Professional Development11 showed the least variability 
and most consensus. 
No significant differences exist between administrators• per-
ceptions of desirable instructional aide functions and administrators 1 
perceptions regarding frequency of desirable instructional aide functions. 
Bi 1 i!J..9!:@..l-l3_f_~~l.t ur~I Funct·i ons_. Fewer funct ·ions in th ·is area 
were rejected than retained. This indicated that the administrators' 
group showed a higher degree of consensus regarding the functions they 
saw as des·irable and how they perc~:-ived the frequf~ncy of their occurrence, 
Table 21 reflects the resu'lts for the functions where Hypothesis F·ive 
was rejected. 
Instruction a 1 Functions. Stat·i sti ca 1 differences were found for 
six functions at the critical .. 05 level in this category. This meant 
that, in twenty--nine percent of the cases, the administr·ators' group 
demonstrated significant differences between their perceptions of desir-
ab 1 e funct"i ons and iAJhat they percei·ved actua 11 y occuned. It a 1 so meant 
that in seventy-one per'cent of the functions in this area they perce·ived 
the des ·i tab"l e functions and the occurrence of those functions s im"il arly. 
Table 22 has the results for the six functions where the hypothesis was 
rejected. 
Professional Developm~.D_t Funct·ig.!.}~· Hypothes·is F·ive was rejected 
for three functions in this area. These results are shown in Table 23. 
The results tend to indicate that the administrators' group showed a 
tendency to ra.te the des·irabi1 Hy of nine funct"i ons in this area and 
their frequency of occurrence s·imilarly. Their rat·ings differed sig-
nificantly only in three functions. 
-~~-0_gg_l:.f_om_JJ~~1.!L_L i ~L?...~_f!_.f._Y.:_~..S:!L~~.. This a rea covered t\!Je ·1 Vt~ 
functions. For three of these, Hypothesis Five was rejected. The re-










Hvpothesis 5. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Frequency of Fu ctions for the 
Admin-is·r-,~~~-~-~ ~"0'1!' ro-;1 ~a··-.1-~~···1 vlC.f....Uf ~( 1...t~ \,r..J'~ 1!'::;,UO.a 
Bicultural Functions 
Function 
Translates for parent-teacher interviews. 
Helos in the identification of home or 
pri~ary language of the child (AB 1329}. 
Produces bilingual instructior.ai materials 
for studentsi use. 
Translates for counselors and other staff 
when communicating with students or 
parents. 
Ta1ks with parents in their native language. 
fi1ea!1s 
Des4 ·tabi 1 i "tJ-' 
Frequency 
4
• ? . '-
3~9 
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*Significant at the .05 level. 
Critica1 r- ratio: ~.603, df = 10 
















Hypothesis 5. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Frequency of Fur~ctions fol~ the 
Administrator Group (Instructional Functions) 
Function 
Performs activities for fine arts units. 
Performs activities for ora 1 1 anguage 
development and language experiences 
in reading. 
Administers teacher-made tests to students. 
Evaluates pupils' work· and assigns marks. 
Uses a variety of audiovisual equipment 
to promote learning. 
Assists with physical education activities 
under direct supervision. 
~1eans 









3.18 1. 2505 
3.64 .8090 
4.18 . 7503 
3 Q1 
• J I .7006 
4.00 .6325 
3.64 1.0269 
*Significant at the .05 level. 


















Hypothesis 5. Results of Pearson Correlat on Coefficients of 
Desirability and Frequency of Funct ons for the 
Administrator Group (Professional 
Deveiopment Functions) 
Function 
Prepares individual lesson p1ans under 
teacher supervision. 
He1ps in daily ciass planning. 
Is in a ca.reer-1adder progran; taking 


















*Significant at the .05 level. 
Critical r- ratio: ~ .603, df = 10. 
* r 
. 61 ~l3 
.6686 
.7330 
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Tab1e 24 
Hypothesis 5. Results of Pearson Gorre1at on Coefficients of 
Desirability and Frequency of Funct ons for the 
Administrator Group (School-Community 
Liai~on Functions) 
Item Function No. 
24 Makes visits to home to encourage attend-
ance at regular schoo1 functions. 
55 Informs the school nurse about outbreaks 
of diseases. 
59 Contacts community agencies as directed 
by teacher and other staff members. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
Criti~al r- ratio: ~ ~603, df = 10. 
Means 




3.55 . 0357 
3.55 .0357 
3.55 1 0 1282 


















Hvoothesis 5. Results of Pearson Correlation CoefJicients of 
Desirability and Frequency of Functions for the 




Function Frequency so 
Performs playground duties. 3.73 1. 2721 
3.82 .9816 
Maintains inventories of instructional 3.82 .8739 
materials and supplies. 3.45 .8202 
Supervises the arrival and departure of 3.36 1.0269 
children transported to and from school. 3.18 .7508 
Provides first-aid for minor injuries. 2.91 • 9439 
2.64 .6742 
Supervises pupil projects, chores, and 3.91 .7006 
jobs. 3.72 .9045 
Prepares report cards under teacher 2.27 1.0090 
supervision. 2.27 .9045 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
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administrators r-ated the desirability of the funct·ions and thEdr fre·· 
quency of occunence significantly different, ·indicating perhaps that 
what they perceived as desirable was not necessarily what they per-
ceived as actually occurring. 
Clerical and Monitorial Functions. Six functions showed that 
the administrators• group differed significantly in their perceptions 
of the desirability of functions and frequency of occurre~ce of these. 
Table 25 ·indicates that 1-lypotllesis Five was rejected for six functions 
in this area. 
Summa !'Y: Hypoth.es i2._.?_. Twenty·-three functions were discussed 
in this area because Hypothesis Five was statistically r~jected for 
these. The results indicated tha~ in 29 percent of the functions, the 
administrator group showed s·i gni fi cant differences between how they 
tended to tate the des.i rabil i ty of the funct:i ons and their frequency 
of occurrence. However> for the majority of the functions (71 percent) 
the hypothes·is was retained. In fifty-seven fucntions~ the achn·inistra-
tors had the tendency to see the desirability of the instructional aide 
functions and theit actual existence similarly. 
· .No s.ignif·icant differences .exist between instr·uctiona·l aides• 
perceptions of desirable instructional aide functions and instructional 
aides• percept·ions rc~garding fr·equency of desirable instructional aide 
functions. 
Q.i.'!"i n~.~l_-B i cul tur~_LE.Y!!.S:Ji ~.!:1_5_, Every funct·i on in this category 
showed signif·icant differences at the .05 level. Hypothesis Six was 
l23 
rejected for an twenty-·one functions in this cate~Jory. Based on the 
data, it appears that the instructional aide group saw little relationship 
between the perceived desirable instructional aide functions and the 
actual functions they saw themselves performing .. 
Instructional Functions. Table 27 reflects the results of the 
data for which the.:! hypothesis 11as rejected. Nineteen (95 percent) func-
tions in this area showed that the instructional aide group rated sig-
nificantly different the desirability of the funct'ions and the frequency 
of occurrence of those functions. Only two functions showed some con-
sensus among the aide group in their ratings of desirability and frequency. 
Profession a 1 Deve 1 opme_r..!_t__f~I!_~t i_gn~-· Hypothesis Six was rejected 
for ten (84 percent) functions in this cluster. The instructional aide 
g'('Oilp appeared to perceive litfle relat-ionship between what they saw as 
desitab1e f:.mct·ions for them to perform in order to advance and deve·lop 
profession a rly and what functions they actually saw occurring. Two 
functions were retained for this area. Table 28 reflects these results. 
School.:.Community Liaison Functions. H.YIJothes·is Six was rejected 
~--,.·-.--u--•---------""·----·-----·----~---
folR all b-Jelve functions in th·is category. The instructional aide group 
rated s·igniftci::l.nt.ly different the desirabi"!ity of thE~ functions a.nd the 
frequency of the·i r occurrence in every one of these cases. There ~~~ere 
no funct·ions in wh·ich the instructional a·ides perceived desirability 
and frequency sinrilar·ly, The data for these funct·ions are in Tab·le 29. 
Cieri ca 1 and Monitoti a l Functions. This area showed tota ·1 vad.~ 
abil 'ity. Hypothesis Six was rejected for all foul'teen funct"i<.ms. Th<~ 
resuHs of the data are shown in Table 30. In this area, the instructional 
l~ab·le 26 
Hypothesis 6. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Frequency of Functions for the 





Interprets attendance laws and school 
regulations to non-English speaking 
students. 
5 Arranaes for oresentations of cultural 
dance~, arts ~nd crafts, food, music~ etc. 
10 Translates for non-English speaking families 
during school registration. 
16 Develops English and second language 
vocabularies. 
19 Reads to students in their home language. 
22 Makes tape recordings in native 1anguage 
for listening centers. 
23 Helps assess students• achievement in 
basic skills. 
26 Translates nto native language test results 
for non-Eng ish speaking parents.: 











4. 01 . 8659 
3.99 .8659 
4 1'1 .~u . 7535 
3 ao •-'-' .9154-




4.06 . 9531 
3.33 l. 0801 
4.07 .6490 
3.64 .9070 
:~· ~ - \\tti
1 



























He cs in the identification of home or 
pr mary 1ang~age of the chi1d (AB 1329). 
Makes cultural visual aides; 1.e.~ pos-
ters, drawings, paintings. 










Provides written second language transla-
tions for school messages to students• homes. 
3.88 
3.78 
Produces bilingual instructional materials 
for students! use. 
Uses the students 1 home language as needed 
with students. 
Provides t-Jritten trans!ations of textbooks 
or other materials from English to the 
students 1 home language. 
Uses bilingual materials with bilingual 
students. 
Trans1 ates for counselors and other staff 
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Talks with parents in their native 
language~ 
Helps test students for language, 
dominance (AB 1329). 
Interprets to school personnel ethnic 
cultural customs. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 







































Hypothesis 6. Results of Pearson Corre1at on Coefficients of 
Desirability and Frequency of Funct ons for the 
Instructional Aide Group (Instructional 
Functions) 
Function 
Instructs small groups of students in 
various language arts areas. 
Presents and reads children 1 S 1ite~a­
ture to students. 
Reviews and reinforces 1essons. 
Tutors students without teacher!s 
immediate supervision. 
Instructs children in learning to read and 
related ski11s of comprehension and inter-
pr;::tati on. 
Perfonns activities for fine arts ...... Un1 t.S. 
Performs activities for listening and re-
lated skills of comprehension and inter-
pretation. 
Performs actitivities for ora1 1anguage de-
velopment and language experiences in 
reading. 
fvJeans 




4.06 . 7837 
3.90 . 7305 
4.32 .8659 
4.41 . 7340 
3.99 .9624 
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Des i ra.bi l i ty 
Function Frequency 
Provides instruction to students on the 4.17 
conv;entions of vvriting; i.e., capitaliza- 4.04 
tion, punctuation, etc. 
Arranges displays for interest centers. 3. 77 
3.52 
Administers teacher-made tests to students. 
Alerts teacher to special needs of individual 
students. 
Disciplines students in a positive manner. 
Provides health care instruction for 
students. 
Evaluates pupils 1 work and assigns marks. 
Uses e: variety of audiovisual equipment 










































. Table 27. Continued 
Item Function No. 
75 Assigns homework or extended work. 
76 Assists with physical education activities 
under direct supervision. 
78 Instructs small groups of students in 
content areas; i.e., science, math. etc. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 








') Ll. r. 
..J •• 6 
4.22 
4.20 
SD * r 




. 8201 .5752 
• 7780 




Hypothesis 6. Results of Pearson Correlat on Coefficients of 
Desirabiiity and Frequency of Funct ons for the 




4 Attends curriculum meetings. 
9 Prepares individual lesson plans under 
teacher supervision. 
13 Helps in daily class planning. 
15 Shares with teachers in~service training 
ideas, methods~ techniques, materials, etc. 
21 Takes part in staff discussions of family 
needs if cal1ed upon. 
25 Part'icipates in long-range class planning. 
29 Converses .v1i th other aides concerning 1 de as, 
methods, techniques, ahd materials 
Means 



















1 . 1770 
1.0383 
.8800 





















Tab1e 28. Continued 
Item 
No. 




Takes part in team planning, teaching, 
and evaluating. 
Uses released time to attend teacher-
preparatory classes or workshops. 
Is in a career-1adder progr·am taking 
co11ege courses. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
























Hypothesis 6. Resvlts of Pearson Correlation Coeffici-ents of 
Desirability and Frequency of Functions for the 
Instructional Aide Gr~oup (School-Community 
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Encourages parents to attend school board 
meetings. 
Ir.forms the school nurse about outbr·eaks 
of diseases. 
Contacts comrnunity agencies as directed by 
teacher and othei~ staff members. 
Explains needed health care to mothers. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
Critical r- ratio: ~ .238, df = 67. 
Means 





























• Hycothesis 6. Results of Pearson Correlat on Coefficients of 
Desirability and Frequency of Funct ons for the 




3 Performs errands outside school grounds 
during working hours. 
8 Takes roll call and maintains other 
official school records for students. 
14 Assi~ts teachet in supetvision of stu~ 
dents during field trips. 
20 Performs playground duties. 
28 Prepares bulletin boards·; types for class-
room materials, duplicates materials, etc. 
32 Checks and scores students' worksheets. 
33 Supervises lunch rooms, hallwayss and· 
restrooms. · 
36 Maintains inventories of instructional 






3.75 1. 0901 
3.78 .9439 
4. 38 .5714 
4.28 .8952 





4.19 . 8450 
2.58 1.1932 
3.26 1 • 1 068 
3.23 1 ~ 0866 
























Supervises the arrival and depart~re of 
children transported to and from school. 
Produces audiovisual materials and/or 
duplicates teacher-prepared materials. 
Provides first-aid for minor injur·les. 
Supervises pupil projects) chores~ and jobs. 
Prepares report cards under teacher 
supervision. 
Collects monies from students for class 
projects~ lunch tickets, milk, etc. 
*Sign ficant at the .05 ievel. 
Crit ca1 r- ratio: ~ .233, df = 67. 
Means 























1 • 1184 
1 .0981 
1.0095 
1 . 0931 
*r 
.6383 
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aides rated significa11tly different their perceptions of desirable tunc-
tions and their perceptions of frequency of occurrence of those 
funct:i ons. 
· Summa_r.y_~_Jl~QQJ!!esj_~_§_. Seventy--s·ix (95 percent) of the functions 
were statistically significant at the .05 level. Only four items (5 
percent) showed no significant differences. Two of these items were 
in the category of 11 Instructional, 11 and the other two were in the cate·· 
gor·y of 11 Professional Development. 11 Tab'les 26 to 30 shm~Jed the results 
, of the functions where the hypothesis was rejected. The instructional 
aide group sho\<Jt:d a hiqh degree of differences in their pey·cept·ions of 
desirable functions and frequency of occurrence of these. 
No significant differences exist between teachers' perceptions 
I 
of desirable instructional aide functions and teachers' perceptions 
regarding the competence of the i.nstructional .a·idt~. in performinq these 
funct·ions . 
.§j_l_iD.gya l.::l?J~ul_ty_ra 1 FYDS..:tiQ.~~· Hypot.hes ·j s Seven was rejected 
for eight (33 percent) functions in this area. These results are pre~ 
sented in Table 31: These results indicated that there was little 
relationship between what the teachers saw as desirable and how competent 
they saw the aide ·in perfotming the desirable funct·ions. 
Instructional Functions. For Hypothesis Seven, the teacher group 
-~····~-.---... ·--.,~··~----··...__,-·--··~ .... --•. i,.. _________ •• _,. 
showed, like before) their greatest differences in their ratings of the 
two C)ucstions asked for the axea of 11 Instruction. 11 Thirteen (65 percent) 
"137 
funct·i ons shol'led s i qnifi cant diffetences betvJC~en l·vhat they rated as 
desirable functions and what competency they felt the aides had in per-
forming those desirable functions. In Table 32, the functions for the 
rejected hypothesis are listed. 
Prof<~ssiona·l Develooment Functions. Hypothesis Seven v·/etS 
·--·-··-----·---------~---::..1··-····--·----····-----·-·-
rejected for four functions in this area. Table 33 shows means, standard 
deviations and the critical r-ratios for the rejected hypothesis. Twelve 
functions were retained in this category. 
School:Co.~muni_t_y __ lJ a i so~.l~~mcti_Q.I]_~. The teacher group showed 
statistical differences in the way they rated the desirabi'lity of func-
tions and the competence of the aides in performing six functions. These 
results are outlined in Table 34. 
Clerical and Monitorial Functions. For five functions in this 
-----~-·- ...... ·---.. ·-----~~------.---·--·-------
category~ the teachet~ group showed stat·i sti ca·l differences in their 
ratings of the two questions asked. Hypothesis Seven was rejected for 
five items (36 percent). It was retained for nine items (64 percent). 
Table 35 reflects the data of the functions for which the hypothesis 
was rejected. 
~umn:!~}': Hy...eotDi:?..:~-- "7_. This hypothesis \'/as rejectt~d for forty (50 
percent) of the functions by the teaclv~t' gt'oup. Twe~nty of these functions 
were ·in two main categories; 11 Bilingual-Bicu1iural, 11 and 11 Instructional. 11 
Hypothesis Seven was rejected in all five categories. From these results, 
it appeared that the teacher group showed little consensus within itself 












Hvoothesis 7. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Comp&tence of Functions for the Teacher 
Group (Bilinguaf-Btcultural Functions) 
tviear.s 
Desirability 
r- .&. •. runc(,1on 
Arranges for presentations of cultural 
dances, arts and crafts, food~ music, etc. 
Tl~anslates into native language test re-
sults for non-English speaking pare;'lts. 
Tutors non-English speaking students. 
Produces bilingual instructional materials 
for students' use. 
Provides wr tten translations of textbooks or 
other mater als from English to the students' 
home language. 
Translates for counselors and other staff 
when communicating with students or parents. 
Helps test students for language dominance 
(AB 1329). 
Interprets to school personnel ethnic 
cultural customs. 













.1 no· 't.v ..... 
Ll. 10 




1 . 0127 






* Sign ficant at he 
Crit cal r- rat o: 
.05 1eve1 s 
























Hvoothesis 7. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Competence of Functions for the 
Teacher Group (Instr~ctional Functions) 
Function 
Instructs sma 11 groups of students in 
various 1anguage arts areas. 
Presents and reads children's literature 
to students. 
Reviews and reinforces lessons. 
Tutors students without teacheris 
immediate supervision. 
Instructs children in learning to· 
read and related skills of comprehension 
and interpretation. 
Performs activities for listening and 
related s~ills of comprehension and 
i nte;~pretati on. 
Arranges displays for interest centers. 
Administers teacher-made tests to students 
~leans 



























































Alerts teacher to special needs of 
individual students. 
Disciplines students in a positive 
manner. 
Provides health care instruction far 
students. 
Evaluates pupils• work and assigns 
marks. 
Instructs small groups of students in 
content areas; i.e., science, math, etc. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 













































H ., . 7 ~ ,.._ ~'"' ,.., ~ . . c ~~· . .l.. f ypotnes1s . Kesu ~s or ~earson ~orre!at1on oerr1c1en~s o 
Desirability and Competence of Functions for the Teacher 
Group (Professional Development Functions) 
Function 
Helps in daily class planning. 
Shares with teachers in-service training 
ideas, methods, techniques, materials, 
etc. 
Takes part in staff discussions of family 
needs if called upon. 
Participates in long-range class planning. 
if:eans 
















• n 8117 
1 . 1177 
1.9228 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
Critical r- ratio: > .344, df = 41. 


















Hyoothesis 7. Results cf Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Competence of Functions for the Teacher 
Gl~oup (Schoo1-Commurdty Liaison Functions) 
Function 
Develops a close relationship between 
school and neighborhood attendance area. 
Serves or. community-school advisory groups. 
AccompaniBs teacher and/or nurse on home 
visits. 
Informs families about free immunizations. 
Encourages parents to attend school board 
+' mee~1ngs. 




























1 . 2022 
.9593 
*Sign ficant at the .05 level. 





















Hypothesis 7. Results of Pearson Carre ation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Competence of Funct ons for the Teacher 
Group (Clerical and Monitorial Functions) 
Function 
Perfm~ms errands outside school grounds 
during working hours. 
Takes roll call and maintains other 
official school records for students. 
Assists teacher in supervision of 
students during field trips. 
Provides first-aid for minor injuries. 

























*Sign ficant at the .05 level. 
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in perfornring the functions. For the last tvw categories of funct-ions) 
they rated d(~S i rabi 1 i ty 1 ower than competr~nce, i ndi cati ng perhaps that 
the aides were perceived as competent but the functions were not de-
sirable for the aides to perform. 
Hvnothes·is 8 -~::l..J.::. ___________ , ___ _ 
No significant differences exist between adrninist.ratot~;' percep--· 
tions of des·irable instructional aide flinctions and administrators' per·-
ceptions regarding the competence of the instruct·ional aide in performing 
these funct·i ons. 
!?.Jlingual·-:.Bicultural funct_i_on~. The administr·ator group showed 
a high tendency to rate the desirability of instr-uctional functions anti 
the competence of the instructional aide in performing the functions 
very clos:ely. Differences were fotind in thr·ee functions only. Hypothesis 
Eight was retained for· 18 (85 per'cent) of th·is category. Tab·le 36 has 
these results. 
Instructional Functions. Hypothesis Eight was rejected -ror 
six functions in th·is category. ·The results are shown in Table 37. 
There were no statistical differences in the administrators• group 
for eighteen items. This group showed a high consensus in th~ way it 
tended to rate the two questions asked for those items that were re-
tained. 
for only one function in this category. The administrator group rated 
sign·ificantly different the desirability of the instructional a·ides' 
roles and the·ir abilHy to encourage pat'ents to attend schoo·l board 
meetings. The statistical results are in Table 38. 
~k!:.:LcaL.~nd Mo~_Lt.Q.t:Jilli~JDcti ~lJ~.· The adnri n·i strator group 
145 
rated f'ive funct:lons sign'ificantly different for Hypothesis E'ight in this 
category. It VJdS ·interestinn to note that funct·ion number 63 yielded 
a ~<J.:~ti_y_~ corr(~Jat·ion. This seems to imply that the adrnin'isttator 
group saw the instructional aides as quite competent in performing the 
function but they saw it as an unclcsirab'le funct·ion for the aides to 
perform. Functions numbers 8 and 52 also showed higher means for the 
rat·ing of competence than for the rating of desirability, but they we~·e 
not negative correlations. These results are in Table 39. 
~ulnilla'(y_; ___ ti.YJ.!_Q..t!"ie?,is~. A tota'l of fifteen (19 percent) func-
tions showed statistical differences at the .05 level. The group showed 
no significant differences in their ratings of perceptions of desirable 
functions and their pefceptions of the aides• competence in performing 
the functions for sixty-five (81 percent) functions. On these functions, 
the administrators•. group showed a significant relationship between 
what they saw as desirable functions and how they perceived the competence 
of the instructional aide in petforming the desirable functions. The 
adm·i ni strators showed their 1 argest vari abi'l Hy 'ir1 the arei:ts of 11 Instruc~ 
tional 11 and 11 Clerical and Monitorial 11 functions. For the latter area, 
they s~emed to perceive the aides as being competent to perform the 
functions, but they did not see those functions as desirable. The area 
of 11 Professi on a l Deve·l opment 11 showed tota 1 consensus. The hypothe~;i s was 
"''"'"~·-"· ......... ~., .. -·--·-
Table 36 
Hvoothesis 8. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
~ , · Desi ra.b 1 i ty and Cornpetence of Functions for the 




""'7 I ' 
79 
~ . . ; 
rur;ct·!ons J 
Function 
Makes cultural visual aides; i.e., .posters, 
drawings, paintings. 
Talks with parents in their native 
language. 
Helps test students for language 
dominance (AB 1329). 
*Sign ficant at the .05 level. 
r~i+ ~a1 ~- ·r~+~nu·· > b-03 df = ,,nu vi.• w v . . """'vi o ·- • 3 • 
M . 1eans 































Hvoothesis 8. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Competence of Functions for the 
Administrator Group (Instructional Functio~s) 
Function 
Instructs small groups of students in 
various language arts areas. 
Instructs Children in learning to read 
and related skills of comprehension 
and interpretation. 
Performs activities for fine arts units. 
Assigns homework cr extended work. 
Assists with phyiscal education activities 
under direct supervision. 
Instructs small groups of students 1n 


























l . 0787 
.4045 
.6325 
* Siqnificant at the .05 level. 

















lwabl e 38 
Results of Pearsbn Correlation Coefficients of 
1ity and Competence of Functions for the 
nistrator Group (Schooi-Community 










*Sign ficant at the .05 leve1. 





Tah1c -:<a ...... ........ ...;,..--! 
Hypothesis 8. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desi l~abi1 ity and Competence of Functions for the 




8 Takes ro11 cal1 and maintains other 
official school records for students. 
28 Prepares bulletin boards, types for class-
room materials, duplicate materials. etc. 
48 Supervises pupil projects, chores, and jobs. 
52 Prepares report cards under teacher 
supervision. 
63 Collects monies from students for class 
projects, lunch tickets, milk, etc. 
*Significant at the .05 leve1. 
Critical r- ratio: > .603; df ~ 10. 
**Negative Correlation~ 
Means 




4.36 r::r./lt:, IIVV'"f...; 
3.91 . 7006 
3.91 G 7006 
3.73 1 .0009 
2.27 1.0090 
3.09 l. 0445 
3.55 l . 1282 













retained for all those functions~ and so no table of data was pre-
sen ted. 
No significant differences exist between instructional aides• 
perceptions of desirable aide functions and instructional aides• per-
ceptions regarding the competence of the instructional aide in performing 
these funct'i ons. 
Q.LU.D.9_~:!_il_l_:-_Bi_~l!l~.~~a 1 F~_Q_<_::_tJQ.!J.~· The hypothesis was rejected for 
all twenty-one functions in this category. The instructiona·l.aide group 
rated significantly different their perceptions of desirable functions 
and their perceptions of competence in performing the functions. The 
resuHs of the data are presented in Table 40 . 
. !.n~stx~-~!:..i!Jn~.l.J:l!.!Ictions.. The hypothes·is was t'eta·ined for 
three functions in this area~ and it was rejected for eighteen (86 per-
cent) functions. This would tend to indicate that the instructional 
aide group saw little r~lationship between what it considered desirable 
functions to perform and what functions it felt competent to perform. 
Table 4·1 n:flects the resu'lts of the funct-ions for which Hypothesis Nine 
tFlS r·ejected . 
.Psof.f~-~~?..l.Qil?..L .. .9_~.Y.~J.QE.~~-0.tJU!lcti OJ'!2.· • The i nstructi ona·l a ·j de 
group rated si~Jnificantly diffe.n?nt the desh·ability and the competencE~ 
of 11i ne ('75 per·cent) functions in this area. They were in consensus 
as a group for three functions. Table 42 reflects the data of the func-
t·ions where there v.Jas var·iabiiity. It was interesting to note that the 
. ' 
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group saw ·1 ·j tt1 e n:·l at·i onsfri p br~h1cen VJhat they perceived as d0~s i rab 1 e 
functions to perform in order to grow professionally and what they 
-
perceived actually taking place in this area. 
s I l r "J l" . F t• An twelve funct-ions ·in __ c_L19_Q._:__:_()~!!!!l.~l!.~l._t:..y __ .::L~l.~Q.Q. __ _:_~.!!_C , 1 .9J:l.~ .. 
th·is category \!Jet(; rejected for Hypothesis N·ine. There v;ete s·ignHicant 
differences between the instructional aides' perceptions of desirable 
functions and their perceptions of competence in p~forming the des·irable 
functions. In Table 43, these data are presented. It appeared that the 
instructional aides did not see their desire to be school-community 
liaisons and their competence as liaisons similarly. 
Clerical and Monitorial Functions. Three functions showed. no .. -...,..--.-,~--· .. ---·-·-~-.. -----------------~-~ 
statistical difference~; in th·is cluster. Hypothesis N·ine \'las rejected 
for eleven (78 per·cent) funct·ions. From the higher means recorded, it 
appears that in some areas the instructional aides perceived themselves 
to be competent in performing the functions but they did not see the 
functi6ns as being desirable to perform. Table 44 has these data. 
St~m~.rx.:.J:ly.J?.g_tfl~_si~_g_. The instructional aide group showed a 
high degree of differences in its ratinqs of the area of desirabil-ity 
and competenr.(~. Hypothesis Nine was rejected for seventy·-·one (89 per-
cent) Functions. Nine functions showed no statistical differences. 
This would tend to indicate that the instructional aide group differed 
significantly between what it rated as desirable aide functions and 
how it rated their competence ·j n perfor~m·i ng those des·irab 1 e functions . 
.Cdl the functions in the categories of "Bflingual·-B·icultura1 11 and 11 School-












Hypothesis 9. Results of Pearson Corre1ation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Competence of Functions for the 






Interprets attendance laws and schoo1 
regu1ations to non-English speaking 
students. 
Arranges for presentations of cultural 
dances, arts and crafts, food, musics etc. 
Translates for non-English speaking families 
during school registration. · 
Develops English and second language 
vocabul ad es. 
Reads to students in their home language. 
Mak~s tape recordings in native language 
for listening centers. 
Helps assess students' achievement in basic 
ski11s. 
Translates into native language test results 
































































Helcs in the identification of home or 3.96 
primary language of the chi1d (AB '!329). 4.01 
Makes cultural visual aides; i.e .• posters, · 3.76 
drawings, paintings. 3.79 
Tutors non-English speaking students. 4.20 
4.14 
Provides written second language translations 3.88 
for school messages to students' homes. 3.99 
Produces bilingual instructional materials 
for students' use. 
Uses the students' home language as needed 
with students. 
Provides written translations of textbooks 
or other materials from English to the 
studentsi home language. 
Uses bilingual materials with bilingual 
students. 









































Table 40. Continued 
Item 
No. Functions 
73 Translates for counselors and other staff 
when.communicating with students or parents. 
77 Taiks v:ith parents in the nat·ive language. 
79 Helps test students for language dbminance 
(AB 1329). 
80 Interprets to school personnel ethnic 
cultural customs. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 






































Hypothesis 9. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Competence of Functions for the 
Instructional Aide ~roup (Instructional Functions) 
Function 
Instructs sma11 groups of students in 
various 1anguage arts areas. 
Reviews and reinforces lessons. 
Tutors students without teacher's im-
mediate supervision. 
Instructs children in learning to read 
and related ski1is of comprehension and 
i nterpreta.ti on. 
Performs activities for fine arts units. 
Performs activities for listening and 
related skills of comprehension and 
interpretation. 
Performs activities for oral language 











































Des i rabi1 i ty 
Function Competence 
Listens to students read. 4.44 
Ll. ":{Q ... vu 
Provides instruction to students on the 4.17 
conventions of writing; i.e .• capitaliza- 4.19 
tion, punctuation, etc. 
Arranges displays for interest centers. 3.77 
3~90 
Alerts teacher to special needs of 4.43 
individual students. 4.23 
Disciplines students in a positive manner. 4.32 
4.23 
Provides health care instruction fer 3.61 
students. 3~49 
Reviews day's activities \AJith substitute 4.09 
teachers. 4.12 
Evaluates pupils' work and assigns marks. 4.00 
4.15 


































Table 41~ Continued 
Item F~nction No. 
76 Assists with physical education activities 
under ~irect supervision. 
78 Instructs sma11 groups of stude~ts lr; con-
tent areas; i.e., science, math, etc. 
* Sign ficant at the 
Grit cal r- ratio: 
.05 level. 
~ . 238, df = 
w ewwo 4F ; *IN; _,,. .. PWOWilfiWM nwu_.,.,..._,..,, w -·-
'"7 o,. 
~1eans 





























Hyoothesis 9. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
~ Desirabi1ity and Competence of Functions for the 
Instr~ctional Aide ~roup (Professional 
D - . + r +" ) evelopmen~ runc~ions 
Function 
Attends curdculum meetings. 
Helps in daily class planning. 
Sha~es with teachers in-service training 
ideas, methods, techniques, materials, etc. 
Takes part in staff discussions of family 
needs if called upon. 
Participates in long-range class planning. 
Conversc:s With other aides conterning ideas) 
methods~ techniques, and materials. 


















































c '. , uncnor. 
Attends facu1ty meetings when invited. 
Uses released time to attend teacher-
prepa tatory classes or I'!Orkshops. 
*Significant at the .05 1eve1. 
Cr1.+1·ca~ r ~-~1·o· > 2~8 c·~ - 67 "" 1 -.at.. • _ .• ,.... , i - • 




















Hypothesis 9. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Competence of Functions for the 
Instructional .l\ide Group (School-Community 
Liaison Functions) 
Item Function No. 
7 Develops a c1ose relationship between 
school and neighborhood attendance area. 
12 Serves on community-school advisory groups. 
18 Assists teacher prepare for parent-teacher 
conferences. 
24 Makes visits to homes to encourage attend-
ance at regular school functions.· 
27 Makes appointments for home visits for 
teachers. 
31 Accomp~nies teacher and/or nurse on home 
visits. 
35 Informs the teacher of relevant school 
oriented a~tivities in the community. 
47 Informs families about free ·immunizations. 
Means 
Desi rabi 1-; ty 
Competence so 
3.88 .9701 
4.15 . 7018 
3.54 .8540 
3.79 0 789.7 
3.97 .8907 
3.99 .8893 
3.22 1. n 22 
3.70 .8279 
3.32 1 .1439 
3.78 .9279 


























Desi rabi1 i ty 
Function Competence 
Encourages parents to attend school board 3.82 
meetings. 3.90 
Informs the school nurse about outbreaks 
of diseases. 
Contacts community agencies as directed by 
teacher and other staff members. 







*Significant at the .05 1eve1. 




























Hypothesis 9. 'Results o·f Pearson Corre1ation Coefficients of 
Desirability and Corr.petence of Functions for the 
Instructional Aide Group (Clerical and Moni-
torial Functions) 
J-.1eans 
Desi rabi 1 ity 
Funct·i on Competence 
Takes roll call and maintains other 3.75 
official school records for students. 4.18 
Assists teacher in supervision of 4.38 
students during field trips. 4.38 
Performs playgrounds duties. 3.i4 
4.01 
Prepares bulletin boards, types for c1ass- 4.06 
room materials, duplicates material~, etc. 4.30 
Checks and scores students' worksheets. 4.1 3 
4.26 
Maintains inventories of instructional 3.23 
materials and supplies. · 3.94 
Prod·uces audiovisual materials and/or 3.74 
duplicates teacher-prepared materials. 3.99 






































4.1 .. Continued 
Functior: 
Supervises pupil projects, chores, 
and jobs. 
Prepares report cards under teacher 
supervision. 
Collects monies from students for class 
projects, lunch tickets, milk, etc. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
Critical r- ratio: > .238, df = 67. 
Means 























to note that for the area of 11 C'ler-ica·l and r1onitorial 11 functions9 the: 
aides tended to r·ate competence higher than desirab"il ity ind·icating 
that perhaps the aides generally saw themselves as competent in per-
forming the functions, but they regarded the functions as undesirable. 
No significant relationships exist between the perceptions of 
desirable instructional aide functions and the following variables: age, 
sex, education and/or training, language component, and instructional 
grade level. 
Only three biographical variablr~s yielded statistical differences· 
in the ratings of the groups regarding what they saw as desirable func-
tions. P,, tota."l of fHteen functionswas affected by the three variables. 
Funct:'i ons numbc~rs 68 and 76 were statistically s·i gnif'ic:ant 0.ccordi ng to 
sex and grade level. 
The results fOl·' Hypothesis Ten v1er·e divided according to the 
three biographical variables that significantly influenced the results 
of the ratings of the functions. A table of r~sults was provided for 
~ach variable. Each table outlined the functions under the respective 
clusters used for the study. 
Sex. Table 45 reflects the results of the functions where 
Hypothesis Ten was rejected. It appears that these functions were 
influenced by the sex of the respondents. Since most of these yielded 
negative correlations, one might say that there was the tendency to 
rate the variables oppositely by the males and females. 
~~· Ther·e were on·ly three cases where the rating of desirq.ble 
~l• .J.L.I.l~·>' ... ,~-·- "_J •.. 
To.bTe 45 
Hvpothesis 10. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 





26 Translates into native language test 




3 .. 83 
1 8 21 
56 Provides written second language transla-







Instructs childre~ in learning to read 
and related skills of comprehension and 
interpretation. 
Disciplines students in a positive ~anner. 
Assists with physical education activities 
































12 Serves on community-school adv-isory groups. 
51 Encourages parents to attend school board 
meetings. 
62 Exp1.:;tins needed health care to mothers. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 


























Hvoothesis 10. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficie~ts of 
Desirability of Function and Biographical 




31 Accompan es teacher and/or nurse on 
home vis ts. 
55 Informs the school nurse about out-
breaks of diseases. 
52 
Clerical and Monitorial 
?repares report cards under teacher 
supervision. 
*Significant at the .05 level. 
Critica.1 r- ratio: _:: .195, df = 122. 
r~eans 






















Hypothesis 10. Results of Pearson Correlation Coefficients of 
Desirability of Functions and Biographical 
Item 
No. 
Variable (GRADE LEVEL) 
Function 
Bi1ingua1-Bicultural 
16 Develops English and second language 
vocabu~aries. 





Performs activities for listening and re-
lated skills of comprehension and inter-
pretation. 
Disciplines students in a positive manner. 
., 
Assists with physical education activities 









































Assists teacher prepare for parent-
teacher conferences. 
* Significant at the .05 level. 







80/1? 0 .:;;-;._ 






functions was affected by the age of the respondents. Table 46 shows 
the results \1:1ere Hypothes·is Ten ':Jas rejected for thE~ three funct·ions, 
It seems that the age of the respondents affec tc~d th12 perceptions of 
desirable functions dealing with the instructiona1 aides as li~ison 
bet\•Jeen school and comrnun'ity. The age of the respondf:mts a 1 so seems to 
have a'ffected the ratings of the function de;iling w'ith the preparation 
of report cards, 
Gnl.de Leve·l. Hypothesis Ten was rejected for six functions 
related to grade level. These functions were perceived significantly 
different by the respondents of each grade leve·l. · Table 47 has the 
results of the functions affected. 
It bas b~~en stated that the purpose of this study 1t1as to invest.i-
gate the perceived desirable role functions~ the frequency of occurrence 
of these functions, and the competence of role performance of the 
bilingual-b·icultural instruct·ional aide. These variables vmre rated by 
three referent groups; teachers, administrators, and instructional aides 
worki11g in bilingual classrooms. The analysis of the data was presented 
and discussed in this chapter. 
A sF.df-n:-.pott questionnairt~ wh·ich inc1uded e·ighty functions was 
disttibuted to 150 participants in three districts of northern Californ·ia. 
The results of the study were based on an 82-l/3 percent return. The 
sample used for the study included 69 instructional aides, 12 adminis-
trators j and 4:.-1 teachers. A biograph i ca 1 description of the samp"l e was 
included and discussed in this chapter. These data were gathered from 
'171 
a "Biograpfrical Infonr1r1tion 11 sheet distt·ibuted as pat·t of the quest'ion·· 
na·ire. 
Ten hypotheses were tested at the .05 level of significance. 
To facilitate analyzing the results of the data and Its presentation3 the 
results for the hypothc~ses tested were presented under each hypothesis. 
Within each hypothesis, the results were discussed from within five 
categories of functions used in the study: (1) Bilingual-Bicultural~ 
(2) Insttuctiuna·l) (3) Professional Development, (4) School··Comrnunity 
Liaison~ and (5) Clerical and Monitorial. 
Twa statistical tests were used for the analysis of the hypoth-
eses. l~potheses One, Two, and Three were tested ~sing a one-way 
analysis of variance procedures which also gave sums~ means, standard 
deviations, and variances of the dependent variable among subgroups. 
Th·i s procedure wa:; used to test for group consensus among the three 
refen~nt gr·oups as to perceived des i rab 1 e func t"i ons, frequc~ncy of 
functions, and perceived competence in performing the d~sirable func-
tions. Pearson Product-moment correlation analysis was used to test 
for within group consensus. This test was applied to Hypotheses 
Four throu9f1 Ten. Forty-seven tab'les wete graphed to present the 
results . 
. ~YP..Ot.b~.§.:L~l. stated that no s i gnif·i cant differences existed a.rnong 
tt::acher', adnl'inistrator) and instruct·iona·l aide groups in their percep-
tions of trw desirable inst~'uctiona1 aide f~~nctions that should be 
perfotnH~d in tht"~ bilingual c·lassroom. The results indicated that there 
were no significant differences among the three groups in their percep-
tions of what should be desirable instructional aide functions for 67 
172 
(1-:(n. ry.v· ··E't1 1• \ fw,c· 1·l· o·~·~ ~ 1 t· .. f l. ,. I,.'.J , ,, j I , 1,· ># ~I -· to This hypothes·is, hmvever, v1as r·ejected for 
thirteen (16 percsnt) functions. Nine of these functions were in the 
c<:.H.eqor"it:s of 11 BiJ·i ngua 1·-B·i cultura 1" and 11 Instruct·i on a l." The areas 
of strongest disagreement had to do with the functions that call for 
the aides' involvement with direct pupil instruction Rnd for the aides• 
skrils in trans'lations of matet'ials and school activ'it·ies for parents 
and pup·ils. It. \vould seem~ then, that all thr~e groups wel~e ·in agre(?.rnent 
that for the bilingual-bic~ltural instructional aide the most desiiable 
functions wete those that would support and reinfotce the activit·i.es -1' 
of the master teacher. The more undesirable functions were those where 
the bilingual paraprofessional would be involved with direct content 
instruction and have direct pupil contact. 
fu_P.P.:.tr!.~~J?_..?. stated that no s i gn·i fi cant d-ifferences ex ·i sted 
among teacher, administrator~ and instn.Ictiona·l a'icte groups in theil' pel~~. 
ceptions ~egardin9 the .D: .. e_g_~~_s:y_ of occurrence of desir·able instr·uctional 
aide functions. The number· of functions for which Hypothesis Two was 
rejected and accepted VJas very similar to that of Hypothes·i s One. No 
significant statistical differences were found for 66 (83 percent) func-
tions. Fourteen (17 percent) functions showed statistical areas of 
disagreement. Seven of the items \vere in the a.reas of 11 lnstruction•• 
again. Teachers seemed to show more variability as a group. Aides and 
u.dm·i rri stY'dtOY'S \.'Jere c·! oser ·in thei i' petcept·ions 1 as indicated by thei i'' 
numerical means, of how often they perceived the bilingual-bicultural 
instructional aide performing the desirable functions. 
ll.YJ?.9~U!~J..?.J.~;~_}_ stated that no signif·icant differences existed 
among teacher~ administrator, and instructional aide groups in their 
pr::rcc~pt'ion:; n•oatcJ-ing the ~:g~u·!..r::-~1_e:_l_l_~_ of the ·instructional aide ·in per--
forming the desirable functions. ·rhe results of analysis of variance 
shoWi?!d that Hypothesis Thrl:e trJas rejectr:::d for tv;enty-·one (26 percent) 
functions. Fifteen of these functions were evenly distributed in the 
two main categor-ies of "Bi'lingua·J ... B·icultural ~" and 11 Instruct'iona1." 
Hypothesis Thr-e(_~ v.ms rejected for some funct-ions ·in euch of the f'ive 
categories used in the study. Both teachers and administrators were 
closer in their perceptions. They both seemed to agree that the aides 
were not competent to perform functions that dealt w·ith areas of dlrect 
instruction, translations of classroom materials, and evaluations of 
pupi ·1 s • work. 
It was interesting to note·that Hypotheses Oni~9 Two, and Three 
were all rejected for items 30~ 52, 56, and 72. In all four items, the 
gtoups seemed to indicate that the functions were not des"il"ab1e, did not 
occur often, and t!w t the aides were not competent to pedonn them. 
These functions read as follows: 
30 Instructs children in learning to read and related 
skills of comprehension and ·interpretat·ion. 
52 Prepares report cards under teacher supervision. 
56 Provides written second language translations for 
school messages to students• homes. 
72 Evaluates pupils• work and assigns marks. 
Appendix B has the data for total group mean scores and F distributions 
for each of the eighty funct'i ons tested ·j n Hypotheses One~ Two~ and 
Thrc.~12. 
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between tea~hers 1 perceptions of desirable instructional aide functions 
and teachers' perceptions regarding the frequency of occurrence of de-
sirable instructional aide functions. The teacher group tended to 
shml/ a high degree of d·i sagreement among themselves ·in rating the two 
questions asked. Stat·istica·l differences v1ere found for fifty·-six (70 
percent) functions. for these~ it seemed that the teacher grour showed 
little relationship between what they perceived as desirable functions 
for the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide and the functions 
this paraprofessional was actually performing. ·rhe teacher group rated 
similarly only two functions in the area of "Instructional", and only 
four functions in the area of "Bilingual-B·icuHura'l." These were the 
functions where Hypothesis Four was retained. There was high disagree-
ment of ratings of desirability and occur-rence for· the 11 Clerical and 
~~on'itor·ial" functions. 
J~i.YJJO~~es_t> __ _!?_ stated that no sign-ificant differences existed be-· 
tween admin·isiTators' petceptions of desirable ·instructional aide func-
tions and administrators' perceptions regarding the frequency of occur-
rence of desirable instructional aide functions. The administrator group 
showed a much higher degree of agreement ·ln their perceptions of desir-
ability and frequency of occurrence of functions than the teacher group. 
Fifty-seven ( 71 percent) funct:l ons showed no stati sti ca·l differences. 
This group tended to rate the desit·abil'ity of funct·ions and frequency 
of their occurrence similarly, indicating that they perceived the ideal 
and actual role functions of the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide 
closer than ~AJas perceived by the teacher-s. The areas of most disagree-
ment for this group \vere "Instructional" and "Cler'i:cal and MonitoriaL" 
Apparently, the administrators felt quite strongly that the aides' role 
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was not of perfofl!ring rout·inr. tasks. They a·lso felt that the aides \!Jt~tr:~ 
not involved .with instructional duties as frequently as was desirable . 
. t~YQS.! .. !.:..~_es_!_~~--~- stated that no s·i gn i fica nt d i fferences existed be·n 
tween instru~tional aides' perceptions of desirable instructional aide 
functions and i nstructi ona·l aides' perceptions regarding the frequency 
of occurrence of the des·irab·le ·instruct·ional a·ide functions. Seventy-· 
six (95 percent) functions showed statistical differences for Hypothesis 
Six at the .05 level of significance. The instructional aides showed 
the highest degree of inconsistencies in how they rated the desirable 
funct"ions and the frequency of their occurrence. Th·is would tend to 
indicate that the instructional aides saw a big gap between what they 
felt they should be doing and what they saw themselves actually doing. 
Only four items (5 percent) showed consensus within the instructional 
ahie qroup. 
HypothesE;s_Four~ Five, and Six vJer·e designed to study the dis-
crepancies between the perceived ideal and perceived actual role per-
formance of the bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. This was 
done by testing to see if each of the groups agreed within themselves 
in their r·atings between what functions they saw as desirable and hov1 
often they sa.\'/ the desirable functions actually occurring. If statis-
tical differences were found, it would then be hypothesized that they 
saw 1 ittle relationship between ~<~hat they fe1t should h<ippen and what 
actually happened. In this area, the instructional aides' group showed 
the largest degree of discrepancies in their ratings . 
.ti.Y..J>Qthes~L.s.._l stated that no significant differences existed be-
tween teachers• perceptions of desirable instructional aide functions 
and teachers' perceptions regarding the competence of the instructional 
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i.1.i des in performing th(: funct·i ons. Hypothes ·j s Seven i'Jas n~jccted for 
functions in all five categories. Forty (50 percent) functions were 
rejected. It appears that teachers saw significant differences between 
v.Jhat functions the a·ldes ideally should perform and how well they \'Jere 
able to perform them. The main areas of concern were those of 
11 Instructional 11 and 11 Bilingual--Bicultura·l 11 funct·ions. These wen~ th~ 
same an~as \vhere the teachers found significant dHferences in their 
perceptions of dcs·irability and frequency of occurrence~ of desirable 
functions. 
Hy.J!o!he~_i_~§. stated that no s i gn·i fi cant differences existed 
between administrators' perceptions of desirable instructional aide func-
tion~ and administrators' perceptions regarding the competence of the 
instructional aides in performing the functions. The administrators 
showed a ll'igh degree of consensus in the·ir 'tatings of des·irable functions 
and their rat·i ngs of perceived competence. Hypothesis Eight was reta·ined 
for s'ixty.-five (8'1 percent) functions. This would tend to indicate that 
they perceived the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide as being com-
petent of perforrn·ing the perceived desirable functions. The areas of 
disagreement for Hypothesis Eight \'lere basiccdly the same areas that 
\'ler'e of concern ·in Hypothesis Five. These nreas were 11 Instruct.ionCJ.1" 
and "Clerical t:tnd Monitorial". ·For the latter area, the adnrinistrators 
Q.greed that the aides were capablci r)f per'fOr'!lling 11 Clerical and f11onitorfal 11 
funct·ions, but they seemed to di sa.gree that these funct·ions were de-
sir'able for the elides to perfonn. These perceptions· were analyzed from 
the negative correlations that the functions yield. A total of fifteen 
(19 per-cent) functions shovJed stat:istical differences at the .05 ·level 
of s ·; gn i fi c:ance. 
1/7 
lj_yp_g_·f.J"I_q!;J? ... ~~- stated that no s i gni f"i ciJnt differences exi str:d be-
tvJt~en in:;tructional aides 1 per·C(;pt"ions of instructionctl r:l"ide funct-ions 
and instruct·iona·i a·idt~s 1 perceptions regarding the competence of the 
. . 
instnlctiona·l a·ide ·in performing the des·irable functions. Seventy-.one 
(89 percent) of the functions were found to have s·igrrif"icant differences 
and Hypothesis Nine was rejected for these. The instructional aides 
differed signiF-icantly in the·ir rat·ings of what thc~y savJ as desi.rable 
funct-ions and their ratings of the·ir comp~;tence in performing those 
functions. Hypothesis Nine was rejected for all the i:unctions in the 
categor-ies of 11 Bilingual-Bicu1tural 11 and 11 Schco·J--Cornmunity Liaison. 11 
Per-haps these resu"lts indicated that the bi lingua 1-·bi cultura 1 instruc-· 
tional aides did not sec themselves competent enough to perform the main 
functions for whi~h they were hired; 
l.ll_~o-~1!~-~:L?.J 0_ stated that no sign ·i fi cant re1 a.-t"i onshi ps existed 
between the perceptions of desirable~ instructional a·ide functions and 
variabl0s such·as age~ sex, education and/or training, language component~ 
and instructional grade level. This hypothesis was tested to see if 
there were any biographical variables which tended to influence how the 
des·ilnab"lE~ functions were perceived. Fifte('!n funct·ions were affected by 
three variables: sex~ age~ and grade level. Both functions dealing 
with 11 8ilingual·-B·icu"ltural" and "Instruct·ional" tasks were rated siq--
nificantly different according to the sex of the respondents and their 
teachin9 qrad(~ leve·ls. Functions in the area of uschoo1--Corrnnun"ity 
Lic.t.ison 11 ~ven~ affect(~d by sex, age, and 9rade ·level variables. S·ixty-
f·ive (81 percent) func-l:"ions shovved no stcrt"istical differences due to 
biographical vafiables. The conclusions wou.ld be that for the major"ity 
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of the functions t!1c:·i t des i nJ.bi 1 i ty was usually not affected by age, 
sex, educati nn and/or training, language component, and i nstruct"i ona·l 
grade leve·l. There ''Jere no functions affected by education and/or 
training, and language component of the respondents. 
Chapter- 5 vJi11 pr,~sent a summary of the study, conclusions drawn, 
. ' 
and recomn~ndations for additional research. 
Chapter 5 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Int.toduct·i on 
B·il'ingw:t'l-bicultura·J education has evo·lved as a response to the 
educational needs of 1anguage nrinm·ity ch'ildren. ~1any bilingual programs 
have been implemented to meet this need. The implementation of these 
programs has been faced with critical shortages of qualified bilingual-
bicultural teachers. In response to this problem, many school districts 
have utilized bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. These para-
professional~ have been hired and trained to help monolingual teachers 
with the instruction~l tasks that require knowledge and understanding of 
a second language and culture. 
The hiring and training of bilingual-bicultural instructional 
aides have not been simple. Those involved with these tasks generally 
agree that these paraprofessionals lack proper training in teaching 
methodology of content areas and language instruction, and knowledge of 
their O\-'ln ctJltural and h·istcrica·! backurounds., The crit'ical shortaue of 
bilingual-bicultural teachers and the immediate need to help the non-
English speaking children often has placed the bilingual-bicultural 
instructional aides in the instructional process. There is seldom enough 
time to properly tra1n these paraprofessionals prior to their classroom 
assi9m11ents. 
The problem of insufficient training of biJ·inrJtw·l aides has been 
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furthc:r comp1·icated by local var'idtions a~. to their 11 proper and leqa·ln 
role, selection, training~ placement, and assessment practices. Lack of 
consensus in these areas among those working directly with bilingual 
instructional aides has created serious ~roblems. Lack of research in 
these areas has also contributed to the Pl'ob.lern s·ince it is needed to 
help educators focus 011 training needs, role assignments, and evaluation 
of role performance. There "is~ therefore, a need to conduct studies 
which specifically deal with the role and effectiveness of role per-
formance of the bilingual-bicultural instructional aides in bilingual 
classrooms. 
This study was conducted for the purpose of investigating the 
relQtionship among var·iables which tend to define the role of the 
bil·in9ua·l-b·ic.ultural instl·uctiona·l a·ide and which ref"lect the perceptions 
of teDchers~ administrators, and instructional aides working in bilingual 
classrooms. The study was based on a review of related literature, the 
pel'Cf:ptions of thn->.e r-eferent qroups, and the analysis of ten nurt 
hypotheses. A sample of 124 participants was used for the study. 
The Pr-oblem 
Three vu.r'·i ab l es were studied; ("I) the ro 1 e funct·i ons of the 
bfl i ngua·l-bicultura·l ·i nstruct·l on a 1 aide, (2) the frequency of occurrc:nce 
of these functions, and (3) the effectiveness 6f these paraprofessionals 
in performing the desirable functions. For further analysis, two sig-
nificant relatiunships were investigated. These were: (1) assumed role 
functions and frequency of occurrence of these, and (2) assumed role 
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funct·Jons and effecti'/2tJess of role perfotmance in the classroom. 
Review of the Literature 
Previous research conducted and scholarly opinions cited in 
reference to bilingual paraprofessionals fall into three major areas. 
The.s'~ provided a foundation for tht~ study: (1) An H·istorical Overview of 
the Use of Paraprofessionals in the United States, (2) Role Definition, 
Consensus, and Ro1e Perceptions) and (3) Effectiveness of Role Per-
formance. The historical overview reveals the early sixties as the time 
when the paraprofessional movement began. Federal funding and legislation 
to aid the poor with jobs and schooling, and to relieve the shortages of 
minorities in the helping profess·ions wet·e major influences behind the 
growth and need of paraprofessional~. 
The need for b·i1ingual paraprofessionals be<:arne evident with a 
ne111 h\•rdreness of tlH.~ nf~~!ds of language minority children. Federal stu(J'ies 
brought attention to the poor schooling of these children. Legislation 
and ft.mdin~J Follm·Jed ·in response to the needs ·identified in the studies. 
The funding included provisions for hiring and training bilingual-
bicultural instructional aides who could help with the types of 1nstruc-
tion that monolingual teachers could not provide. This was also 
necessary due to the shortage of trained bil 'ir1gua l··b·i cultm·a 1 teachet'S. 
L·ltetaturQ r·egi.lrding roh; defin·ltion~ consensus~ and perceptions 
has shown that significant relationships exist among these variables. 
Authorities agree that effective functioning of role behavior is not 
likely to occur when there are conflicting expectations held for a posi-
tion by referent groups. The review of the literature in ·this area 
revea'led that conflictin9 expectations for the role of tht? bilingual 
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pi:\rapl'ofession<l1s exist due to thc~·ir changing and dernand·ing ro'les, ·l<~gal 
status in the bll"ingu<:t'J c·lassrooms~ and the functions they are qualif·ied 
Little seems to be written about the contributions of bilingual 
aides to the teaching and lenrn·ing process, nor about the manner by l'vlrich 
their effectiveness of role performance can best be assessed. Overall, 
the t·ev·i ev1 of thfc: ·1 i terature re·i nforced the need to conduct the study. 
It pointed out a growing need for bilingual-bicultural instructional 
aides, a need to develop consensus among those working with these aides 
as to what constitutes their legal and proper roles, and a need to con-
duct studies which investigate the effectiveness of their classroom 
performance. 
A self-report questionnaire was developed based on: the reviews 
of the literature, reviews of California's legislation on the bilingual 
paraprofessionals, and a panel of experts in the field of bilingual 
education. The panel helped to validate the content of the questionnaire. 
The n~l·iabflity of the instrument was established usinq a test-retest 
1nethod in four schools vrithin two schoo'l distr-icts. The questionnail"e 
i nc·l uded a total of eighty functions which represt.~nted five areas. 
A sample of 150 teachers, administrators, and instructional aides 
presently working in bilingual programs was used for the study. There 
were 1?~ (82-l/3 percent) returned questionnaires; 69 by instructional 
ttid(:s~ "12 by administrators, and 43 by teachers. The high percentage of 
l'etutns v1as due to the cooperating efforts of program directors and 
r, .. 'lr.cipa·ls of the schools \'-!here the quest·ionn<.dtes were distr·ibuted. 
1B3 
.l3.f} -~YJ.1.~- g~f ___ :!JJ.~: __ ~Lt~J1Y 
The results of the study are based on analysis of th2 ten null 
hypotheses tested. The data are pr€:S(~nted wi tlri n (~ach hypothes ·j s., They 
are discussed under- five categor··i (::s of functions de•; i gnecl for tlrl s sttJdy. 
The cate~)ories VJ(~te: (1) f3·il·ingua·I··B·icu'ltural, (2) Instruct·iona·l J (3) 
Professional D<~ve'lopment, (4) Schao·I--Comrnunity L'iaison~ and (5) Clerica·l 
a.nd Mon·itoY'ia"l. 
Hypotheses One, Two, and Three vJere designed to test for con·· 
sensus among the groups regard·ing their perceptions of desirable 
i nstruct·i ona·l <.1'ide functions, frequency of their occurrence, and 
competence of the aides• performance of desirable functions in the 
classroom. ·rhe findings of these hypotheses seemed to reveal that the 
groups knew ideally what the functions of the bilingual aides were and 
hm'r oftE~n these a hles vtc;r-e perfornri ng the funct·i ons, v1hen the groups 
ret a :i nt::d H.iPOtheses One arid Yv10 for ei ghtY···four percent of the funct·i ons. ·.::.+ 
However~ c·l oser interpretations of Hypothes·i s Three revealed that, 
although the groups knew ideally what the ~-o·le of the bilingual a·ides was 
and how often they seemed to be performing the functions, the groups dis-
agreed signif·ic<Hrt1y in what they perce·ived to be the competence of the 
·instructional aides hl perfonrring the functions. The main areas of rJ'is-
agreement t.vt~te 11 8ilingual--B·icultt.wal 11 and 11 Instruct·ional" functions. 
Hypotheses Four tht'ough Nine were tested to look at the degY'f:'<~~ of 
consensus within each group regarding their perceptions of (1) assumed 
r·ole functions and occurtence of these, and (2) assumed r-ole funct'ions 
and effectivene:.;s of role pr.rfonnance. Hypothesis Four te~;ted the first 
~·c·1 i:\t'icHr;h·l p for th(~ tt-:>i!-~hc~r ~~to up, s·i gnifi cant d-ifferences vmrt~ found 
·in the pucepL"ions of this ~Jroup for thirty {thirty·-eight pt::rcent) crf the 
functions. Eighteen of these functions \'!ere in the categories of 
(lf~il·inguai-Bicultural 11 and 11 Instructional. 11 
Hypothes·is F·ive tested the perceptions of the adrn-in·istrator group. · 
The:~ findings indicated that the administrators saw few significant 
d'ifFc:rences ·in the same areas of desirab-ility and frequency, The adm·in-
istrator group seemed to be closer in their perceptions regarding what 
they believed the actual and the ideal role functions of the bilingua·l 
aide::; v~ere. The admin-istrator group retained the hypothesis for ninety-
tv.Jo percent of the functions. 
Hypothesis Six tested the perceptions of the instruction~l aide 
group rega}'d·ing the samE~ areas of desirab·ility and frequency of role 
performance of the bilingua·l a·ides, Th·is group yielded the highest 
degree of variabi'lity in what they !X~rceived were de~;irable functions 
. for the b·i 1 i ngua 1 aides to perform and v:hat thE~Y believed Y.Jas actua 1ly 
to.king place ·in the c'lassroorn. Hypothes·is Six was rejected for every 
~-~---·~-
function in th~~ category of 11 Bi1ingual:-Bicultunt'l, 11 s'ixteen functions in 
the category of 11 Instruct·iona1 , 11 eig.ht functions in the category of 11 Pro-· 
fessionr).l Deve·lopment, 11 twelve functions in the category of 11 School-· 
Communit.y Lia·ison 3 11 and eleven functions in the area of 11 Clerica·l and 
~1onitorial. 11 The ·instructiona·l a'ides rejected the hypothesis for 
sixty·ei9ht (ei;Jhty··fivc percent) of the functions. 
The area of perceived competence of the bilingual-bicultural 
instruct-ional a'ic!es ·in pe'r''formin~J their functions was adcly·essed by the 
restdts of Hypotheses Three, S\~Ven, E·ight, and Nine. This area yielded 
the largest significant differences in the perceptions of the groups. 
The cate(JOl'·i~;~s of 11 !3i'lingual-Bicultural , 11 11 lnstructional , 11 and 11 Cledca1 
·1ns 
The perceptions regarding the competence of role performnnce of 
the bi.lingu<:~.l para.ptofessiona·ls among the groups were tested by Hypot:hes·is 
Three. The restd ts i ncli cated that there were t\venty·-one ( twenty·-fi ve 
percent) functions in ~vhich the three referent groups disagreed signifi-
cantly. The hypothesis was rejected in those functions that required 
special skills with translations, direct pupil instrt!ction using content 
are?s, and evaluation of pupils' WOi'k with the assignment of grades. 
Closer ·interpretation of HypothE~ses Seven through Nine revealed specifi-
cally which groups seemed to disagree in certain areas. 
The teacher group showed more concern in the area of perceived 
competence? of ro·le performance than the administrator group. This was 
indicated by the greater number of functions for which the hypotheses 
were rejected by each group. The teacher group rejected Hypothesis Seven 
·for t~venty-one (tvJent.v··f'ive percent) ·in both areas of "Bi'l'ingual··· 
FJiculturaP and ~~ Ir.structi ona1 11 functions,- HovJever, the admin·i strator 
group tejected Hypothesis Eight for only nine (eleven percent) functions 
in th(~ same comb·ined areas. The instruct·ional aide group showed s·ignifi-: 
cant_ statistical d·ifferences in Hypothes·is Nine. The group rejected the 
hypothes·is for· seventy-on€~ (eighty-.nine percent) of the funct·ions. They 
rejected the hypothesis for .fl..'!..?.!.Y.._ function in the two categories of 
"Bil·ingua.l-BiculturaP and 11 lnstruct'iona·lu functions, These results 
seemed to indicate that the bilingual-bicultural instructional aides 
kneM.v1hat the·ir ro"le functions ideal'Jy should be, but that they fe'lt they 
wete not competent to perfor111 these. 
Hypothesis Ten was ·i nc'l uded to test fcir any significant influences 
of biogra~hical data on the perceived role functions. Significant differ-
ences wer·e found in the pc~rcept ions of the gr·oups for nineteen percent of 
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the functions. The groups• perceptions of desirable instructional aide 
role functions seemed to be influenced ~y the age, sex~ and instructional 
gri:1de levels of the respondents. HoiAJCVer, for eighty-one pf?rcc~nt of the 
functions biographical variables were not a significant influence on the 
perceptions of the groups regarding desirable instructional aide 
functions. 
In sum, the findings of the study indicate the following: (1) 
There were significant differences in the perceptions of the three 
referent groups regarding the role functions, frequency of occurrence of 
rol~ functions, and perceived competence of role performance o·f the 
bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. (2) There w~re significant 
differences between what the groups perceived to be the ideal and actual 
role functions of the aides. The largest discrepancies in perceptions 
1-vere. indiccli:ed by the teacher and ·insttuct·iona.l aid(~ groups. (3) Most 
significant diffel'ences recorded by the 9roups vwre ·j n the areas of 
11 Bil'irJgua'I-·Bicultural 11 and 11 Instructiona·l•' functions. (4) The area of 
perceived competence of role performance showed the largest number of 
functions -for. which the hypotheses were rejected. 
The conclusions of the researcher are based on the results of the 
study, which showed that there were significant differences among the 
teach::~rs. adrnirristrators~ and bilingual·-b·icultura·l instructiona·l a·ides 
in \·Jhat they perceiv(:~d to be the ideal and actual role functions and the 
competence of tfH~ bi'lingual-bit:u'ltural ·instructional aides ·in the bilin-
gual c·Jassrooms. vJhc~n each group t:li:1S po'!led S<~par·ately, only the 
administrators saw these aides effectively pcrfonning their proper roles. 
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Significant differences were found in the perceptions of teachers and 
admin-istrators in what tlle.Y pc:rce·ived the aides should do and v1hat they 
saw the aides actually doing. These groups also differed significantly 
in how they PE-~rceived the competence of the bilingual instruct·ional a·ides. 
The instructional aides sho~:;c~d the largest degr·ee of variabilHy in their 
perccrrt'i on s. 
Severn·! exp"limat·ions for the discrepancies could be offered. The 
researcher submits that the immediate need of placing the bilingual-
bicultural instructional aides in the bilingual classrooms, and lack of 
proper interviews, training and placement seldom give those involved with. 
the hiring and placement of aides adequate time to discuss and determine 
. the role functions. There is seldom adequate time for proper training 
prior to the placement of the bilingual aides in the classrooms. 
The admin·istrators appeated to be more in agreement ·in 11-1hat they . 
believed to be the role functions and the competencies of the bilingual-
bicultural instructional aides. These findings could be attributed to 
the differences in sample size of the administrators (12) as compared to 
the sample size of the teachers (43) and the instructional aides (~9). 
It also could be due to the fact that administrators had ~ore experience 
educationally and in wot'k·in9 and dealing ~·rith b·ilingua·l a·ides. On the 
other hand, although there were fewer functions for which significant 
dHfen~nces were found in the perceptions of this gl~oup, the percept·ions 
of the teacher and instructional aide groups differed greatly. 
The researcher concl~des, therefore, that this could be due to 
the fact thDt administrators seldom work directly in the classroom with 
these aides., ThE"!Y do not seem to have Uw same opporturl'ity to see what 
the aides do and how well they do it. They are more likely to take for 
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qt'imted vvhi1t they fee·l shou·l d be tak·i ng pI ace. The~ teachc~rs cou"lcl see 
v1hat funct-ions the ·instructional aides p(~rformed on a dai"!y bas·is. They 
caul d evaluate the a·i des' competence based on the·i r pcrfotmance. Teachers 
are also responsible for the training of the bilingual dides in most 
cases. Tfris g·ives Uwm an add"lt·ional opportun-ity to analyze thc:"it ro·Je 
func:ti ons and their compet(::nce in pe1··fonni ng the functions. 
\ \)"~ 
"'" From the l"t..'~su lts of the Hyrotheses One and Tv.JO ;· ·it appE-~an:d that 
the groups had a fair indication of what the role functions of the 
instructional aides were and of how often the aides were performing the 
~eo-'j$o"' 
functions. However, closer interpretations of Hypotheses Four through 
Six revealed that the aides were not really seen as perfonning the 
desired functions frequently. This was true especially in the areas of 
uBi"\1nguu·l-8icult.ur:::l1 11 and 11 Instructional 11 functions. From these findings~ 
on:2·iiright conclude: t~tat the bil·ingua.l-"bicultural ·instructional <:l'ides were: 
not being utilized ·effectively in the specific areas for whi~h they were 
being hired and trained. The groups also revealed that the bilingual 
aides were still performing more clerical duties than was perceived to be 
(..\e.c:.ino.\;k, 
deo;;ired. These find·ings seemed to be consistent w"ith those of Frank 
~lorah:s, who stated that most duties being pcrform~;~d by brlingual aides 
were noninstructional and not related directly to bilin~ual education. 
~1ost fn~quently performPd funct'ions \'Jere those of clerical ass·ignments. 
All three groups percei~ed the crnnpetence of role perfonnance of 
t.he bllinqual patdprofessionrds ·in a s·igrr!f"icantly dHferent way. /\~Jains 
the ad:rdnistroltOI'S seemed to s!lovJ more consistency in what they \X~rce·ived 
to be thA competence of these aides in the bilingual classrooms. However. 
n;;ithcr t .. :;.::t.::h::rs nor ·instruct·iona·l aides indicated that the aides were 
cornpetent to perfornt most f .. unct-i ons. s·i gn ifi cant d Hferc:!nces were found 
i gg 
111 thf~ir percept'hms of all thosf~ functions that dr~alt 1:1ith spf~cHic 
bilingual-bicultural and instructional skills. The groups seemed to feel 
that the instructional ~ides were ~specially inco~petent in perform1ng 
functions that dealt with translations of curriculum materials and of 
translations dealing with parents or students. 
These findings seemed to· be consistent with those of Marilyn 
Seymann who found that the bilingual aides were not competent to perform 
functions that dealt with translations, teaching methodology, and language 
instruction. The findings of the ~tudy seemed to indicate that the~e 
differences in perceptions regarding the competence of the instructional 
aides were not attributed t~ the groups' lack of knowledge regarding the 
ideal role funct·ions of the b·ilingual instructiona·l aides as much as they 
seemed to.be attributed to what they perceived to be lack of training. 
The r'2S<':iH'cher suggests that it cou·lct also have been due to a lack of 
confiti(!nce of the groups in the aides' abi"l it·i es to perform the functions. 
Both teachers and ai~es seemed to have confidence in the abilities of the 
bilingual ~ides in performing functions which are not related .to teaching 
nor to bilingual education. However, only the administrator group thought 
that the aides wete competent to petform most areas of b'ilingual-
bicultural and instructional functions. 
In sum,· tht:: conclusions of the researcher based on the study are 
as follows: 
1. The role functions of the bilingual-bicultural instructional 
aides were perceived differently by the groups. The administrators seemed 
to siJOIJJ mor:e cons(~nsus regarding the ideal functions. This was probably 
due to the fact that most administrators do not work directly with aides. 
2. Lack of c6nsensus regarding the actual role performance of 
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thcs1~ bil'ir19Ual i.l'ides was appatent'ly due to many factors. One of these 
factm's could be the lack of commun·ication among those directly invo·lved 
with the interviewing, hiring, training, and placing of the aides. 
3. While the administrators seemed to agree on the relationship 
between what the aides were doing in the classroom and how competent they 
were in perfonning their functions, this was not true for the teachers 
and the instructional aides. The aides agreed least about their role and 
seemed to show the least confidence in their abilities to perfonn their 
functions. This might be an indication again that the teachers and 
administrators were perhaps taking for granted certain strengths and 
weaknesses of the bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. 
4. The bilingua1·-bicultura1 instructional aides \'/ere not per···· 
fonni ng the spE:~cHi c funct·i ons for which they were hi red because~ 
apparently they were not competent. ~owever, only the instructional 
aides seemed to fGel that they were not receiving the appropriate train-
ing. Both teachers and administrators seemed to feel that the aides were 
adequately engaged in functions involving professional development. 
Recormnendat·i ons 
In view of the above conclusions, the following recommendations 
are suf)gt::str::d for considei'at·ion: 
l. Detailed job descr-iptions and selection criteria wh·ich out-
line the specific functions the bilingual-bicultural instructional aides 
. ;::re to pr:;y·form should be determined by teachers, admi rii strators ~ and 
vvork·ln'] b-r! inguul··bict.d tural instructiona'l aid(~S prior to the ·intel'·-
From these job descriptions, the interviewinri comnittees can 
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then detennine the specific areas of competence the new candidates shot1ld 
have. At the time of the interviews, the specific strengths and weak-
nesses of the new aides could be noted so that conflicting expectations 
regarding their functions and competencies do not develbp. Diagnostic 
tra'irling can then fol"low, based on the in-it"ial observations. Placement 
in the classrooms can also be cbnsidered~ based on these considerations. 
Interviewers of bilingual-bicultural instructional aides should 
pay special attention to the language competencies of the applicants. 
This is especially important, because in most cases these aides will be· 
hired based on oral interviews ~here they will appear to be bilingual-
bic~ltural and where the interviewers are likely to conclude that they 
arei ther~fore, also biliterate. Screening should be conducted carefully 
to determine the app"licants' performance in all four areas: speaking, 
·writing, listehihgD and reading·of both languages that they are expected 
to utilize in the bilingual classroom. 
2. Language training should be an essential and continuous part 
of the training of bilingual-bicultural instructional aide~ who demon-
strate the need for such training. The following three areas of special 
concern for which colleges and teacher trainers can develop courses or 
tra in'lr19 sessions are recommended: 
a. Most aides will need to develop personal skills in all 
ar·eas of speaking9 vJrHing, read-ing, and lis~ening for 
the ar·eus of content instruction. n';~';':;~:s:p~~i~l.Jy 
important that they take courses taught in the target 
language(s) in which they are expected to teach. It m~y 
twt he-! p to take courses in English about "~?_!_0!!@!J.~as" 
-~.:!J!.!!.9~~ 9 " for e:t.amp'le. The a·ides w·il"l nf!ed to deV(;!lop 
both the teachin~J mt-;thodo'l C\J.Y and content vocabul ar·i es 
in the target language(s). 
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b. Most aides will need to develop specific skills on how 
to translate instructional materials. ·rhis would be 
0specially important for the areas of mathematics, 
sciente, and social studies. A course in techniques of 
tr'ans'li:rtion would be· valuable; It ·js needed due to lack 
of skills of the bilingual aides, lack of bilingual 
rnatel'ia"ls~ and the need to translate existing materials. 
This is an area that has been taken for granted and that 
·is sorely needed today. 
c.· Courses or trainin~ sessions that provide second language 
instruction ( E.S.L.) shou'ld continue to be taught ~~ith 
emphas·is on the ·imrned"iate needs of tht;; language minor·ity 
childl~en, the lim·ited ski'l'ls of the bilingual instruc-
tional aides) and time and monies available for the 
tra·ining . 
. 3 .. Training types of activities such as preservices, inser·vices, 
wot'kshops, a.nd college courses should be conducted for "teams 11 mad~o; up of 
teacht~r and aide or teacher-ahJe-adrninisttator. This type of trwining is 
essential so that thosQ vJOrking vdth the biJ·ingual ·instr·uct·ional a·idcs 
will not develop conflicting expectations for the aides' role functions 
nncl competencies. 
a. Courses in team-teaching techniques should be developed 
for 11 b'il ·i ngua '1 11 tcuchi ng te<:<~ns. These courses shou·l d 
emphasize the role of each member of the team, the 
ut'i l·i zati on of each rnembev-' s strengths, the ·improvement 
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of each member•s weaknesses, and the utilization of the 
bilingual-bicultural skills of each member of the team. 
b. Curriculum development training courses should be insti-
tuted for teams of teachers and a ·j des. Here the knowledge 
pnd experience in teaching methodology of the professional 
can be utilized to d~v~lop needed materials and at the 
same time train the bilingual aides. In turn, the 
bilingual-bicultural skills of the bilingual aides can 
be utilized to train the monolingual professional. The 
bilingual curr·iculum that is developed in these courses 
should be such that it has immediate utility in the 
bil-ingual classroom. 
c. Once the bilingual-bicultural instructional aides are 
placed in the classroom, continuous training and close 
supeY'vision are essential. Team planning ·Ume should be 
regularly scheduled for teachers and their aides in order 
to constantly review, reinforcs, and evaluate the 
strengths and weaknesses of each member of the team. 
4. Teachers working with bilingual~bicultural instructional aides 
need and shot(ld have specific training in order to learn how best to 
utilize the skills of the bilin~ual paraprofessionals. Courses and train-
ing in the area of special pedagogical skills would also help teachers 
meet the crit~ria for bilingual teacher competencies recommended by th~ 
St0.te Oepdrtment of Educat"i on. The cornpetenci es recommended by the State 
Department~ and seconded by the researcher, are the following: 
a. abi"l ity to i d(~ntify the role and funct'i ons of each member of 
the ·in::;tructional t\'=am ( .. , paraprofessionals). 
b. knowledge of the theoretical and practical aspects of team 
teaching and other organizational structures. 
c. skills in planning instructional activities with and for 
each member of the bilingua·l classroom team. 
d. the ab'i"lity to use management sk'i"l.ls, including the 
utilization of paraprofessionals. 
e. skills in specific instructional techniques in bilingual 
teaching. Major content areas include ... team teaching.! 
Monolingual teachers working with bilingual-bicultural instruc-
· t"ional aides should have courses that \1J'ill he'lp tht;m identify the 
uniqueness· of the second ·language and culture of the aides. Teachers 
need to understand hm·.J the· m'ir1or"ity cultu·re manifests itse 1 f ·j n tht:: 
behavior and 'learn·ing styles of both teacher aides and students. This 
is needed so that the curriculum, instructional techniques, and materials 
selected and used will best meet not only the needs of the students, but 
also the skills of the aides. 
5. ·ActministrHtors should be more actively involved in all phases 
of "irrtervievring~ hh'·ing, trairrln9, placement, and eva·luation of the 
bilingua·t-·bicultura·l instructional aides. 
This is essential so that conflicting expectations of the bilin-
gual aides' responsibilit·ies, competencies~ and contributions to the 
bilingual classrooms do not develop. This researcher recommends that the 
administrators take more time and effort for the professional development 
of ·their bilingual aides in order to insure that the skills of these 
aides are being utilized and developed properly. The professional devel-
opment of the bi'lingual--bicultutal instruct'ional aides should not be left 
up t6 the teachers and outsid~ consultants only. The administrators of 
•
1statc Q(~partment of Educat-ion, 11Criteria for B"i11ngual.Teacher 
CompetenC'i es '' (draft presented by the committee to set criteria for· 
Califondi:t's B·ilingua·l Teacher CompetenC"ies3 Sacramento, California~ 
J Ld Y ~ 191 n , PP. 1s· .. 19 0 
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. bi1·ingua1. programs should also have the responsibilit-ies of tr·airdng the 
bilingual aides in specific areas that need the coordinating skills of 
the administrators. In many ~ases~ only the administrators would be 
able to describe the specific needs of a school site. It would be of 
great benefit to have the administrators train the t(~achers and ·j nstruc·-
tional aides in such cases. Improved communications among teachers, 
administrators, and bilingual aides would also develop in this way. 
The need for bilingual-bicultural instructional aides to serve in 
bilingual programs is recognized today. Their lack of adequate training 
to perform their functions is also recognized. Questions of how best to 
train and maximize their contributions in the classroom are always 
preser1t) but little is ever said about the need to recognize their con-
tributions. This researcher, as part of a final recommendation, suggests 
that tht~ bil·ingual paraprofessionals must be given credit and recogn'ition 
for their' contr·i but·i ons to bil ingua 1 pro9rams. Teachei~s and admini stra-
tors must begin to see the bilingua1-bicultura·J ·instructional aides as 
part of the teaching teams and not just as temporai~y helpers. Mutual 
respect for the educational and personal needs of these aides has to exist 
before a 11 team sp·irit 11 can be expected to occur. Respect in the form of 
educational advantages and training. acceptance of bilingual-bicultural 
instr-·uctiona'l aides by teachers and administrators as a part of the team 
are needed. The attainment of a much deserved recognition of the aides• 
contributiDns to bilingual programs can contribute si~nificantly toward 
helving them to achieve their maximum potential. In this manner, 
bilingual-bicultural educators can more effectively work together toward 
meeting the n~ed of all students. 
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1. fhe review of the educational literature and the results of 
th·is study have po·inted out that there are significant differences ·in the 
perceptions of teachers) administrators, and instructional aides regard-
ing the role of bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. The results of 
trris study cou'ld have been attr·ibuted to many factors. On(~ of the 
factors could have been the size of the sample and the differences in 
size of the three referent groups and school districts. Similar studies~ 
then, should be conducted which will use larger samples and equal size 
referent groups and school district samples. 
2. · This study has contributed to the development of job descrip-
tions based upon the consensus of three referent g~·oups. 1\ furth<~r study 
shou1d be conducted to test the validity of these job descriptions ·in 
terms of their relationship to classroom effectiveness of bilingual-
bicultural instructional aides. 
3. The review of the literature also revealed that few studies 
have been cohducted which were designed to evaluate the contributions of 
bi1in(:Jua·l-·b·icultw·al instructional aides toward the academic actrievement 
of langw.~gr:: ITlinol'·ity studc~nts. These few studies can only point to the 
·i ndi rec t \'li'.lys V4h~~reby the use of bi 1·1 ngua 1 par·aprofess ·ion a 1 s ha.s he 1 ped 
impr·ove academic ach·ievr;rnent. It is evident that there is a need for 
str.tti'ies to investigute tile a·irect effects of b•ilingual·-bicu'lt.ura.1 instruc-
tiO!l;ll a·idf~s on tile~ academic progress of language minority chi'ldren. 
In order to facilitate effective studies and to improve the 
validity of further investigations in this area, concerted efforts should 
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'J'his instr:umont .is deEJi<Jned to elicit your profc~ssional opinions concerning the following 
t..h)':ea areas: 
1. Is there agreement il!Uong bi.lingual··bicultural instructionill aides, teachers, 
specialist, and adminbt.:c,'\to:cs as to what should b•'l tlH~ role(s) of the 
inct:ructional aide in a bi.lingual··bicultural .:lassroom ·setting? 
2. Is there agreement \vi '.:.hin tl1e same groups as to hoH often the rolEl ( s) should 
he performed? 
3. Is then~ agreem0nt Hi thin and among ·tho s<J.me group.'> as to the general competence 
the a.i.de has in performing tl1e perceived role (s)? 
l•le feel that the results of the questionnaire can be used to sugqest more relevant i'l.nd 
useful prog:cruM.: of p.rofessional improvemen1: for the instructional aide and those she ~ow:cks 
1-iith. . 
You are btd.n9 asked t<' give threo anBivers to each question as X..'?,?. __ per:.::~~.V..:: the ftmctions 
of the instru.c~".ion.ll. ,\ide in t.he hiJ.ingual-bicnltm-al classl:oom setting. 
/ 
neJ.ow is an exiUOple of ho~~ to fill out the questionm'l.ire. 
•rhtu·c is also a BIOSRAPHICAL IN:FORt·lA'riON sheet designed to ask some. questlons about 
· ' 1 b d only. to mak~ more mei'\ningfu_l observat . .ions of the your.r;elf.:'. 'l'his infol;ma.i:ion Wl.l e use 
1 d not h"sitate to ans1~er, all the questions. All x·esults o;: the qUE~st.i.onnaire. .P ease o -
tJle information will. be kept. strictly confidenti<\J.. 'l'he entire s-ttidy_ should take you 
app"t:oxir~lately 3.2.-.2!!.:'-..12:!.~~. • 
20!) 
BIOGRl\.PHICAL INJPORHi\TION . 
•rhe follo1d.ng b.i.ograph:Lcal information is for the purpose of interpreting tlw results of 
t:he questionnoin' in a rno1:e meaningful way. All the responses will be ha·ndled confidentially. 








DIRECTIONS: Place a check on t;he mo;;t app1:opri.<>te illlSiver. 
Sex 
{1) Fmnalc (2) Malt! 
Age 
(1) 19 ot· urldE-}r 
(2) 20--24 
(3) 25·-29 
(4) 30 o.r. ovet' 
Educa tioui'll levco1 
( l) 12 y:.:s or less 
(2) A.A. De')ree 
(3) B.A. or B.S. Degree 
( 4) Stl1 year 
(5} Has·te.J: 1 s plus. 
School dbtrict I work for 
(1) Oakland Unified 
(2) Stockton Unified 
( 3) .Oth<=:t: (Sper.ify) -·----
The program I \vorl~ for 
(1) ~rit1o VII Bilingual· 
(2) 'l'it.l•?. ! 
(3) comp:m~a.to1.·y Ed. 
(4) BSAA 
(!3) SB 90 
(6) 2284 
(7) Other (Specify} 
Employment 'l'itle 
(1) Instr:uctiona1 Aide 
(2) n1lingual Instructional Aide 
(3) Bilingual Progx·am or La.nguage 
Specialist 
( 4) content A.l:ea Specialist 
( 5) Pr.:()gi:arn Director 
(6)· School Principal 







8. As an instructional ~-~~, I have ~1orked 
(1) o-1 yr. 
(2) 2-3 yrs. 
(3) 4-5 yrs. 
(4) ~\ore than 5 yrs. 
(5) Does not apply 




(3) College courses 
(4) !-lore than one of the above 
(5) Does not apply 
10. As a bilingual •reacher and/or Sp<}Cia~~· 
I have taught in a bilingual classroom 
(1) 0-l yr. 
(2) 2-3 yrs. 
(3) 4-5 yrs. 
(4) More than 5 y:r.s·. 
(.5) Does not Apply 
11. As a bilingual Teacher and/or Spe8ialist·: 
12. 
13. 
I have "'orl~ed lv-iti1Ti18-i:;:iictionafai(ies-
(ll 0-1 yr. 
(2) 2-3 yrs. 
(.3) 4-5 yrs. 
(4) More than 5 yrs. 
(5) Does not Apply 
As an adminisl:rator, I have worked with···:·.,., 
inst:r:u;:;tio11ai-aides for ' : 
(1) 0-1 yr. 
(2) 2·-3 .Yrs. 
(3) 4··"5 yrs. 
(4) More than.S yrs. 




(2) Hiddle [;chool 
( 3) Senim: High 
(4) other (Specify)_....:_:_::.; .. -".:.-'--=-::---
.DATE . -· 
----------------~-
·' 
SUR\:"EY OF PERCEPJ:IOt-~S OF BILINGUAL-
BICiJL~lJAAL INSTRUCl'ICJ.i\:A:L.t AIDE PUt·~CTIONS 
I~STRUCTIONS: Pleo.se rr.ark cne choice for each side ',¥hi:~h cG::.i::.S nt:a;-~·est to your pe;:ceptions of the (l) functions 1 
I 
(2) frequency of occurrence of these, and (3) compete~cy in these functions; ·fo:= the bilingual-bicultt.:ral 
instructional aide in the bilingual-bicultural classrcom., !f you have any questions 0!1. how tc p.rocee.:i 3 p:ease as:"'(' 
(3;- -rn 9·enera1--;j 
(l) Do y.;:)u believe (2) How frequer.tly hot.., ~ornpetent d9 
this should Co you believe you believe 1 
L occur? this occurs? aidGs ar.~? { I : : ~~ l l I ll ' I i D 2< 
j I I j i l I I !'I 1 i ! i ~ ·cji 
! I j I I l f ,. l ! I 'j i :.8 .::; l 
1 '<:11 1 ! ' I 1 +'· +Ji ..., · o m! j:>.ol (J)I <!lj (:>. ; i i II ' .::j >::i+~ :::lo,;.;j 
1'd. ~ ~ ~ i'd, rn' el , I l:>..Bi .Bi.2 .Bl6 8 
1 .:: "' v-.1
1 
o! ~I::: 0! I :>.! !:: o l l-! 1 1 j....; c1 f 0 i " o! u oo! 
l B ~I ~ r§ I ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~I .3 ~ i . ~! : l.g ~~ ~~~ g ~l.w rg j 
!..., ·ri' .,.. , ~ 1
1 
V>i+' ti>! I ....; i .,_, wl c i I ..... o 1 ?5 I B 6 o 0: !"' cj o: ::>j <::fUJ ~~ The Tnstructional Aide: I -<! o UJi Zj. l::r: Uj U:\.1) V!Z Zj 
I I I . ! I ' '' l ' I 
i I ~ l • I { I : I 
! l i 11. Interprets attendance la\-IS and ether school I I I I i I I l 
J I l 1 • regulations to non-English speaking parents. ' j ! I \ ! I j 
! I I :I I l I I 





language= arts areas. 1 . I 1 I ' i I 
Arranges for presentations 
crafts,. food, music, etc, 
of cultural ar·ts and 
I II ~~~Take~ ro;l cal::~~ m:intains other official --.-~ T ~-~ -~ I ~~ l I l 
I 1 I ! ! school records for students. 1 l • II i 










. i I 
i ! I 
i >< (j)! (lJ 
!r-~ r.J1 wj 
~~ &! ~1 
· 2 ~I :iiJ 









<JJI-.:: o! olo QJ :y H ~ 
tn .J.:i 0: 
(2) How f~equently (3) 
do you J:.elieve 
.l;::t,is occurs? 
i i I'Tl 
I I I I I I 
I , l i jl 
l I I I ' 
I I I II 
., rr,. I Ei I ~~ :::;' o. ;.....; 
mt o ro "(!) 
.In gerjeral, h~/ 
competent do yOu i 
be
1
lieve ai(S.es are? j 
I I I ,' t:•\ f {+) S:: I I• II r.::: ·nl I c:J C' 
J .w! .wl +'It .8 J 
l -! - .:::l.w .:::j c., .. , CJi G)lfd 0 s 8 
~~-+-J; .;.Jl..C: ..W!O 
1..-1 c:Jj oJ'" olu rnl ..c:: Oil 0.. Q) CL 't:1 I 




' I I ~ 
I :::l ) .-!l >I I 2l_Jj~~-~ £!!I I l I I--------------- - ---- i i ! !I 1 . 
I I! li j !9. Prepar7s. individual less•J"- plans unae:: teacher i J . j I i l 
i ! j supervJ.sJ.on. i I j' I. 1 1 
I I ! ! I : l l il ! i I ' . , 
1 
l ! 'I 1 j10. Translates for nor.-English speaking families I 1 I ! 1 ! J I I 
! 
l I 1 , i during school registration. ! I : _i! ! ! 
I I I i I I I i lj ,~-. --+-~--il:---
1 j 1 !11. Reviews and reinforces lessons. _j . i. 1
1 
i I I _ 
L_ t ___ 'l t. 
I ! . ! ! j I . I I I I ! . I I :I ' ; . I l ; j l ' ~12. Serves on cornr.tunity-school advisory groups. I I l j: 1 I ~~--+--t_ : 
I I ! · 113. Helps in daily class planning. I ! j !---t----t--4 
I 
1
1' 'I ' 14. Assists teacher in supervision of ·students dliring ~~ I ~~I j I ! · i ~,: l ! ! field trips. • 
1 
; ! ·I j ~ · I ... l ' . ' l ' L_ 1 .. _._ L_ - - --~ 
I 
I 1 j 1 ~- , /15. Shares wit..'-1 teachers in-service t.raining ideas, i l l ! 1 I j I ! i j methods, techniques, materials: etc. I ! I ! ! i 
I l I 16. Develops English and second language vocabularie~ I l I I I I 




j I I 117. Tutors students without teacher's immediate jl ! . I i I 
! I ! I supervision. 11 1 if I 





l j 1 118. Assists teacher prepare for parent-teacher j 
1 
i ·I 1 l 
. conferences. ! · ! t ! 
~ , 
1
19 ._ - Reads to studen--ts in the-ir home language. ' ~~! ,: ! ~~~ 






l (l) Do you believe 
I this _should Co y(•U Co J.ieve 
i' ,.~ ' 
\:.0:.} He<;'! :::roc_;:Lte::~'.:.ly ( 3} 
1 occur? this occ'..lrs? 
! 1 1 1 ~~ 1 ·~~n----c.,-~ --;-o~ 
! I ; ' I ' ! ; 1 
I I I ~ J I · ~ f j i I oc:l' I I I I : ! : 
j>o CJ! (!) ·>. I t i 't ! I 
,:-i a.JI "VI iM i: i • .1 I 
~ :r· &.! ·s i Q) f 2' ·CJ. i ~~ ~; 8! ~ 1 
l5 <e! O! <!!lo <OJ ,. mi illj '<:!! Q• i 
lb ·~I '21 b,jl:l ~·I . . . ~~ i!:i u;. ~ 1 l Ul .::l ::> <::, CJl .:: i The Instruct~onal A~de: 
1
. .:: o I CJJI -"< ! 
I I' I I 2.1. Takes pa:::-t in staff discussions. of family needs l I I ~~ I 
I I I I I if called upon. I ! I 1 
'i' 'I' ! 'jj·il j 1 ) i l 
1
: 22. :1~es ~ape recordings in second language for j I i, 
1 ! I i_ I I .i.o.sten~ng centers. 1 1 ! j 
I l I . i I ! 23. Helo assess stud'Emts' achievement in basic skil~ I I . 1
1
! ' , ! r ; ! ; , . i ! 1 I . . . . I i j ! I 
; 1 1 ! 24. Nakes v~s~ ts to nomes to encourage. attendance I ·1 1 ! ; • , , - + I ' 
l 1 i ! i at regular school functions. ! ! I 
I l I \ I t 25. Participates in long-:::ange class planning. I j I It 
. i. I I ' ! I ,. !I 
II ,. ~- ! 25. Transla.tes i~to nati:'~ languag: tests results 1 I I i for non-Engl~sh spea:•ang paren·cs. I . 1 
i l ! I I . ! I lj j 
1 
I I 27. Makes appointments for home visits for teachers j 1 i ! 
' I ' l 1 - • I ' I !i I ! I j 28. Prepares bul.Let~n ·boards, types·, for classroom I I I j 
! i , i I materials, duplicates materials, etc. . 1 ' 1 
ll -~ ! II 129. Converses with other aides concerning ideas, ,, i I .. ___ 1 methods, rna terials, etc. 
I 
-l . 







·Ih. sc~~erJJ., how 
~~~~~~~n:i~~sy~~~?i 
I! ! t ;;1 I !~ ;::j I f ~ -......:· 
! I 15 .~! 
4Jf +.J: .;..:jc H! 
!:!, c:i.!.! ~: ci !.-!I 
j G!' G' I rt5 !Dj E t:-;i 
I~..:JI -fJ!..C .u;o · 
!2.8.1 g)~~~v.;f 
I
t;> S! E!E i§i.;.> GJI 
.,.; 0 I 0 ·, 0 G I 0 (!) l ,::c u1 u,tn u 1 z z 
1 i I ! 1 
I I I I l 
· 1 l I 
I I 1 i ,! 
I I I . , . . I 
I I l I I 
j 1 i ! j I I ' I 
.! I I I I 
J ! i I I 
i l I I I 
\ I i I ! 
' ! i i I I I I I 
i 1 i, l I 1 . l I I ' I I 
i I I ;I I 
I I I I . j l ! j 
r-1 ~ 
1 I . 
I L-i 
I l l 





,, (l) ooyoubelTeve (2) How frequently ·(3) rr..·ger;eral, how l 
! this should do you believe co;:npetent do you j 
, . occur? this. occurs? believe aides are? { 
jl' ITTll Ill Iii l iiI .i . I I . . I l ,1'! i . I ! r,: g' i 
· I · · .. ! 1 ! .1 ; 1 s -~ ! I I I . '0 I i I . ! I I !! i J.) l "-'I ~ ffi "2 I 
I
I>.(!) o! wj >. i l j l 
1
! iii 1 .::! i::I+J c11& t ! 
ot,~·~ ~~ :il ot, l Ul s. : i~B! Bi~ o~P" 1 1~ tJ'l Ull .u · lV J:: m' :>,f c 01 Hfl 'r-:·!!J: C".J!:;::: ok:J m : 
i o ro · m1 o GJ o o I I ml o I '0 j w '!' 1..:: c) ~I •JJ n,f._, "' • 
! b -~ .;'j' 'g >; b &1 I ~I <::; j a; I % I l.S,' §! 5 \ g 6 LQ g ! 
Ul oj oj PJ 4UJ .x:l The Instructional Aide: .x;, o! tJJ 1 zjj i::: t.>j ulw u! :z; j 
I I I ·' I ' : •I I I I 'I ! . . t I I I I 
! 33. Supervises lunch rooms, hallways, and restrooms.! 1 1 1 !i ! I f ! 1 
I . . It I I ' I 
l I l I I 
PI I I I I I I ! 
I l I I 1 
l I I '1• I ! I · i , I . 
Takes part_in team planning, teaching 1 
l3s. 
! activities in the corr~unity. 
Informs the teacher of relevant school oriented 
I I I I i 136. l'laintains inventories of instructional supplies I ! 
. 
II I i I I I l 1 I and materials. . j I 
· ... 
i 
I I I 1 
I I 
! 
I I 1 37. Supervises the arrival and departure of children 
! 
I 
i I I I I transported to school by bus.· I 
I I I i i 38. Attends faculty meetit?-gs·when invited .. I I II I I I 
I I [ 
.I I 
I I II I I 39. Translates for parent-teacher interviews. J I I I 
i I I I I I I \40. Performs activities for fine arts units. I II 
\ I \ I 141. Produces audiovisual materials, and duplicates l ii j i II 
! I I teacher-prepared materials .. I ' il I ' ,...--.--. 
I I I t I ~ I ! I I I I I I ,.42. Uses ~eleased time to attend teacher-preparatory! 
! l . 1 classes or workshops. · · · , 
.I I I l I I 
H+t
·. I i 43. Helps in the identification of home or primary l 
j I language of the child (AB 1329) I 
j 1!44. Performs activities for listening and related 




' I I ' I 
1 l I ! I 
! . I • ' I 
l· I I t
1 
I 
' I I I ' , , . . 1 
f I I I 
i I I !-l 
I i ! ! I l i l I 
- ~~L ___ _1 
~--T--1 I l 





(:!.) Do yot: b<:!lieve (2) How frequently (3) In--general, hm; 
this should do you believe competent do you .. 
-- - -- --- -- -~- ---- ------- --------~ -----~- .. ----· I 
i 
I 
~ I I 
! I 
l 
l I i l lso. I ! i Makes cultural '"J'isual aid·2s; i.e., posters, I I i \ ' I d~awings, paintings. 
i l ! I I I l I I ' i 151. Encourages parents to attend school board I I I 1 l I meetings. i I 
i i I I l Prepares report cards under teacher supervision. l l I I ~ I j52. 
l I 
occur? t.~is occurs? believe aides arc? 
! I I I I i : I I l-::: ~ 
t I 1 I ' I ' '~ ·~ r ~ 1 , . i 1 ,, G) c . l 1 I I t • ..j....j •M ' ~ I . , ' , ' .;.: ....,, .;.:-~ Q)'" 
l J . {j I \ ~ C.\ C: j..;J ~ ;:,. ~ : I ' ! r ' WI. GJ• ;tl ol s <--; ' ({)! f "'I ' !:.,.;.;· +' 1 .c: .:.>•o I :., r:: 1 5 1 ~ ! i .-j '"I a..:·:o:: o l :.; '" . ~ ~I ~ I ~ I i-§, ~· g.; § ~,.;.J 'g 
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s~uden~.s. , I 1 tJ ' 1 , I . 
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. ! l ! II 1 I I I 
other materials from English to the students' · ! l I :! I /1 I ! I l . . ' . home language. i _i , 1 ! i 
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TOTAL MEANS AND F DISTRIBUTIONS 
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for } ... 11 21 
Total Means a.J.d F Distri bu.tio:r:s of Desirability (H1 ), Frequer,cy (H2) 1 e-nd Co:npetence (R"'l) 7 
Bilir~ual-Bicultural Functions., .,., 
Aides 





Act;:d.nistrators i\:ea."'l H' .._ 1~e2..n H' "-
Inter:orets atte:r.dance laws and school regulat.ions 
to non-English spealdng students. 
Arrar~es for presentations of cultural dances 1 
arts and crafts, food, music, etc. 
Translates for non-English speaking families during 
school registration. 
Develops English and second language vocabularies. 
Reads to students in their home lar~uage. 
:Wia:%es tape recordings in nativ-e language for 
listening centers. 
_.}Iel:ps assess etudents' achievement in basic skills. 
Tra.J.slates int~ native language tests results fer 


































































































Table 48 ( con~i.nued) 
Ite:n 
No. 
hieticns- Aides Groups: Teachei·s 
Adrr~.nist::-ato:rs 
73 Trar-.slates for counselors and other staff ;>;heh 
C03!1ninicat~ng wi·~h students or parents~ 
77 Talks with parents in their nati're lar~uage. 
79 Helps test students for language dominance 
(Jl..B 1329). 
80 Interprets to. school persorr,el ethnic cultural 
cust.oms. 
~ignificant at the .05 level. 





























































Table 48 (continued) 
FlL"lctio:us Croaps: Aide.s Teacher".s 
f.~yoti,P.s; s 1 
1~~esr1 F 
Adi-rd.nistr·e.to:r-s -
Translates for parent-teacher interviews. 4.07 3.3214* 
3.72 
. 4.2'7 
Helps L"l the identification of home or prLT.ar,y 3.96 1.2326 
langaage of the child (AB 1329). 3.95 
4.45 
Makes cultural visual aides; i. e., posters, 3.76 .637.2 
drawings, paL"ltings. 3.77 
4.09 




Provides V'ri tten second language translations for 
(' 
3.88 3.0299 
school messages to students' homes. .3.95 
3.90 
Produces bilingae.l instructional materials for 3.99 2,2527 
students' ase. 3.62 
4.09 
Uses the students' home language as needed with 4.42 .7421 
students. 4.44 
4.63 
P:::ovides written translations of textbooks or 3.70 .8494 
other materials fTOm Er€lish to the students' .3.39 
home la."lguage • . 3.54 
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Table 49. Total Means and F Distributions. of Desirability {Hl), Frequency (F~), and Ccrr~ete~ce (H3), 











Functio;:-,s Groups: Teaohers 
Ad.1Id.nistrat6rs 
Instructs srr~ll groups of students .in varioua 
lar%u&ge arts areas. 
P:resents ~'1d reads child.ren' s literature to 
students. 
t 
Rev-iews ar1d reinforces lessons. 
Tutors students without teacher's immediate 
supervision. 
Instructs children in learning to read and 
related skills of comprehensions and interpretation. 
Performs activities 'for fine arts uni-ts. 
Perforrr~ activ-ities for listening and. related skills 
of comprehe~~ion and interpretation. · 
54 Performs activities for oral language development 
and language experiences L~ reading~ 
\ 
c\ es: \;r~c~~': '--< (' I '1""-e.q, V..Z.Y":C'··{ Co V'i'. p :9+-e. \/'", c e. 
P,yoothesis 1 
Meo.n .E 





























































































Table 49 (eo~tinued) 
Item 
No. Functions 




~~ Prov~des instruction to students on the conventior~ 
of writing; e.e., capitalization, plli"'lctuation, etc. 
61 Arr~~es displays for interest centers, 
65 Adrrd~~sters teacher-made tests to students. 
66 Alerts teacher to special needs of individual 
students. 
68 Disciplines students in a positive manner, 
j!Y' Provides health care ir.struction for studs nts. 























H:v'lJothes is 2 















































































.::rr Ev<3.luates pupils' work and assigns marks. 
74 Uses a variety of audiovisual equipment to promote 
learning. 
% Assigns homev;o:rk or extended work. 
76 Assists ·,vith physical education activities uncer 
direct supervision. 
78 Instructs small groups of students in content 
areas; i.e., science, math, etc. 
*Sigr~ficfu~t at the .05 level. 






























































Table 50, Te>tal Means and F Distributions of Dssirability (Hl), Frequency (H2), a..'l.d Competence (H3); 




Groups: Teachers P.rvot:OesiS l 
Administrators }!iean £. 
4 Attends curriculum meetings 
9 Pl~pares indiv~dua1 lesson plans ~~der teacher 
supervision. 
13 Helps in daily class plannL'l.g. 
15 Shares with teachers in-service trair~ng ideas, 
methods, tec~~iques, materials, etc. 
21 Takes part in staff discussions of family needs 
if called upon. 
25 Participates in long:~ar%e class plar~.i.'l.g. 
29 Converses with other aides concernir.g ideas 1 


























Hv:~::>thesis 2 TtrDcth~::!s-1 s 3 
1\foean .£... N:.aan .E 






















5.9520* 4.15 10.3874* 
3.42 
3.45 
1.5701 4.16 3.5688* 
3.77 
3.82 
c9866 4.19 2.8361 
3.98 
3.64 






























Takes part in team plar~L~, teaching, and 
evaluating~ 
Attends facul~ meetir~s when invited, 
Uses released tirre to attend teacher-preparatorJ 
classes or workshops. 
Observes other classrooms on a scheduled basis. 
Is in a career~ladder program taking college courses. 
*Signific~'t at the .05 level. 



































































Table 51. Total Means and F Distributions of Desirability (Hl), Frequency (F>2), anci Competence (H3), 






7 Deve~ops a close relationship between school &~d 
neighborhood attendance area. 
J2 Serves on co:mmu..~i ty-school advisor.r groups. 
18 Assists teacher prepare fer parent-teacher 
conferences. 
24 lv'a:t.:es visits to home to encourage attendance at 
regular school functions. 
27 Nakes appoin~ents for home '~sits for teachers. 
31 Accompanies teacher'and/or nurse on home visits. 
./J') Informs the teacher of releV'allt school o:dented 




























































































Table 51 (continued) 
Aid£:s Item 
No. Ft:mctior.s Gro~s: Tea.cners Jtrpothesis 1 
Administrators l/;e2..i.! .E 
47 Info:nns fa11ilies about free immunizations. 
__ n· Enqourages parents to attend school board meetings. 
55 Info:nns the school nurse about outbreaks cf 
dises.ses. 
59 Contacts commQ~ity agencies as directed b,y t~acher 
2..i."'1d ether staff members. 
62 E..xplains needed health care to mothers. 
"*Significw'lt at the ';05 level. 
Critical F-ratio: ~ 3.0?1 df= (2? 122). 
\ 






0 3.88 2.4995 
3.47 
. 3.55 














































Taole 52. Total Means and F Distributions of Desirability (B1), Fr6quency (H;z) 1 and Competence (H3), 






3 Performs e1·rands outside school grounds dul'ir4 
worki.."1g hours. 
S Takes roll call and maintains other official 
school records for students. 
14 Assists teacher in supervision of students during 
field trips. 
20 Performs plsygrotu>d duties •. 
28 Prepares bulle·~ in boards, t;).rpes for classroom 
materials, duplicates materials, etc. 
32 Checks wid scores students 1 ~urksheets. 


























Hv=thesis 2 R-.rrNtllesis '3 
Mean E 1/tean E 
3.04 2.0244 3.97 .8571 
2.74 3.93 
3.09 3.64 
3.78 1.8586 4.18 1,2280 
3.53 3.93 
4.09 4.18 
4.28 1.3660 4.38 2,1284' 
4.16 4.14 
4.64 4.45 
3.57 2,0547 4.01 .0461 
3.20 4.02 
3.82 4.09 
4.13 .4407 4.30 1.9403 
3.98 4.09 
4.09 3.91 
-<.19 4..1342 4.26 .2489 
3.95 4.16 
4.09 4.27 












36 Maintains inventories of instructional materials 
a21d supplies. 
37 Supervises the arrival and departure of .children 
tra;.J.Sported to and from school, 
41 Produces audiov~sual materials and/or .duplicates 
teacher-preps.red mate rials. 
.~~ Provides first-aid for minor injuries. 
48 Supervises pupil projects, chores, and jobs. 
_,?Z Prepares report cards under teacher superv~sion, 
.63 Collects r.:~onies fr::im students for class proj"ects,. 
ltL""lch tickets, TI'.ilk, etc. 
~ignific~~t at the ,05 level. 
Critical F-ratio: ~3.07, df= (2, 122). 
\ 
r;.'mthesis l 















































































INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE FUNCTIONS 





INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE FUNCTIONS 
1 Inte:t·prets attc-n1drmc;e la\'ls U:tJd school regnlat.:i.ons to non-F.ngJisl1 
,c.ipeak:Lng uiindent;:;., 
5 .flr:rrmge;c; f'c:t.· :p~oetaontutio!.Jf) of cuJ:turol dances, arts :mel cr·afts, food, 
music,. etc, 
] 0 Tnmdlates fol' IJOH··l<~ng Llsh Gpe'aking farnUies du:cing sehool registration,_ 
1S' Hea.da to studentn in th,d.r how·, laiJ-~o,ruage. 
• 22 Makes tape re(;ordil'.gs in na t:ive language f'J r 15.stening cenLeTS. 
/ 
23 Helps assess students 1 achieVi"ment :i.n basic slci11s. 
,26 'l'N.n8lat.es inti:J native language test resuUu for· -,lOl1·-Eng1l.sh speaking 
pa:n:l:nts .. 
43 H0lps in t.be ident.i:f!ieation of holiltl or p:"i;n;J.i".Y language of the ehil<'! 
u.a 1329) • 
.. 56 F:r-ov:i.deil written second language translations for school l!l033ages to 
.students 1 homes·) 
60 Pr"'dunes bilingual ·inntruct.ional J:.:aterials for Btuder1ts 1 lJ..';e. 
6/; UGes the students' home la:nguagn as needed Vl.ith s tndcrrt.::1 o 
67 P·r~:;·;.ides wr:ttton tmnslations of textl:ooks or other materialG from 
1~:JBJ.:i.sh, t~J the studf:rrts I hmne l.ntlE,'Uage, 
7J. U;xcs bili.ngual ma.teJ"ials with b:Uingllal Gtudexrts. . , .. 
'7'3 J::· ::t.nnlnt-ss for cCJUl~Sr::lDrs ;:md otbeJ:- staff when t:OJTlJnuntr;n .. ti.JJg vrith 
~·)tudCJlt.S or 1Jarents. 
'i'? Talks wj.th parents :tr< th:~i:r.· natJ.vc languac;e. 
~'9 h<-'l:ps test .s l;udenh~ fo:e langur1ge dond.nance (A.B 1:329). 
;')0 InteJ:'PJ'etcl tc t~cbool personnel ethnic cultnraJ. customs. 
227 
( 
2 JMtruci;s small gxi'Jups of stuchmts in various langue..gc arts areas. 
6 Presents and reads chilch'en 1 s litcn·atux-e t<J stud"rrLs. 
V 11 Rev5.e•:;s and reinfo1·ccs lesGon.g. 
~/ 17 Tutors students without teache~c 1 s i.rrrrned:iate supc1'Vi1Jio:n, 
}0 · Instructs ch:i.ld1·en :i.n learning to l~C!a.d and :related skills of comp:cf.,-· 
hc,rmion and interpTetat:i.on. · 
ItO Pe:t·for1n~ actJvities for fine arts umts. 
~1.. Pe):forms activJt:i.es fo:c listening and r·elatcd· sh:Llls of compTehcns:i.on 
rmd interpretation. 
~ilt. P<)l'fOI'JilS activities for oral l::Jnguage development and lR"ngll.agc 
c.x.pericmces in :reading, 
v 5'1 Listens to students read. 
( 
58 Provides j_nstruction to students on the eo.nventions of' writing; i. e,, 
<:a:pitrl.lization, punctuation, etc. 
61 ATranges displfl;ys i'l>I' i.nte;.-est centers. 
66 AJ.e,:ts teachel' to special m:eds o:C individual students. 
1,/ 68 Di.sd.plines students in a positi'II"B manner. 
69 Provides health care instruction for students. 
'7(> Reviews day 1s ac.tivities with substitt@)teachers. 
n ·· Eva.ltw.tes pupils 1 work and nssiens marks. 
v '?!+ Uset; n variety of audiovisual equipment to pronote lea:.rn:Ll1g. 
,.r5 1\.::~s:i.gns h8mework or ex-tended work, 








A:ttends curricnlurn m0etings·. 
9 Prepares individual lesson plans under teacher supervision. 
:!.3 Helps in dally class plo.nning. 
15 Shares with teachers inserv:ice tTah1ing ideas, methods, teclmiques., 
materials, etc. 
21 
2 r. :> 
Takes part in staff discussions of family needs if called upon. 
Participates in long .. r8l1ge class planning. 
29 Converses with othe.r aides concerning ideas, methods 1 teclmiques, 
aDd materials. 
( 
31, Takes part in team pla1ming, teach:tng, and evaluating. 
:3<1 Attends faculty meetings when invited. 
1;2 Uses released time to att.end teacher-preparatory classes o:t· workshops • 
.!,5 Observes other classroons on a scheduled basis. 
l/1 Is ir1 a ear-.=e:c •. ladder program taking colleg~! courses. 
'7 J)2velops a close relationship between school and neighboornood 
8.ttcndance a~rea" 
J2 Serves on community-~>chool advisory groups, 
J.8 A<>sists t.eo.cher preprn·e for parent·-teacher conferenc~cs. 
2/t MiJ.kes visits to homes to encourage ·attendance at Tegular school ftmctions, 
2'7 J1hkes ap)X.lintments for home v:i.si t.s for teachers. 
31 Accornpa.nj.es teacher and/~1r :mu·se on home visits. 
' , .. 
J~i Inf'Ol1llS t.h0 teacher of relevant school oriented ac ti v:t ties in the conununity" 
.2,7 I:n:fonnB frunilies a1:out free :irrnmmizations. 
51 i!::ncourar.:es parents to attenrl school b:>ard meetings. 
:j5 Infm.111s the school nm:·,se about outbreaks of diseases. 
~.0 Cm.rt.acts corrm1tmity agcnd.es as directed ~J teacher and other iJtaff mmllbera.· 
( . .. , }It:_ E>:yJ.a:Lns needed health caro to 1mthers. 
·' 
( 
l1erforms errands outside school gro>.mds ra~;;:;<J5.ng \'iorld.ng liours. ·., ____ / 
8 Takes lDll call and maintains other official school records for students. 
11,. As s-Ir; ts teacheT in supCl'vision of students du·f.'ing field Lr.1ps. 
;~o Performs pJ.uyg10und duties. 
;~(3 Prep;n:eo bulletin. boards, types for classroom materials, duplicated 
r~aterials 1 etc • 
. :r) Checks and scores students 1 worksheets. 
33 .Super'Vi:?es lunch rooms, hallways, and rest.room.'.l. 
}6 J,faintains inventories of instructional materials and suppHes. f 
]'l SupelYl.ses the arrival and departu·re of' ch:i.ldr-cn tra:ns]:X>rted to and ..... 
from school. 
41 .Produees audiovisual materials, and/or duplicates teacher-prepared 
materials • 
. 46 Provides first-a:td for minor :tnjuries. 
-+13 ~.:;up•~rviset'i pup.il projects, chores 1 and jobs. 
::i~2'. P:r.epa:res repo:rt cards under teacher supr:;rvisiontl 





APPENDIX D . 
SAMPLE LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL 
231 
October 13, 1977 
Dear Mrs. 
UNIVERSITY OF lHE PACIFIC 
Stockton, California 
College of Education 
23?. 
Maria N. Ortiz, Graduate Student 
Dr. Agustjn Garcia, Director 
Bilingual-Bicultural Doctoral 
Fellowship Program 
Because of your known expertise and work in the field of bilingual-· 
bicultural education, and more specifically~ your work with teachers and 
teacher aides in bilingual-bicultural classroom settings, we are request-
ing that you be part of a panel of experts. This panel is to establish 
the content validity of the enclosed questionnaire which is part of a 
doctoral study currently being conducted at the University of the Pacific. 
As you will read from the cover letter of the questionnaire, the purpose 
of the study is to look at the role of the instructional aide as per-
ceived by teachers, ~dminis.trators, and instructional aides themselves. 
ltJhat You al~e being asked to do~ then is to please fi 11 out the question·-
naire, studying closely ~ach item; secondly, to please fill out the 
enclosed questions about the questionnaire. We would like to establish 
the validity of thE~ instrument as soon as possible so that we may begin 
collecting data. We would like~ then, for you to please return the 
questionna'ire no later than Octob.er 30, 1977. 
Thank you for your cooperation and interest in this field. 
Sinceramente~ . 
r·1aria N. Ortiz 
Dr. Agustin Garcia, Chairman 
Doctora·l Disser·tation Committee 
September 19, 1977 
Dear Sir: 
UNIVERSITY OF lHE PACIFIC 
Stockton. California 
College of Education 
Maria N. Ort·iz 




With this letter we would like to request permission to conduct a question-
naire study that deals with the functions or roles of the bilingual-
bicultut·a·l instructional aide. The study vvould "look at the degree of 
agreement or disagreement between teachers~ instructional aides, and admin-
istrators regarding the functions of the instructional aides and the 
frequency of occurrence of these, in the bilingual-bicultural classroom 
setting. 
In order for the study to be significant, however, it is necessary to 
reestablish the t'eliability of the instrument that we would be using. And 
this is precisely the area in which we are requesting your help. We need 
to administer the questionnaire to a sample staff similar to that of ... 
Elementary School in your distr·ict. That sample staff vmuld be ·ideal 
because it has the same language components that we are including in the 
population study. 
If permission is granted, we would like to administer the same question-
naire twice to the same staff, roughly one month apart. Since other. 
phasesof'the research cannotbe carried out befOl''e establishing the 
reliability of the instrument, we would like to administer the first 
questionnaire October 6, 1977, and the second one, November 10, 1977. 
We would come and administer the questionnaire during regularly scheduled 
staff meeting or any time after school at the convenience of the principal 
and staff. The questionnaire has been previously administered to similar 
groups and the average time required to complete the questionnaire has 
been 20 rrri nutes. 
·-·~~----~-----
It is the hope of the researcher and of the dissertation committee that 
the findings of the study can be used to determine a more consensus role 
definition of the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide in order to 
facilitate (l) basis for hiring, (2) relevant training, and (3) standards 
for. eval ua ti on. 
We have previously discussed the nature of the study with the principal 
and he has given us verbal support and tentative approval to do the study 
in his school, provided we have the final approval of your office. We· 
would appreciate any comments that your office may have concerning any 
aspects of the study. We would be more than happy to share any or all 
of the results and implications of the study. 
Enc: Biographical Information Sheet 
Questionnaire 
Detail Outline of the Study 
cc: Principal 
Sincerely yours, 
t~aria N. Ortiz 
Dr. Agustin Garcia 
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Maria N. Ortiz, Graduate Student 
Dr. Agustin Garcia, Director 
Bilingual·-Bicultural Doctotal 
Fellowship Program 
November 15, 1977 
Dear Sir: 
This letter is in regard to our telephone conversation regarding the 
possibility of conducting a questionnah·e study dealing wHh the func-
tions of bilingual-bicultural instructional aides. I think your district 
would be a very urri que asset to the overa 11 purpose of the study because 
it is a new district involved in bilingual education. 
The study addresses itself to three main questions: (l) the degree of 
agreement among teachers, instructional aides, and administrators regard-
ing the functions of the instructional aide; (2) the perceived frequency 
of occurrence of these functions among the same groups; and (3) the per-
ceived competence of the aides in perfonning the roles or functions. 
The study is currently being done in three other school districts. The 
purpose of this is not to make programat·ic comparisons, but instead to 
see if dHfetences ·in .school distr·ict ·locat·ions, length of bilingua·l 
programs, or staffs have an influence on the perceived roles of the 
instructional aide in bilingual-bicultural classroom settings. 
I am including grades K-12. The questionnaire takes approximately 20 
niinutes to complete. It usually works out best for everyone involved- if 
-the questionna·ire is distributed during group meet-ings, i.e., staff meet-
ings or inservice workshops. 
It is the hope of the researcher and the dissertation committee that the 
finds of the study can be used to determine a more consensus role defini-
tion of the bilingual-bicultural instructional aide in·order to facilitate 
(1) basis for hiring, (2) relevant training, and (3) standards for 
evaluation. 
We would appreciate any comments that you may hav(:! concerning any aspects 
of the study. We would be pleased to work along with you in order that 
all phases of this study can be of benefit to the goals and objectives of 
your bilingual-bicultural education projects. 
Enc.: Biographical Information Sheet 
Ques t·i onna ·ire 
Sinceramente, 
r~aria N. Ortiz 
Dr. Agustin Garcia~ Chairman 
Doctoral Dissertation Committee 
